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Introduction 
“Differentioids” is the author’s name for “pseudo-differential 
operators, ” and his treatment here differs from that of other authors in 
that his ends where theirs begins. Whereas pseudo-differential operators 
are usually conceived from the start as elements of a certain algebra 
endowed with a symbol, here they are taken as commonly found in 
analysis, namely, either as differential operators or as integral operators 
associated with kernels that up to any degree of smoothness are sums of 
quotients of Cm-kernels by powers of the distance; it is only later that 
they are recognized to form an algebra and to have a symbol. In an 
ultimate analysis differentioids appear as the generalization of differential 
operators resulting from carrying to its natural limits the idea of compos- 
ing differentiations with pointwise multiplications; the (complete) 
symbol is just the expression of their dependency upon the absolute 
differentiation and on the point of application. It is in fact to the identifi- 
cation of the class of operators explicitly given above with that of those 
admitting asymptotic expansions in terms of multipliers and differential 
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operators that this is mainly devoted. Consequently, only the properties 
of differentioids relevant to this end are discussed here. At a more practical 
level, however, some readers may perhaps find more interesting than 
the above result the technique that has led to it, for, having often faced 
the irking task of differentiating an integral operator beyond the point 
where the kernel ceases to be differentiable, they might derive some 
satisfaction from a mechanism that allows them to proceed automatically. 
As to the setting for this theory we have chosen a middle ground of 
generality. We work on a Cm-compact Riemannian manifold with 
operators mapping C”-tensor fields into Cm-tensor fields, or dually, 
tensor distributions into tensor distributions; no special function spaces 
are considered. The use of tensor quantities is not just an expression 
of greater generality but is an essential element for setting up a kernel 
calculating machinery. The treatment, which is thoroughly intrinsic and 
invariant, has a somewhat formal character and leads to a sort of 
“algebraic” core class of pseudodifferential operators. In line with this 
such an apparently unavoidable analytical instrument as the Fourier 
transform plays no role in our theory. 
This paper is a reelaboration of some material contained in three 
reports to the Mathematics Research Center, U.S. Army, University 
of Winconsin, bearing the title, “The Riesz Transform, Parts I, II, 
III” (Part III was never printed) [ 181, [ 191, written in 1961, where 
differentioids were first introduced under the name of “potential 
operators.” 
A brief summary of the contents of the various sections follows below: 
1. NOMENCLATURE; 2. TENSOR FUNCTIONS AND KERNELS. These 
sections contain an invariant presentation without proofs of complex 
tensor algebra and tensor calculus on a differentiable manifold. The 
rather special terminology to be used through the paper is established 
here. A brief sketch of the theory of tensor distribution closes Section 2. 
3. P-KERNELS. C”-tensor kernels F(x, y) are linear maps from 
tensors of a certain rank at y into tensors of another rank at X, infinitely 
smooth in both variables. These are graded according to their vanishing 
order along the diagonal and an approximate calculus modulo higher 
degree terms is built. Approximate analogs of Euler’s theorem and of the 
expansion in spherical harmonics are derived. The section concludes 
with an explicit power expansion for the mean value of a Cm-kernel 
over a geodesic sphere. 
4. d-KERNELS. We introduce general d-kernels first, These are 
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kernels that can be made arbitrarily smooth by subtracting suitable 
sums of terms of the form F(x, y)/l xy Ia, where F(x, y) is a P-kernel 
and / xy lo1 a power, generally complex, of the geodesic distance (for 
nonpositive even a’s 1 xy I-m has to be replaced by 1 my I-~ log( l/l xy 1)). 
An order is defined for these kernels and a few elementary properties 
are proved. The main part of this section, however, is devoted to the 
search of the largest class of general d-kernels with the property that up 
to terms of arbitrarily high orders any kernel is the divergence of another. 
This requires a rather involved discussion, but the class is finally found 
and its terms are named d-kernels. It turns out that, with a few 
exceptions, general d-kernels are d-kernels. 
5. DIFFERENTIOIDS. Differentioids are sums of differential opera- 
tors and integral operators associated with d-kernels. For this purpose 
the notion of “finite part of an integral” is used whenever the kernels 
are not integrable. The first part of this section is devoted to establishing 
the notion of finite part on a manifold. A few immediate properties of 
differentioids follow but the most significant part is a discussion of the 
relations between differentioids and differential operators. 
6. COMPOSITION OF &KERNELS. This section is fully devoted to 
the proof that the composition of two-d-kernels-when defined-is a 
d-kernel again. An explicit form for the leading term of the composition 
is derived. 
7. THE ALGEBRA OF DIFFERENTIOIDS. THE SYMBOL. As a con- 
sequence of the results obtained in the previous sections it follows 
almost immediately that the differentioids form an algebra, in the sense 
that, when defined, the product of two differentioids is again a dif- 
ferentioid. We give an explicit definition of the symbol of a differentioid 
and prove that it furnishes a homomorphism of differentioids into 
tensor functions. 
8. FUNCTIONS OF DIFFERENTIOIDS. GENERALIZED INVERSES. This 
section begins with a theorem stating that an analytic function of a 
differentioid of positive order is also a differentioid. Then follows a 
discussion of general inverses which at the end is applied to the inversion 
of the basic differential operators V,V. and V.V. 
9. THE POWERS OF THE LAPLACIAN. The powers of the Laplacian 
(V.V)a are shown to be differentioids of order - 2 Re 01, and the analytic- 
ity of the associated kernel in its dependency on o( is established. 
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10. CANONICAL EXPANSIONS. THE COMPLETE SYMBOL. Thecon- 
cl&on is reached that differentioids coincide with the operators 
admitting asymptotic expansions in terms of multipliers and of powers 
of the basic differential operators. Various forms of the complete symbol 
are considered. 
1. Nomenclature 
This paper deals mainly with tensor quantities, and to overcome in 
part the formal complexities that usually accompany such a subject 
it was found advisable to proceed in a synthetic (coordinateless) and 
intrinsic manner. To this end a notation was devised which, without 
being too ambiguous, both departs little from the familiar notation for 
scalars and keeps clear from the traditional Ricci-calculus and the theory 
of fibers spaces. It has been the author’s repeated experience that a 
good grasp of the notation is an indispensable prerequisite for the under- 
standing of the material set forth here. So, at the risk of appearing trivial 
and repetitious, we devote these first two sections to the presentation 
of that part of tensor algebra and tensor calculus to be used later in the 
paper, not so much with intentions of instructing the reader in a subject 
he knows but with the purpose of familiarizing him with a notation and 
terminology he may not know. Proofs are omitted. 
Let 5 be a complex linear space of (complex) dimension n, endowed 
with a “conjugation” operation A 4 6, and a “real” scalar product 
A . M relative to the conjugation. We recall that a conjugation is a 
mapping of 2 into itself characterized by the properties 
aA + bM = ui + a?, (1.1) 
ii =A, (1.2) 
and that a scalar product satisfies 
(ad, + a,4 . M = (r,(4 . M) + &(4 . M), 
(1. (Wf, + UK) = b,(A . Ml) + b,(A . MA 
A.M=M.A, 
A.A>O, fl.A=OoA=O. 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
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The scalar product is real relatively to the conjugations iff 
-- 
A.M=Li.ilZ. (1.6) 
Such a space may for instance be obtained from a real vector space ‘% 
with scalar product by the so called process of “complexification,” 
whereby the class of all pairs (P, Q), P, Q E ‘$3 is given a linear complex 
structure of the required type as follows: 
PI , 81) + Pz > QJ = (PI + pz 3 81 + Qz); 
(a + ib) (P, Q) = (UP - SQ, aQ + W; 
(P, Q) = (P, - Q); 
The real vectors in 2 are those for which /i = (1; they form a real 
vector space Re Z and any ME Z admits a unique expression 
M = P + iQ with P, Q E Re 2; we write P = Re M, Q = Im M. 
Moreover, since the scalar product of real vectors is real, the restriction 
of the scalar product to Re 2 is a scalar product there. It is clear then 
that the real vector space underlying 2 is isomorphic to Re Z x Re 5, 
and that 2 itself is isomorphic and isometric to the complexification of 
Re 2. In particular, the real dimension of Re 2 and the complex dimen- 
sion of 5 are the same. 
Through the scalar product a unique linear functional can be assigned, 
to any ME 2, namely m(n) = A?. /I; the mapping thus established 
between 2 and its dual 2” is a linear isomorphism, and through this 
isomorphism any element in 2 has the dual role of a vector and a linear 
functional. No distinction will be made between these dual roles and 
the same symbol will be used in either case. Thus the quantity 
@. (1 = /I. M is both the value of M as a linear functional at /I, and 
the value of fl at M. It follows that the norm of a vector coincides with 
its norm as a linear map, and that the above described isomorphism is 
also an isometry. By doing away with the distinction between covariant 
and contravariant tensors this identification of 2 with its dual brings a 
great simplification to the tensor calculus built on Z. A tensor of rank t 
on Z can be simply defined as a t-(complex) linear form of t-arguments 
in % : T(Ll, , L$ ,... A,); by definition the tensors of rank zero are the 
scalars. By the above discussion tensors of rank one coincide with vectors. 
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Linear combinations and exterior (tensor, Kronecker) products of 
tensors are defined as usual by the linear combinations and products of 
the associated multilinear forms. For these we use the notations: 
aS +bT, ST, SSTIT-S = sp. 
Any tensor T of rank t can be expressed as a linear combination of 
vector products: T = C bMIM, . . . M,; the value of such tensor at 
(-4 , 4 ,..., At) is 
RA, , A, ,..., At) = c b(A& . A,) (It&. A,) . . . (A??, . At). 
Thus the tensors of rank t form a complex vector space Z1 of complex 
dimension nl. The conjugation on 2 induces a conjugation on 2 t as 
as follows: F or any tensor T of rank t, T is the tensor of the same rank 
associated with the linear form 
T(f& , A2 ,..., fi,). 
In addition to the characteristic properties of a conjugation, the bar 
operation has the property: 
ST = ST. (1.7) 
It is at once seen that a tensor is real iff it takes real values on real vectors. 
Similarly, the scalar product on 2 induces a scalar product on ZP’ real 
with regard to the above conjugation, thus: If S = 2 aM,M, . . . M, , 
T = C bN,N, . . . N, , then 
S . T = cc db(M, . N,) (n/r,. NJ . . . (IM, . NJ; 
the result is independent of the particular representations of the factors. 
In this manner all spaces 2’, Y = 0, l,..., are endowed with similar 
linear Hermitian structures; the absolute value or tensor norm 
1 T / = (T . T)lj2 is distributive with regard to tensor products, that is, 
ISTI=/SI ITI; (1.8) 
Yet 
IS.TI~lS/lTl. (1.9) 
On use of the scalar product, the value of a tensor T at A, ,..., fl, 
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can be expressed by T(A, ,..., At) = T . (Al . . . Ai), where the expres- 
sion in parentheses is the product of the t vectors A, ,..., A, . There is a 
natural correspondence between real tensors on 2 and tensors on Re 2. 
Since a real tensor takes real values on real vectors, the restrictions of a 
real tensor to Re 2 is a tensor on Re 2; conversely, any tensor F on 
Re 5 is the restriction of one and only one real tensor of same rank on 2, 
namely of the tensor T defined by 
TV, , 4 ,..., At) = T. Re(A,A, . . . At) + ip. Im(A,A, . . . At). 
The map T o T is not only a real linear isomorphism, but also an 
isomorphism with regard to any (tensor algebra) operation that yields 
real tensors out of real ones; in addition, it is an isometry. In view of this, 
p and T are identified, and without further ado any tensor on Re 2 is 
automatically extended to a real one on 2. 
Naturally attached to the scalar product in 2 is the 2nd-rank tensor 
defined by the 2-form /ii . A, . This is the so called “metric tensor” 
and is denoted by the letter G; clearly G is real and, for any pair of dual 
bases {A,}:, {Aj}: (with ili . Aj = a,‘), G = x &li; note 
IG/=&. (1.10) 
Now, the contraction of a tensor in a pair of places can be described in 
terms of G: If T is of rank 3 2, consider the 2-form obtained from 
T(A, ,..., A,-, , AP , AP+i ,..., A,-, , A, , A,,, ,... AL) by letting A, and 
A, vary while keeping the other arguments fixed; this is a rank-two 
tensor and its scalar product with G depends linearly on the “fixed” 
arguments and thus defines a tensor of rank t - 2: the contraction of T 
in the p and q-places, denoted K,,(T). If T = C b/l, . . . A,, then 
Contractions with regard to various pairs of places can be taken one 
after the other and the tensor be successively “de-ranked” down to 
rank one or zero. However, the notational mechanism controlling the 
composition of contractions is a bit awkward because the relative 
positions of places change from contraction to contraction. Fortunately 
contractions within a given tensor are seldom used here, and the con- 
tractions of tensor products with regard to places in diaerent factors 
which are most likely to occur can be dealt with in a simple manner by 
the following extension of the scalar product to tensors of different 
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ranks: If S and T are tensors of rank s and t, respectively, then S . T 
is the tensor of rank r = / s - t 1 associated with either the r-linear form 
s. (A1 . . . A,T) if s > t or with the form (SAr . . . (I,) . T if s < t. The 
“dot” product S . T coincides with the previously defined scalar product 
if s = t, it is linear in the second argument and conjugate-linear in the 
first and satisfies S . T = S . T but not S . T = T . S; neither is it 
associative. Yet the modified product S . T which is linear in both 
factors enjoys some degree of associativity. For, if the rank of S 
is not exceeded by the sum of the ranks of R and T then 
(I? . S) . T = l? . (3. T). 0 ne checks without difficulty that S . T is 
just the orderly contraction of ST in as many last places in S and first 
places in T as possible. 
The dot product is meaningful even when one or both factors are of 
rank zero, and it is worth noting that in such cases a . T = aT, 
S . b = bS; that is, that for scalars the dot has the effect of turning onto 
its conjugate whatever precedes it and leaving unchanged anything that 
follows it. 
An operation of frequent occurrence in tensor algebra is that of 
permutation of a tensor, which we shall presently define: Let T be a 
tensor of rank t and 
c 
1 2 . ..t 
Cd = w(1) w(2) . . . w(t) 1 
a permutation of the first t numbers. Then the w-permutation of T is the 
tensor Tw characterized by 
Permutations are linear automorphisms in St; notice should be taken 
of the relations 
Tw.,‘$= T.S-1 if rank S = rank T, (1.11) 
((T)w)T = TwT, (1.13) 
(...(((?TTq . A,) . A,) . . . A,) = T . (/l&l . . . Al). (1.14) 
The last relation above shows that successive scalar multiplication by 
vectors has the effect of a permutation reversing the order of the vectors. 
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Take now a fixed tensor U in 2S+t, and with it build the map 
5’ -+ T = D . S. This is clearly a linear map of 2” with Xt, having 
T -+ T . U as its adjoint; a simple count of dimensions indicates that any 
linear map from 2” into Zl can be so represented, and hence that tensors 
can be conceived as mappings of tensors into tensors; the same holds 
for the mappings T + T . U. This is a remark of capital importance of 
which we shall make frequent use. As a first application we notice that 
contractions and permutations being linear operations admit representa- 
tions by means of tensors; the resulting tensors are called contractions 
and permutation tensors, respectively. Specially important is the identity 
mapping of X1 into itself. For t = 1 the identity is furnished by the 
metric tensor, for, in fact G . /l = d . G = (1; for other values of t the 
identity, similarly given by the scalar product, can be constructed out of 
G as follows: Let w be the permutation of the first 2t numbers carrying 
the odd ones in their order into the first t numbers and the even ones 
into the last t. Then Gctl = (Gl)w represents the identity in 5l. 
2. Tensor Functions and Kernels 
In the course of this paper we shall work on an ordinary n-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold 9JI of class Cm, which in addition will be assumed 
to be compact, without boundary and oriented; its points will be denoted 
by small letters x,y, z,... and the complexification of the space of tangent 
vectors at x by Z(X). The elements of Z(x) are called complex tangent 
vectors at X, or simply vectors; the original tangent vectors are the 
“real vectors”. Tensor fields of rank t-here called tensor functions- 
are mappings x --+ T(x) assigning to each point x of a certain set 
ID C ‘$3 an element T(x) C Zl(x). Th e are denoted by a single capital y 
letter T, or sometimes, when the dependency upon the point of applica- 
tion is to be emphasized, by T(x). As usual, the value of the tensor T(x) as 
a t-linear form on t vectors fl, ,..., (1 t tangent at x is denoted 
T(x)(A, , fl, ,..., At), or T(x) . (/l,/l, . . . /l J. Exception to the above 
rule is provided by the metric tensor G, whose dependency upon the 
application point is indicated by G( X, X) for reasons to be apparent soon. 
Tensor operations are transferred to tensor functions by performing 
them pointwise, and the same notation is used as for tensors on a fixed 
vector space. Thus, A . B is the tensor function defined by 
(A . B) (x) = A(x) . B(x). 
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Now we come to the basic objects of this paper: tensor kernels. Let 
2’(x) and Z”(Y) be the spaces of tensors of rank r at x and of rank s at y. 
A tensor kernel K of ranks (r, S) is a map assigning to any point (x, y) 
of a set 3 C !l.R x ))31 an element K(x, y) E Z’(x) @ P’(y) (0 denotes 
tensor product), that is a bilinear form over S’(x) x P(y). A complex 
linear structure, with a conjugation and a real scalar product, is induced 
on these kernels by the similar structures existing over P(x) and P(y), 
much in the same manner as the structure on 2’ results from that on Z. 
The elements of P(x) @ P(y) can also be viewed as formal finite sums 
C R(x) S(y) of products of tensor functions of rank Y at x and tensor 
functions of rank s at y. Dot products in each variable can be defined, 
and with the help of these the values of a bilinear form be given in the 
following manner: R(x, y) . (X(x) Y(y)), where X(x) E P(x), Y(y) E Z”(y). 
The mutually adjoint mappings: 
Y(Y) - a, Y) . Y(Y), TX) - 0, Y) * -TX), 
of P(y) into i7r( x an ) d conversely describe the kernel uniquely and serve 
also to define it. From the analytical point of view, however, it is con- 
venient to think of K(x, y) as a two variable function behaving as a single 
variable tensor function at each end. The kernel K*(x, y) = R(y, x) is 
called the adjoint of K(x, y); the adjoint operation is a conjugate-linear 
isomorphism. Let us recall in passing that a kernel is real if, as a bilinear 
form, it takes real values over real tensors, or if as a mapping it maps 
real tensors into real ones. Clearly, kernels of ranks (0, 0) coincide with 
ordinary complex-valued functions of two variables. Tensor functions 
T(x) of rank t can be thought as kernels of ranks (t, 0) constant in the 2nd 
argument and hence can be incorporated, if necessary, into the algebra 
of tensor kernels. To avoid possible confusions, special attention must be 
paid to the concept of exterior product of tensor kernels. If H and K 
are kernels of ranks (r, S) and (u, U) then their exterior product L = HK 
is the kernel of ranks (r + U, s + v) characterized by the identities: 
where X, U, Y, V are tensors of ranks r, U, S, U, respectively. In other 
words, the various places corresponding to each variable are accumulated 
separately in order of appearance. This is consistent with the 
usual identification of (I’(x) @ IL”(y)) @ (P(x) @ V(y)) with 
T+yx) @ P+“(y). c oa escence 1 of variables produces tensor functions 
of rank r + s out of kernels of ranks (r, s); the places remain in their 
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original order, those originating in the first argument preceeding those 
resulting from the second. Let us finally remark that permutations and 
contractions of kernels are possible only with regard to places belonging 
to the same variable, and that the absolute value of a kernel ) K 1 does 
not coincide with its norm as a linear mapping (it is in fact the square 
root of the trace of the composition of the linear map K with its adjoint 
K*). 
There is a unique torsion-free absolute differentiation V on !J.N acting 
on real tensor functions with the property VG = 0; it is called the gra- 
dient. If X is a real tensor field of rank r, VX is the real tensor functions 
of rank r + 1 whose components are the covariant derivatives of X (an 
entirely invariant definition can also be given; see below). The gradient 
can be extended at once to complex tensor functions by setting 
V(P + iQ) = VP + iVQ; according to this, V is linear and satisfies 
VT = VT, a relation which is better expressed by V= 0. The notation 
VT is contrived so as to suggest a forward multiplication by a “vector” 
V; the first place in VT is called the differentiation place. Due to this 
requirement, the formula for the gradient of a product takes the form 
V(ST) = (VS) T + (SVT)(l,z,...,s,s+l), (2.1) 
wheresistherankofSand(1,2,..., s, s + 1) is the permutation cycle of 
the indicated places. The divergence of T is the contraction of VT in its 
first two places; it reduces the rank by one unit and is denoted V . T. 
The Laplacian of T is the divergence of the gradient, and in accordance 
to the above, it is assigned the symbol V.VT; it leaves the rank un- 
changed. The symbols Vk, (V.)k stand for the K-times repeated gradient or 
divergence, respectively. These basic differential operators can also be 
applied to kernels but in such cases one must be careful to specify 
the variable upon which the operators act; this is indicated by a suffix, 
thus: 8, or V,, and regardless the variable involved the symbols are 
placed to the left of the kernel. It is an elementary fact that under very 
broad conditions gradients with regard to different variables commute. 
As usual, Ck(!S) denotes the class of tensor functions with K continuous 
gradients on Sz (continuity being defined through local parametrizations); 
Cm(Q) is the intersection of all Ck’s, k = 0, 1, 2,..., it is the class of 
infinitely differentiable functions. All this applies to kernels as well, 
with the provision that all gradients of order < R, mixed or not, are to be 
used in the definition of Ck. Let 1 xy 1 denote the geodesic distance 
between two points x and y of YRJZ; it is well known that there is a largest 
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positive number S with the property that whenever the geodesic distance 
between two points is smaller than S it can be realized as the length of a 
unique arc of geodesic joining the points. For such points, / xy 12 is of 
class C”; in fact, / xy I2 is of class C” whenever it is of class Cr. In 
particular, the kernels V, ij 1 xy 12, V, + I xy j2, V,V, Q 1 xy 12, 
V,V, 4 / xy 12, V,V, 4 ) xy I2 are of class C” where defined. These 
kernels play a significant role in our theory and so we shall stop briefly 
to gather a few of their most important properties. All formulas below 
are valid for ) xy 1 < 6: 
I v, 4 I XY I2 I = I v, t I XY I2 I = I XY I 7 (2.2) 
V,V, 8 I xy I2 = G(x, 4 + O(l XY 1% (2.3) 
where, we recall, G(x, x) is the value of the metric tensor at x. Upon 
contraction of (2.3), 
v, . v, 3 1 xy 12 = n + O(l xy I”). (2.4) 
On use of V.Vqp = p(p - 1) qP2 ( Vg, I2 + pqFIV.V~, one deduces from 
(2.2) and (2.4) 
v, . v, I XY IP = PM + II - 2) I xy I@ + I xy Ip-2 O(l xy 12), (2.5) 
for all p. If one sets 
G(x, y) = - V,V, Q I XY I’, (2.6) 
one may easily check that (G(x, Y)),,~ coincides with the value of G at x 
already denoted by G(x, x). Differentiation of (2.3) yields 
V,G@,y) = 00 XY I) (2.7) 
and so 
[V,G(x, ~%,=a = [V,G(x, r)l,=e = 0. 
Moreover, differentiation of (2.2) after squaring yields 
(V,V, 4 I xy I”). v, + I xy I2 = v, t I xy 12, 
F,V, a I XY I”). v, t I XY I = vz 4 I XY 12> 
to which one should also add the formula 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
G&Y). G(Y, 4 = G(x, 4 + O(l XY I)“. (2.11) 
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Thus Y(y) --t X(X) = G(x, y). Y(y) is an isomorphism between tangent 
vectors at y and tangent vectors at X, which reduces to the identity if 
y =x, and wh ose inverse is X(x) + G(x, y) . X(X), up to terms of 
order 2. The kernel 
Gt(x, y) = G(x, y) G&Y) . . . G(x, Y) 
does likewise for tensors of rank t, and so it can be considered as a kind 
of approximate “tensor translation” from y to x. With the assistance of 
Gt(x, y) tensor analysis on m can be developed in an entirely intrinsic 
and invariant manner, without reference to coordinates and local para- 
metrizations: The “increment” of a tensor function T(x) for a displace- 
ment from x0 to x is defined to be the tensor 
W(x), Wdl = GYx, 7x1. W) - V,h (2.12) 
and from this notion the theory of continuity and differentiation follows 
the usual course. In particular, a tensor function T(x) is said to be 
differentiable at a point x0 interior to its domain of definition if there is a 
tensor VT(x,)-called the gradient of T at x,-such that 
Gt(q, , x) . T(x) - T(xo) = Yro S I xx,, I . VW,) + o(I xx,, I). (2.13) 
Throughout this paper we adhere systematically to this invariant con- 
ception of analysis and only occasionally resort to local parameterizations 
and co0rdinates.l 
The permutation properties of higher-order gradients are governed by 
the Riemann tensor of %X. This is a fourth-rank real tensor R(x) 
characterized by the identity 
[VW - (VV)‘l2’] V(x) = z?(x) . V(x), V(x) E T(x), V(x) E c2. (2.14) 
Its expression in terms of G(x, y) is 
W = V,V, - (V,VP2’l G(Y> dIy=z; (2.15) 
clearly, R is infinitely differentiable. For tensors of rank t, (2.14) is 
replaced by 
[VW - (VV)‘l2’] T(x) = R(t)(x) . T(x) (2.16) 
1 For a better understanding of the author’s point of view, the reader may consult 
[18]-[20]. 
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where 
W’(x) = {[V,V, ~ (V,V,)‘12’] Gt(y, x))?/zr . (2.17) 
Expansion of this by the formula for the differentiation of a product 
yields the usual expression of Rtt)(x) in terms of R(x). 
The metric tensor induces a real measure on 93 and along with it a 
notion of integral for scalar functions. The manifold being oriented there 
is just one positive real n-form E on YJ with the property 1 E 1 = l/n!. 
This E is a constant real tensor function, that is, has an everywhere 
vanishing gradient. Now, if F( ) x is a scalar-valued function, we set 
j,> 44 dx = j, W4 E, (2.18) 
where the last interal is the usual invariant integral of the form F(x) E 
over ‘93; the integral is always assumed to be taken in the Lebesgue sense. 
Tensor kernels may also be integrated, but only with regard to a scalar 
variable; the result is a function of same rank as that of the kernel with 
regard to the other variable. Integrals over domains 3 other than the 
whole manifold can be defined by letting the function equal to zero 
outside of B. Most of our integrals, though, will be taken over the whole 
manifold and to simplify the writing we shall drop the indication of the 
domain of integration in such cases; it is only when the domain differs 
from !JJI that we indicate it. 
Let us briefly recall Gauss’s formula, of which we shall make constant 
use: Let D be an open domain in 91 with boundary 39 consisting of a 
finite number of smooth (n ~ 1)-dimensional submanifolds, and let 
V(X) be a vector function in Cl(Q) continuous in 5. Then 
i 
V.V dx = 
.r 
N . V da, , (2.19) 
. T, a73 
where N is the outer unit normal to aD, and where da, denotes the 
measure on aa. If V = A . B is the dot product of two tensor functions 
whose ranks differ by one unit, the above yields 
ja(V.A).Bdx+jnA.VBdx=ja~(N.A).Bdo,, (2.20) 
since V.(A . B) = (VA) . B + A . VB. If ID = ‘9JI, there is no boundary, 
and 
j(VA).Bdx+ jA.VBdx=O, (2.21) 
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which, introducing the scalar product of two tensor functions of same 
rank 
(T, S> = j T(x) . S(x) dx, (2.22) 
can be given the form 
(W.A, B) + (A, WB) = 0. (2.23) 
From this it is seen that, V and - V. are mutually adjoint operations, 
relative to the scalar product ( , ). This remark alone permits one to 
build the entire theory of tensor distributions on a Riemannian manifold 
in an intrinsic and invariant way. In anticipation of future needs, let us 
briefly sketch how this can be done: Let CT be the linear space of all 
P-tensor functions of rank Y, metrized by 
This is the so called “test function space”; it is a locally convex, com- 
plete metric complex vector space (F-type), having for bounded sets all 
those families of functions with uniformly bounded gradients of any 
order. The space of tensor distributions of rank r is the dual 3, of CF, 
that is, the space of all continuous functionals on CT with the topology 
of uniform convergence over bounded sets. This is a locally convex, 
complete but not metric vector space; its bounded sets are sets of 
distributions uniformly bounded over bounded sets of test functions. 
It turns out that bounded sets, both in C’F and in a, , are precompact 
and that over them the strong and weak topologies coincide, a fact that 
allows to use pointwise convergence when dealing with sequences of 
either test functions or distributions. Both Crm and a, are reflexive 
spaces and are each other duals. Through the scalar product introduced 
above, test functions (and in fact, all integrable functions) can be con- 
ceived as distributions, and in this manner CF can be injected into Dr; 
thus included C’F is dense in 3,. Let us use capital Greek letters to 
denote distributions and, in line with the symbolism used up to here, 
let (0, di) indicate the value of the distributions @ at the test function U. 
With the exceptions of operations involving tensor products, all alge- 
braic and differential tensor operations can be transferred from tensors 
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to distributions by simply passing to the adjoint with regard to ( , ). 
For instance, 6, @, V@ are defined respectively by 
(U, CF) = (W’, CD), 
(U, V@) = (- v.u, CD>, 
and they all are continuous operations in 3, . We need not go any further 
with this description; the reader may easily fill in all details. As a final 
remark let us say only that, as in the ordinary theory of distributions, 
tensor products are possible under special circumstances. For instance, 
the product A@ of a test function A and a distribution @ is always 
possible and can be described by 
(ii, A@) = (A. U, a). 
On use of contractions, the dot operation A . @ may then the defined. 
3. C” Kernels 
Let K(x, y) be infinitely differentiable in an open set containing the 
diagonal of 93 x ‘93. The largest integer K such that 1 K(x, y)/i xy Ik 1 
is bounded is called the degree of K; otherwise said, k = degree of K 
iff 1 K(x, y) 1 < C 1 xy Ik but not 1 K(x, y) 1 < C 1 xy Ik+l, C # 0. As 
for homogeneous polynomials the degree of a sum is not smaller than 
the minimum of the degrees, and the degree of a product is the sum of 
the degrees. On the other hand differentiation, that is, the application 
of either V, or V, , diminishes the degree by one unit at most. Thus if 
P + Q -c k VzgV,PK(~, Y> vanishes all along the diagonal. Euler’s 
theorem for homogeneous function retains here most of its original 
form: 
Lemma 3.1. If K(x, y) is a P-kernel qf degree k, then 
v, + I xy 12. V,K(x,y) = WX,Y) + &+dx,Y), (3.1) 
where Rk+l(x, y) is of degree k + 1 at least. 
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Proof. Formula (3.1) is valid for k = 0, 1; let us prove it by induction 
by showing that it holds for k if it does for k - 1. We have 
V,Fa! a I XY I2 . v&w, Y) - wx, Y)l 
= v,v, + 1 xy 12 . VzK(x, y) + v, 4 I xy 12 - (V,V,)‘l2’ qx, y) - kV,K(x, y) 
= [V, 4 I qv I2 * V,(V,q% Y)) - (k - 1) v,m YI 
+ Pa! ii I XY I2 . (F,VP2’ - VIVA) wGY))l 
+ [(V,V, $ I XY I2 - G(x, 4) * VJQ, r)l- 
Each term in square brackets is at least of degree k: the first by the 
induction hypothesis, the second by (2.14), and the third by (2.2). Hence 
so is the left member, and in consequence the expression in braces is at 
least of degree k + 1, as was to be proved. Successive applications of 
Euler’s theorem lead to: 
Corollary. If K(x, y) is a Cm-kernel of degree k, then 
K(x,y) = (V, 4 1 xy I”)” . xKp + . . . . (3.2) 
with the dots indicating a kernel of degree k + 1 at least. 
If s is the rank of K(x, y) with regard to y, the kernel V,“K(x, y)/k! 
coincides up to positive degree terms with [( l/k!)V,“K(x, y)],kzz . GS(x, y), 
and therefore, one sees on reference to (3.2) that any P-kernel K(x, y) 
of ranks (t, s) and degree k is determined up to kernels of higher degree 
by the P-one variable tensor function of rank s + k + t 
[ 
V,IcK(x, Y) 
k! 1 * v=z (3.3) 
Of course, we could have taken gradients with regard to y, or even 
some gradients with regard to x and some with regard to y, for all the 
functions 
[ 
(- 1)” V,pVvqK(x, y) 
k! 1 (3.4) ll=z 
agree up to permutations that carry places corresponding to differentia- 
tions with regard to y to places immediately following those resulting 
from differentiations with regard to x. 
607:2/J-2 
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The operator F(x, y) + V, & 1 xy I2 * V&x, y) - KF(x, y) will be 
called Euler’s operator of degree k and will be denoted by &, . When 
applied to kernels of the same degree it raises the degree by one unit at 
least, by the above Lemma, but otherwise it leaves the degree unchanged. 
In fact, if j is the degree of F(x, y), then one has, 
cf,F = (f - h)F + &,F, (3.5) 
showing that, up to higher-degree terms, 8, amounts to a multiplication 
by f - h. By induction one deduces 
&,,,&,w-, . . ’ &,,,~I? 
= g (” ; ‘) (f - h) (f - h - 1) . . . (f - h - v + 1) 8f+k-JY++l . . . 8@‘, 
(3.6) 
where, it must be noticed, the terms on the right are arranged according 
to decreasing degrees. 
Of frequent appearance is the “modified” Euler operator c?~ defined by 
c&F = d,F + (V.V 4 j xy I2 - n) F. (3.7) 
Its significance arises from the identity 
V.(V 4 j xy I2 F) = (n +f) F + c&F. (34 
Since V.V 4 / xy I2 - n is of the second degree, its properties are 
similar to those of &, . For instance, it leaves the degree unaltered except 
when applied to a kernel of the corresponding degree, in which case it 
raises the degree by one unit at least. In fact, formulas (3.5) and (3.6) 
hold for c?~ also. 
The following are useful formulas which can be verified by inspection: 
8k+h(AB) = (&k-4 B + 4~29; &+,(AB) = (&A) B + A(&,B). (3.9) 
Noting that a,(1 xy 1”) = 0, b,(V 4 I xy 1”) = 0, at least if x and y are 
sufficiently close to each other, one deduces 
d,(V~Ixy~2F)=V~jxy~2d,-,F, (3.10) 
Sdl XY 12F) = I XY l’&le-Z (3.11) 
These two formulas are also valid for 8k . 
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Kernels F(x, y, z ,..., w) of more than two variables can be similarly 
defined as mappings assigning to points (x, y, x,... U) in !IJI x ‘9X x . . . x YJI 
elements in Z~(X) @ P(y) @ P(x) @ . . . @ Z*(U), and as the previous 
cases, an algebraic as well as an analytic structure can be imposed upon 
them. In particular, for P-kernels a degree can be assigned to any pair 
arguments. By dot products two variable kernels can be chained together 
so as to form kernels of any number of variables, as follows 
(((M(%Y) * WY, 4) * .*- * w, 4). 
The important fact for us is that any multivariable Cm-kernel can be 
approximated by finite sums of such chains, as stated in a particular 
case by the Lemma below. 
Lemma 3.2. Any P-kernel F(x, y, z) of degrees p and q with regard 
to x, y, and y, z respectively, admits, for any integer N, an expression of the 
f orm 
0, Y, 4 = c fvx, Y) . WY> 4 + FN(X, y, 4, (3.12) 
where C stands for a jinite sum, H and K for P-kernels of degrees not 
smaller that p and q, respectively, and where the degrees of FN with regard 
to the pairs x, y, and y, z are both larger than N. 
Proof. It is enough to show that by subtraction of a convenient chain 
of kernels the degree of F with regard to x, y can actually be increased 
without diminishing the degree with regard to y, x. The difference 
is a Cm-kernel of degree larger than p with regard to x, y; we must show 
that its degree with regard to y, x is not smaller than q. To this end note 
that 
[V*h(VzpqX, y, 4)e=,lz=, = [vmp(vzhqx, y, z)) = I = z 11D 2/P 
and conclude that (V,pF(x, y, z))~:=~ is of degree not smaller than q 
because all its gradients with regard to z of orders smaller than q vanish. 
This fact implies the sought result. 
Definition 3.1. A P-kernel K(x, y) of degree k defined on a 
neighborhood of the diagonal is said to be locally p-harmonic if the 
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degrees of (V; V,)P K(x, y) and (V, . V,)P K(x, y) are both larger than 
K - 2p. In such case we also say that K is locally polyharmonic of order 
p; locally l-harmonic kernels are simply called local harmonics. 
Local harmonicity is defined in a symmetrical way with regard to 
the variables, but it is sufficient that the requirements be met by one 
variable alone, Let us show that degree of V, * V,K(x, y) > k - 2 
implies that the degree of 8, * V,K(x, y) > k - 2. We begin by 
checking that if the degree of V, * V,K(x, y) is larger than k - 2, 
then the contraction of V,“K(x, y) in any two differentiation places must 
be of positive degree. Indeed, if the contracting places are the two 
immediately preceeding K then the result is V,kp2(V, * V,K(x, y)), which, 
since V$-” cannot diminish the degree by more than k - 2 units, is 
of positive degree; and if the contracting places are any other two they 
may be brought by permutation to the situation previously discussed 
and the degree of the result is again positive because positive is the degree 
of the correcting terms, by (2.16). This being settled, let us proceed to 
compute V, * V,K(x, y), using to this end expansion (3.2). The con- 
tribution of the residual terms is obviously of degree larger than k - 2; 
as to that of the principal part, notice that terms involving V,V,“K, 
V, * V,V,“K and V, * V,V, 4 1 xy I2 are all of positive degree (since 
VzkK and V, 4 1 xy I2 are of zero-th and first degree, respectively) and 
that the remaining terms-all resulting from applying V, to two dif- 
ferent factors V, & / xy I2 and contracting-involve a contraction of VzkK 
plus a higher degree tensor since V&V, * 1 xy 1”) ! V&V, 4 1 xy I”) 
= G(x, x) + . . . [cf. (2.8)], and thus are also of degree > k - 2. 
A curious and certainly useful result is the following: 
Lemma 3.3. A kernel F(x, y) of degree f is r-harmonic $7 
(V 4 I xy 12)f-2r F(x, y) if (f - r)-harmonic; that is, 
[vf-yv.vyF(x, y)lz=, = 0 0 {(V.V)f-r [(V 4 I xy 12)f-2T qx, y)]}zz, = 0. 
(3.13) 
Proof. First we prove an auxiliary equation. Let H(x, y) be of degree 
h and 1 < r < (h + 1)/2; then, letting as usual dots denote higher- 
degree terms, 
(VT)’ [(V + 1 xy I”) H] = 2rV(VV)r-1 H + (V + / xy I”) (V.V)‘H + . . . . (3.14) 
We proceed by induction on h. A direct calculation yields 
V.V[V 4 I xy I2 H] = 2VH + V 4 1 xy I2 VVH + {(VV) V 6 I xy I”) H 
+ 2(VV Q 1 xy I2 - G(x, x)) . VH}. 
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The expression in braces is of degree larger than h, and so, if r = 1, 
this yields (3.14) because V 4 1 xy / 2 . V.VH is also of positive degree. 
If r > 1, we apply (V.V)rp2 to derive 
(VV)’ [V 4 I xy I2 H] = 2(V.V)‘-l VH + (VV)T-l (V 4 1 xy I2 VVH) + . . . . 
(3.15) 
which is the basis for the induction argument. In fact, if (3.14) is valid 
forr - 1, then 
(VI)’ [V 4 1 xy I2 H] 
= (V.V) {(V.V)v-l (V $ 1 xy I2 H)} 
= V.V{2(r - 1) V(V.Vyp2 H + V $ 1 xy I2 (VV)r-l H + . ..} 
= 2(r - 1) V(V.V)Tpl H + 2V(V.V)r-1 H + V + I xy I2 (V.V)‘H + . . . 
= 2rV(V.V)T-1 H + V 4 I xy I2 (V.V)‘H + . . . . 
that is, the formula is valid for r, and hence for all values of the param- 
eters involved. Repeated applications of (3.14), with H successively 
identified with (V 4 / xy 12)f-2rpk F and Y with f - r - k, lead to 
(v.V)f-Y[(V 4 1 xy I2)f-q = 2’a~lf Vf-2~(V.V)rF + .,.) (3.16) 
concluding the proof. 
The usual expansion of a polynomial in spherical harmonics has the 
following counterpart on a manifold: 
Theorem 3.1. Any P-kernel K(x, y) of degree k de$ned in a neigh- 
borhood of the diagonal can be expanded in the form 
+,Y) = H&Y) + I XY I2 H,-,@,Y) + . . . + I XY 12[k'21 H,-,[w,~(x,Y), (3.17) 
where the Hke2,,’ s are local harmonics of degrees as indicated by their 
subindices and where [k/2] denotes the integral part of k/2; the H’s are 
uniquely determined up to higher-order terms. 
Proof. Let H, be a local harmonic of degree r and p any complex 
number. Then setting / xy Ia = exp[- 01 log(/ xy I)-‘] with the principal 
determination for the log, one finds by the ordinary rules for the dif- 
ferentiation of a product 
V, . Vz(l XY lp+2 H& Y)) 
= (V, . V, I XY lp+“) f&(x, Y) + 2(p + 4 I XY Ip V, i I XY 1% . V&&(x, Y) 
+~~Y/“+~V.~.~B,H,~~YI, 
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whence by (2.5) and Euler’s Theorem, 
v, - V,(l XY lp+2 f&(x, YN = (P + 2) (n + P + 27) I XY IP f&(x9 Y) 
+ I XY IP &+1(X, Y), (3.18) 
where R,+l is of degree r + 1 at least. This formula can be made the 
basis for a proof by induction. Expansion (3.17) holds for K = 0, 1; 
let us see that it is valid for K as soon as it holds for all degrees < k - 2. 
The degree of the kernel V, - V,K(x, y) does not exceed k - 2 and so by 
the induction hypothesis one can write 
V,V,K(x, y) = f&&y) + I xy I2 ii,-, + *.* + I xy la[k’21-2 Rk-Z[k,Zl(%Y), 
where the A’s are suitable local harmonics. Then by virtue of (3.18) 
the kernel 
is locally harmonic, and the desired expansion holds for K with 
Hk--2v = fik-2&% Y) 2v(n+(2V-2)+2(kYzqj’ v = 1, 2,..., R I 1 2 *
Having established the possibility of the expansion, the determination 
of the Hk-2v’s up to higher-degree tensors and hence the unicity of 
the expansion follow easily. Let A denote the operator consisting 
of a multiplication by / xy I2 followed by V, * V,; that is, set 
A * = V, .V,[i xy I”*]. Then from (3.17) by (3.18), 
[k/21 
vK(X,Y) = 1 4k, v) 1 XY 12” Hk-,,(%.I’) + Kk+,(x,Y), 
v=o 
where ol(k, V) = 2(~ + 1) (2k - 2v + n), and where K,,, is of degree 
> k + 1. Upon iteration, 
[k/21 
VL”K(~, y) = C d‘(k, v) I xy 12” Hk--t&c, Y) + &%I(~~ Y), 
u=o 
which, if one lets p take the values 0, l,..., [k/2], can be regarded as a 
system of linear equations in the [k/2] + 1 unknowns I xy lBV Hke2”(x, y). 
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Since the system determinant is the Vandermonde determinant of the 
quantities a(k, 0), a(k, l),..., cu(K, [K/2]), it does not vanish because all 
these quantities are different, and the 1 xY 12!’ Hkwzv , v = 0, I,..., [k/2] 
are determined up to higher-degree terms by K. A final appeal to (3.18) 
shows then that the Hkpzv’s themselves are so determined. 
Now we turn our attentions to mean values of tensor functions on 
geodesic spheres and study their behavior as the radius shrinks to zero. 
Lemma 3.4. Let F(x, y) be a Cm-kernel of degree f scalar in y. Then 
=I 
2-fr + [(V, * Vz)fiZ qx, y)lyzz 
i 1 
, f even, 
0, f odd. 
(3.19) 
%-1 = 27r”12/r(n/2) is the “area” of (n - I)-dimensional unit sphere. 
(T denotes the Gamma Function.) 
Proof. SinceF(x, y) - (V, i / xy 12)f . lif ! [VLF(x, y)],=, is of degree 
f + 1 at least, 
1 1 
lim -- ~ 
t-0 Pff-1 w,-1 s F(x, Y) 4/ ,Z1/,=E 
where + is the tensor [V,fF(x, y)],=, , and rl denotes a n-dimensional 
vector. Now expand the (tensor valued) homogeneous polynomial 
elf .+ into a sum of spherical harmonics, 
flf. 4 = H,(A) + I ‘4 I2 Hf-2(4 + ... + I fl 12[f’21 Hf-2[f,21(4, 
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and remark that 
1 
-4 %-1 I‘ll=1 
Af .+du/, 
1 = w,_l 
s 
,n,=1 H,(A) du,, + . . . + & j.,=, fLzrrd4 d”/, 
(HO, f even 
= 4(O) + a.- + fLrr/dO) = lo, f Odd. 
Observe then that, on the one hand, 
(VA * v,)f’z (Af * $1 =f ![(V, ’ V,)f’2qX, y>],=% , 
and on the other 
(VA * VA)~” (Af * +) = 2.4 . . . fn(n + 2) . . . (n +f - 2) H,, , 
and deduce (3.19) from these relations. 
Lemma 3.5. For any C”-kernel of degree f scalar in y, and any 
nonnegative integer p, 
=E"+f-l 
21 2-f-“r + [(V, . Vy)[(ffk)‘Pl bkF(x, y)],=z Ek 
c 
( i 
+ O(E~+~+P), (3.20) 
k=O k!T + 1) r i” +; + “) 
where gkF = 8f+k--l . . . 8f+,8fF [cf. (3.7)]. 
Proof. Let IS(r) denote the left member of (3.20). Since 
V, 1 xy / . V, 6 1 xy 12 = 1 xy 1 , we have by Gauss identity, 
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whence 
4(F) 1 -_ = -- 
d< E2W,-1 s 
V, . [Vy + I XY 12% Y)] do,. 
By Gauss’ Theorem again and by (3.8), 
dL(F) -= 
de 
- 1 I,(F) + f ((n +f) L(F) + M&F)) 
E 
= (n +f- 1) 
E 
L(F) + f @P), 
that is, 
and upon iteration 
By Lemma (3.4), 
(Notice that by writing (V, * Vz)t(~+k)121, with square brackets denoting 
integral part, both cases f + K even and odd are included). With this, 
(3.20) is nothing but Taylor’s expansion of I,(F) at E = 0 which, although 
E = 0 is at the end of the interval of definition, can easily be proved 
to hold there, too. 
4. d-Kernels 
In this section we are concerned with a class of kernels having a 
specific type of singularity on the diagonal, which we call d-kernels. The 
following notation was found to be convenient in the description and 
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handling of these kernels. Let CY. be a complex number and p a real 
positive one. Then we set 
1 1 exp [a log +-I paJ = exp [,,,,LJ log+ L-i a # = 0, - 2, - 4,... ’ (4*1) 
where log l/p denotes the branch of the logarithm that takes real values 
on the positive real axis. 
As building blocks we use kernels of the form 
where F(x, y) is a Cm-kernel of degreef, n the dimension of the manifold 
!llI and 01 a complex number. 
Definitions 4.1. A general d-kernel is a Cm-kernel D(x, y) defined 
over {(x, y) 1 x, y E 1111, x # y} which for any positive integer N can be 
expressed in the form 
(4.3) 
in a neighborhood UcN) of the diagonal {(x, y) 1 x = y}. [C denotes a 
finite sum, fiN’ is the degree of FhN’, and Do”) is a kernel of class 
PN) on UcN)]. 
The letter d in the definition alludes to a deep connection with dif- 
ferential operators, to the unfolding of which this article is devoted. 
General d-kernels are of frequent appearance in analysis: Green’s, 
Neuman’s, kernel functions, Dini’s kernels, the kernels of Hilbert 
transforms, and of Riesz transforms are a few significant instances. They 
also show up in practically all branches of applied mathematics. 
If the terms under the sum in (4.3) are linearly independent, as is 
natural to assume, the highest singularity corresponds to the terms for 
which Re {c&~)} is smallest, and in consequence the quantity 
rnp Re{oliN’} = a (N) 
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is independent of the particular manner the sum is expressed. Moreover, 
if D(x, y) cannot be extended as a P-kernel to ‘9.N x ‘9X, then, from some 
No on, the sum in (4.2) must contain at least one term, and for such 
N’s the order of the singularity of D is that of the singularity of the sum. 
It follows that a(N) = a = const for N > N, . This quantity a is the 
order of D; if D can be extended to a P-kernel on !W x m, the order is 
said to be + co. The order is a measure of the kernel smoothness, for 
as the order increases, the less singular the kernel becomes. 
A general d-kernel D is said to have a dejined parity if all 
numbers -f iN) + aiNN' in representation (4.2) can be chosen so as to 
be congruent to each other modulo 2. In such a case the parity is the 
residue class modulo 2 all these numbers belong to; it can be represented 
by a complex number p + iq with 0 < p < 2. In all other cases the 
kernel is said to be of mixed parity. Kernels (4.2) are not necessarily 
general d-kernels because j xy 1 may cease to be of class C” when the 
points are too far apart. Yet, if F(x, y) vanishes outside a suitable neigh- 
borhood of the diagonal such kernels are general d-kernels. The import- 
ant fact is that without loss of generality this may always be assumed to 
be the case for all tensors in the sum (4.3). The reader may easily verify 
the details. Henceforth, whenever using (4.3) such will be an implicit 
assumption. The leading term of a general d-kernel is that part of the 
sum (4.3) characterized by Re {a/,.} = order of D; it is determined only 
up to higher-order terms. 
The theorem below lists a few elementary properties of general 
d-kernels. 
Theorem 4.1. (a) The product F(x, y) D,(x, y) of a P-kernel of 
degree f and a general d-kernel of degree a is a general d-kernel of order 
a +f. 
(b) The conjugate, transpose and adjoint of a general d-kernel is a 
general d-kernel of the same order. 
(c) The sum of general d-kernels of the same ranks is ageneral d-kernel 
of order not smaller than the minimum of the orders. 
(d) Contraction yields general d-kernels out of general d-kernels; it 
does not decrease the order. 
(e) The gradient of a general d-kernel with regard to either variable is 
a general d-kernel of order one unit smaller, 
Operations (a), (c), (d) and (e) do not change the parity; if all the 
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tensors in a sum have a common parity, the sum has a defined parity 
equal to that of it terms. The parity does not change when passing to 
the transpose, but it changes into the complex conjugate when conjugates 
and adjoints are taken. 
It must be noted, however, that the product of general d-kernels is 
not necessarily a general d-kernel. Since general d-kernels of order > n 
are continuous (that is, may be extended so as to be continuous kernels), 
one may conclude from (e) that if the order a of a general d-kernel D is 
larger than n, then D E CYapnl if a is not an integer, and D E C[n-nl-l if a 
is an integer. One also sees that although general d-kernels have been 
defined with reference to the geodesic distance, any “distance” p(x, y) so 
that p2(x, y) E C”, p2(x, y) is of degree 2 and 
(VzVyp2(x, r)),=e = - G(x, 4 
would do as well and would yield the same class of kernels. 
The class of general d-kernels is invariant with regard to differentia- 
tions according to Theorem 4.1(e), yet it is not invariant with regard to 
antidifferentiations; that is, it is not true that, up to higher-order kernels, 
any general d-kernel is the divergence of another general d-kernel. As 
such invariance is basic for our purposes we shall proceed to identify the 
largest class of general d-kernels having this property. All the information 
needed in this direction is contained in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. For any nonnegative integers h and k, a general d-kernel 
DJx, y) of order a is expressible as 
D&G Y) = (- 0.)” Da+&, Y) + Da+&, Y)> (4.4) 
or equivalently as 
D&T Y) = VV Da+2&, Y) + Da+&, Y), (4.5) 
(subindices indicating orders) $ for any kernel of the form 
qx, Y>il XY In+f--a’, with real nonpositive LY. congruent to the degree f of F 
mod&o 2 appearing in Definition (4.3) of DJx, y), the following conditions 
are satisjied : 
f$-a>O; (4.6) 
,$‘hF = &- _ f+h 1 . . . &+&F 
[cf. (3.7)] is ((f + a)/2 + h)-harmonic for h = 0, I,..., - ol; that is, 
[V-+h(V.V)‘f+m”2+h bhF]y,e = 0, h = 0, I,...) - a. (4.7) 
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Dzfjferentiations and the operators 6’ can be taken with regard to either 
variable but consistently with regard to the same one. Validity of (4.4) and 
(4.5) in one variable implies validity in the other. 
The proof of the theorem is purely formal, almost combinatorial, and 
at that a delicate and involved one. It depends on a group of nonobvious 
identities whose presence on a manifold appear possible by the special 
properties of the geodesic distance; their proof will precede that of 
Theorem 4.2. 
Lemma 4.1. For any local harmonic of degree h, H(x, y), 
1 H(x, Y) 
e(a, h) 1 xy p+h-aJ = 
H(x, Y) 
-vv [ec, + 2, h) 1 XY jn+h-la+B)J 1 + . ..’ (4.81 
1 H(x, Y) ~- 
qa, h) I xy y+h-aJ = 
_ v 
’ [ 
VH(x, Y) 
e(a + 1, h - 1) I xy ln+V-I)-(a+l)J 1 + “” (4.9) 
where the dots stand for kernels of order not smaller than Re {a> + 1, and 
where 
/ 
pnn/2r (F??) 
r n+;-a)qh+l)’ 
( 
if n+h--#O,-2, -4 ,..., 
qcx, h) = ( (4.10) 
-a 
2anR/217 (q!) 
sol if n+h--a=O,-2,-4 ,..., 
r 
‘\. i 
n+;-a)r(h+l) 
P being the Gamma function. 
Proof. By direct calculation, 
[ 
H(x, Y) 
vv j  xy In+h-b+2) ] = (n + h - (a + 2)) I'" ;$f$:; ') + ;;;';;:: ] 
~h-l(X7 Y) 
+ IXYI n+h-(u+2) ’ 
(4.11) 
the F’s being P-kernels independent of 01 of degrees equal to their 
subindices. If 01 + h # 0, - 2, - 4 ,... and n + h - (a + 2) # 0, - 2, 
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- 4,..., then (4.11) is just (4.8) b ecause in this case both f+i(~r + 2, h) 
and &~(oL, h), are different from zero and 
e(;(a+;; h)= (a + h) (72 + h - (a + 2)). 
The quantities 01 + h and n + h - (CX + 2) are simultaneously non- 
positive even integers only if n = 2, 01 = h = 0, in which case, since 
&l(O, 0) = 0 and &l(2,0) # 0, (4.8) simply says that V, . V, log(, xy I)-1 
is of positive order on a two-dimensional manifold, a fact easily 
checked by calculation. Thus it remains to consider the cases 
(i) 01 + h = 0, - 2, - 4 ,..., n + h - (CY + 2) # 0, - 2, - 4 ,.,.; 
(ii) 01 + h # 0, - 2, - 4 ,..., n + h - (LX + 2) = 0, - 2, - 4 ,... . In 
the first situation note that if 01 + h = 0, then 01 + h + 2 # 0, - 2, 
- 4,... and in consequence &l(o(, h) = 0, t!-l(oI + 2, h) # 0; division 
of (4.1) by 0(a + 2, h) then yields (4.8). If a + h = - 2p, p # 0, then 
both F(a, h) and F(a + 2, h) vanish and no proof for (4.8) is required. 
Passing now to (ii), we consider first the case when n + h - (CX + 2) = 0, 
and take derivatives of (4.11) with regard to --a, setting 01 = n + h - 2 
at the end. This gives 
H(x, Y) - vv 1 xy +h-(a+Z)! [ 1 H(x, Y) Fh+lb Y) __- Fh-1(x, y) = (a + h) 1 xy lptfh-a + , xy /n+h-a + , xy In+h-(a+2)J ’ 
which upon division by the nonvanishing quantity 0(ol + 2, h) yields 
(4.8), since B(a + 2, h)/e(a, h) = 01 + h. If YZ + h - (a + 2) = - 2p, 
p # 0, we take again derivatives of (4.11) with regard to -a which is then 
set equal to the specific value in question. Dividing the result by 
e(cY + 2, h) and observing that by the L’Hospital rule 
one obtains (4.8) once more. Thus we have proved (4.8). As to (4.9), it is 
deduced in a similar manner using 
vf% Y) 
- v [ 1 xy In+h-(n+2) ] = (n + h - (a + 2)) 1 ,“,f:pa + #+&I 
Fh-dx, Y) 
+ IXYI n+h-(a+$) 
(4.12) 
in place of (4.11). 
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Iteration of (4.9) leads to the following useful formula. 
Corollary. 
Wx, Y) = (- V.)h Vhf+, y) 
qa, h) / xy In+- qa + A, 0) / xy lh-(a+h)J + “’ ’ 
(4.13) 
Lemma 4.2. For any P-kernel F(x, y) of degree f and any nonpositive 
integer 01, 
m, Y) 
I XY I n+f-a 
= g k!(- ,’ _ k)! (- 0.y cv + ’ “‘; ;;nf;yF(x~ y) . (4.14) 
The identity holds for 1 xy 1 < 6 (cf. Section 2). 
Proof. The significance of this Lemma comes from the fact that all 
kernels in braces on the right of (4.14) are of zero order. We shall prove 
(4.14) by induction on - CC We start with a small calculation: 
v 
*I 
V S I XY ?F(x,Y) 
1 
= P.V 4 I XY 12)+, Y) + V S I XY I2 . TX, Y) 
I XY I n+f-ar I XY I n+f-a 
_(~+f-~)(V~lx~l~.Vlx~l)F(x,y) 
I XY I la+f-a+1 
> 
and since 
v~I~Y/2.vIxYl=lxYI, 
vm 1 V &,I ~112%~) 1 
X n+f-a 
~~~I~Y~~.~~(~,Y)-(~-~)~(~~Y)+(~.D~~~Y~~-~)~(~,~) 
I XY I n+f-or 
~, 
whence by the definition of c?~ [cf. (3.8)], it follows that 
F(x, Y) 
I XY I 
.+f-.=7=l;;j(-v)jV611~,$~~‘Y)1 +++g+g. (4.15) 
If 01 = - 1, this coincides with (4.14). Now observe that (4.14) is 
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obvious for - (Y = 0, and that if it holds for - a! - 1, we can write, 
on account of (3.10), 
v 8 I v 12FbG Y) 
I XY I n+(f+l)-a-1 
= ;g q- (y 1 1 - k)! (- Yk I- 
(V : I xy I")" &-l-k(v 4 I xy I"F(x, y)) 
I xy p-or 1 
(- 
v.)k [(V 4 I xy I”)“+’ f&a-(k+l)F(X, y)( 
I XY I n+f-a ) ’ 
and 
@(x, y) 
-0-l 1 (V Q / xy /y &-l-%$F(x, y) 
I XY I nff-a = k;o k!(- 01 - 1 - k)! (- V*lk 1 I XY I rlff-a I 
-a--l 
=c 
k=O 
1 
(- V*jk 1 
(V * I xy I”)” &-lfF(x, y) 
k!( - 01 - 1 - R)! I XY I n+f-iY I 
which if inserted in (4.15) yield 
F(x, Y> --a-l 
I XY I n+f-u 
=c k=O (- a) I+: - 1 - k)! (- Wk+l 
\(v 4 1 xy I”)“” c+(k+l)F(x, y) 
x\ I XY I n+f-a 1 
--a-l 
which, after shifting the summation index in the first sum and noticing 
that 
1 1 
(- a) (k - I)! (- a - K)! + (‘a) k!(- (Y : I - k)! - k!(- d - k!) ’ 
is at once recognized to coincide with (4.14). The induction argument is 
completed and so is the proof of (4.14). 
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Lemma 4.3. For any P-kernel F(x, y) of degree f and any non- 
positive integer a, 
= (- V*.)P 
I xy In+f-= (- a)! 
(4.16) 
Proof. By (4.14), since cfhF is of degree f + h, 
c@F(x, y) ghF(x, y) 
I XY I nff-a = , xy pa+f+h-a-h 
--a-h 
1 
= k;o k!(- 01 - h - k)! 
(V $ ) xy I”)” &-lcF(x, JJ) 1 
I XY I n+f-a 
Multiplying these by (- l)h/h! and adding together from h = 0 to 
h = - 01, one gets 
2 (- ‘jh &F(x y) 
hq, h! ’ 
I XY I nff-a 
\ (V 4 1 xy I”)” c+-kF(x, y) 
xi I XY I n+f-a t> 
and exchanging the summation order 
5 (- ‘jh &F(x y) 
h-0 h! ’ 
I XY I n+f-a 
x 
1 
(V 3 1 xy I”)” c+a-kqx~ Y) 
I XY I n+f--a I* 
The proof concludes by remarking that 
--a-k 
c 
(- ljh (0, if k < - 01, 
h=O h!(-a-k-hh)!=ll, if k=-a. 
607/z/3-3 
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We shall view (4.16) as saying that F/j xy I+-= is the difference of 
the (- cx)th divergence of a kernel of order zero and 
h;lv &hF 
I XY I 
nff-a * 
This brings to consideration the mappings 
of Cm-kernels into C-“-kernels of degree one unit higher. It is important 
for our aims to know what the products of such operators look like, to 
which purpose we are assisted by the Lemma below. 
Lemma 4.4. If F(x, y) is of class C” and degree f, and ifp is any 
integer 0 < p < a, then 
%,%9+1 * * * Ya-,TO,F = i c,,, v ghF + . . . . (4.18) 
h=p+l 
where 
&,h = (- l)’ i (- ljw (;I > 
CL=0 
and where the dots indicate a kernel of degree larger than f + a. 
Proof. We argue by induction beginning with the remark that for 
p = 0 (4.17) re d uces to the definitions of Ya . So we assume (4.18) valid 
for 0, I,... p - 1 and proceed to prove it for p. We have 
and applying Tamp to both members 
q-e . . . ~F=~~~f+~+,_,...~f+y(~ Cp-l,h$j%?hF) + . . . 
k=l . h=P 
a-p a 
= c c c,-lm, ‘,;,‘f’” &f+v+k-l . . . &+jfhF + . . . . 
k=l h=p 
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which on use of (3.6), also valid for the modified Euler operators, 
becomes 
a--9 a k 
~~-, ... OFF = C C C ‘“h;i~- x:t” (” ,“) b+“-‘F + ... . 
k=l h=a u=O ’ 
Let us separate the value corresponding to v = 0 and exchange the 
summation order with regard to k and v, substituting k - v by k at the 
end: 
a-p a a-xl 
ra-, . . . &F = c c 1 C,-,,, h(,; IT:;! (h ; p) @=+h-“I: 
v=l h=p k=v 
a-p a 
+ 1 c c,-,,, (;:+h 8k”le+hF + . . . 
k=l h=p . . 
a-9 a a-p-v 
= 2 zp z. G-m (,;a:;b (- 1)Y i” ,“j cfh+‘cF . . 
a-9 a 
+ c c c,-,,, ‘,;,‘:‘” c?k+hF + . . . . 
k=l h=p . . 
Exchanging the summation order with regard to k and v again, 
K-, . . . <F = ‘5’ i C,-,,, [,T’ (- 1)~ (” ; p)] ‘;j;+” ,&+hF 
k=O h=p v=l . . 
a-9 a 
+ c c c,-,,, (-h;;;+h cfk+‘“F + . . . . 
k=l h=p . . 
In both terms on the right the index h can be restricted to the values 
P, p + l,-., a - 12, because the rest yields terms of degree larger than 
f + a, which can be neglected. But now if h < a - k then 
h - p < a - p - K and since (h;P) vanishes for v > h - p, 
if h >P, 
if h =p. 
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a--8-1 a-k 
.q-, . . . <F = - 1 1 C,-,*, (,ta;+h &?‘+hF 
k=O h=p+l . . 
a--p a-k 
+ c c c,-,,, (-$+h c?k+hF + . . . 
k=l h=p . . 
= [- ‘2-l ik C,-,,, (-h;j;+h #k+hF 
k=O h=n . . 
+ y “%” CB-l,h k+z!$? #k+“F] 
k=l h=p . . 
+ ‘T-l cg-l,p (-pt,‘:ik @‘p+‘cF + 1.. . 
k=O . . 
The terms in the two sums in square brackets above cancel mutually 
except for the terms corresponding to the smallest and largest value of K. 
Hence 
+ ‘z-l c,-,,, ki-!$t &%+kF + ... 
k=O * . 
= h;+l [C,I., (;) - L,h] 9 cfhF + ...> 
which, since C,-,,,(“,) - C,-,,, = CP,h, is just (4.18). 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The first step is to see that any kernel of the 
form F/l xy In+f-m with 01 # 0, - 1, - 2 ,... admits expansion (4.5). 
With the assistance of Lemma 4.1 one may write after expanding F 
in local harmonics (Theorem 3.1), 
F(x, Y) H(x, Y> 
7Zff-arj = ; / xy jn+h--a 
e(m, h) 
I XY I = vx - vx (; (j(a + 2, h) 1 "" 
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the sum being extended over all values h = f - 2K, K = 0, l,... [f/2], 
and the dots indicating a higher-order kernel of the same type as the 
left member,that is,a kernel of the formp/‘/l xy In+i-a’, withj - & -f - 01 
(mod 2). As 0-l(01 + R, h) # 0 f or all nonnegative integers h and R, the 
above procedure can be applied to both, the kernel under the symbol 
V.V and to the residual kernel represented by dots, and this as often as 
needed to raise their orders to prescribed levels, and thus to obtain (4.5). 
Naturally, the proven property holds for any finite sum of such kernels, 
specially for kernels of positive order. 
An immediate consequence of the above is that if (4.5) holds with 
regard to one variable it also holds with regard to the other. If it holds 
with regard to X, we write DJx, y) = (V, . VJ” Dafak(x, y) + Da+h(~, y) 
with a + 2k > 0, and then, since Doi.zk is of positive order, set 
Da+&, y) = (V, . vyy Da+2k+2& Y) + Da+2k+h’@“~ Y) 
with arbitrary k’ and h'. Substitution of the last equality into the previous 
proves at once (4.5) with regard toy. Another consequence is the equiv- 
alence of (4.5) and (4.4). Clearly, (4.5) says that up to kernels of arbitrarly 
high order any kernel of positive order is the divergence of another kernel 
of positive order, and hence, upon iteration, that it satisfies (4.4). For 
kernels not necessarily of positive order, (4.5) allows one to write 
DJx, y) = (V, . 0,)” Da+ak(~, y) + Dn+n(~, y), and so choosing k so 
that a + 2k > 0, (4.4) can be applied to Da+ak (with regard to 3) to 
conclude that it is valid for DJx, y). The converse implication, 
(4.4) * (4.5), f o 11 ows the same pattern and the required arguments can 
be easily supplied by the reader. 
Continuing with the interrupted discussion, let D(x, y) be a general 
d-kernel. Since in expansions (4.3) there is at most a finite number of 
terms with Re {a} < 0, one can write D = CF/i xy In+fpeiJ + D, with D 
of positive order. In view of the above partial result (4.4) and (4.5) would 
hold for D if and only if they do for the sum of terms F/l xy ln+f-aJ 
with cy nonpositive congruent to f modulo 2. As such a sum can be 
compounded into a single term of the same type, the question is 
reduced to decide when (4.4) and (4.5) apply to these kernels. An 
initial remark in this direction is that if, up to arbitrarily high-order 
terms, Fjl xy ln+f-aJ, 01 < 0, 01 = f (mod 2), is to result by differentiation 
from another d-kernel, this must be a kernel having in its denominator 
a power of / xy 1 of exponent congruent to n + f - 01 modulo 2. Thus, 
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if (4.4) holds, we should be able to write 
F 
I XY I n+f-o: = (V*VY , xy ,p+L+m, + Du+h 
with 01 + 2k > 0, h > 0. Replacing F and L by their expansions in 
local harmonics 
[f/21 [z/21 
F= 1 lxy12”fb, L = 1 I XY 12u K2lA 
!J=O V=O 
one obtains from Lemma 4.1, since &l(01 + 2k, 1 - 2~) # 0, 
But e(o + 2k, I - 2p)/6(01,1- 2~) = 0 for I - 2~ = - 01, - Q: - 2 ,..., 
- 01 - 2[- 01121, and hence, by the unicity of the expansion in local 
harmonics, H-, , Kn--:! ,..., H-m-2[-,/,l must vanish up to higher-degree 
terms. This is impossible if - u > f because then the degree of F would 
be larger than f, and if - 01 <fit implies 
F = Hf + I xy I2 H,-, + . . . + I xy lf+ap2 H-a+2, 
which, by (3.18), in turn implies that F is (f + cu)/2-harmonic, that is, 
[V-a(V.V)(f+a)‘2 F(x, Y)],=~ = 0. (4.20) 
Therefore, (4.20) is necessary for the validity of (4.4) and (4.5). Let 
us briefly check that it is also sufficient if 01 = 0. In this case f must be 
even and (4.20) says that the local harmonic of degree zero is missing 
in the expansions of F, and so, since rYl(O, h) # 0 for h # 0, 
F 
c Hh 
Hh 
~ = *+o I XY In+h I xy Pff -- = vv ch;.j$$+ , xy In+h-2J 
+ “‘j 
whence the desired result follows by noticing that the kernel in paren- 
theses and the residual kernel are both of positive order. 
Next, condition (4.20) is stepped up to show that c?‘~F (h = 0, l,..., - a) 
is ((f + a)/2 + h)-h armonic. This we do with help of the identity 
F (V 4 I XY I”)-=F(x,y)) 
f (- llh (y/q 
*=I h! 
I XYI lEff-a IV n+f-a f - , xy p-a ' 
(4.21) 
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derived from (4.16), and argue as follows: 
(4.4) and (4.5) for F/i xy 1 n+f-a + F is (f + 01)/2 - harmonic Lemy 3’3 
(V fr 1 xy \y F is (f - a)/2 - harmonic * (4.4) and (4.5) for 
(V 4 1 xy /2)-a F/j xy [n+f-a * (4.4) and (4.5) for 
$$$- {(V & 1 xy 12)-aF/I xy I+-,} + (4.4) and (4.5) for 
E&F 
Ixyl w-f-a = IxyIn+f-a . 
Repeated applications of the argument show that the validity of (4.4) and 
(4.5) is successively transferred from F/l xy ln+fPa’ to E,F/I xy ln+f-ai, 
cT+-,C,F// xy In++ ,..., cTlF2 . . . cfT,F/I xy jn+f-a. Hence, as 
. 7 b- -a-k-l K,F is of degree f + k, %a-k-I~or-k-2 . . . K,F 
must bd~~~-~ ‘;)/2 + k)-h armonic. But the test of polyharmonicity 
depends on the lowest degree terms only, and so, since by Lemma 4.4, 
tfkF must be ((f + a)/2 + k)-harmonic for k = 0, I,..., - 01, proving 
the necessity of (4.7). 
Sufficiency follows at once from (4.14) because, by virtue of Lemma 
3.3 and the proved sufficiency for order zero, (4.7) are sufficient in order 
that (4.4) and (4.5) hold for the kernels in braces on the right of (4.14), 
and therefore for they to hold for F/l xy In+f-a. 
On the grounds of Theorem 4.2 we introduce a new definition: 
Definition 4.2. A d-kernel proper, or simply, a d-kernel, is a general 
d-kernel in whose expansion (4.3) all terms F/l xy ln+f-a, with 01 non- 
positive congruent to f modulo 2, satisfy (4.6) and (4.7). 
It is clear that the class of d-kernels is the largest class of general 
d-kernels enjoying (4.4) and (4.5). With the exception of a all statements 
of Theorem 4.1 remain valid for d-kernels; even a can be partiahy 
retained by limiting the “factors” F(x, y) to those of the form 
F(x9 Y> = c 44 WY). 
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5. Differentioids 
Integral operators associated with d-kernels form a significant sub-class 
of differentioids. For positive orders the concept needs no further 
elaboration because any d-kernel DJx, y) of order a admits the estimate 
1 DJx, y)/ < C/i my In-aJ on a suitable neighborhood of the diagonal 
and so, if a > 0, is integrable over the manifold with regard to either 
variable. This is not so for nonpositive orders, in which case a meaning is 
assigned to the integral by means of Hadamard’s notion of “finite part.” 
To prepare the ground for the formal definitions we examine first d-ker- 
nels of the form F(x, y)/j xy / w-~J with Re {a} < 0, and study, for any 
P-functions Y(y) of appropriate rank, the integral 
in its dependency on E, as E 10. By (4.15), if iy. # 0, 
+(“a) 
where all gradients and Euler’s operators are acting upon the variable y. 
The above can be iterated to obtain 
s IZUl>E (- a) (- ot - :, . . . (- 01 - v) ..Jf-., 
+ (- a)(- a - l)!.. (- a- q + 1) s 
‘q(F(x, Y) ’ ‘(Y)) dy 
IXUl>E I XY I n+f-aJ 
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so long as none of the numbers CX, - c1 - 1 ,“.., - a - q + 1 vanish. 
By (3.20) applied to the individual terms in the sum, for any p, 
i 121/l>< 
%I Y) . Y(Y) dy = <” Qg T(- O1 - 4 
I XY Inff- v=o J-- O1 + 1) 
P WJ (+) [( vv . f [(f+k)‘21 (ce(fyx, y) . Y(y))Iyz2 
’ :v (k - ,,)! 2f+kr (i$h + 1) r (” +; + “1 
8 
and, inverting the summation order, 
‘h Y) * ‘(y) dy = i ,‘-k(x) Ek+a + o(E*+y 
IZYl>E I XY VaJ k=O 
with 
+ T(- (11 -p + 1) 
T(- a! + 1) I 
@whY) * Y(Y)) dy 
IZYl>E I XY I 
n+f-aJ 
C,,,(x) = 27742 
r(- a - v) 
q- 01 + 1) F(K - V + 1) 
x [(v.v)[(f+k)‘21 (#k(F(x, y) . Y(y)))]y=z 
2f+kr fik+l 
-. 
( i ( 
r n+f+k 
1 
(5.2) 
2 2 
Now, if OL is not a nonpositive integer, q can be taken as large as desired, 
and in particular so large as to make the order of the kernel 
&(F(x, y) . Y(y))/\ xy In+f-nJ positive, that is, q > - Re (cY). In such 
case, lettingp be also larger than - Re {cu}, 
(5.31 
Thus, by subtracting a suitable finite sum of powers of E with non- 
vanishing exponent, the integral JlzYIaE (&x, y) . Y(y));/ xy In+f-aJ dy 
can be made to converge to a finite limit. This limit, which is certainly 
well defined, is called the “finite part” of the integral and is denoted 
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f.p. J- (@, Y> . T(y))/1 xy ln+f-a’ dy .2 With this notation (5.3) can be 
written as 
01 # 0, - 1, - 2 ,... , q > - Re{a}. (5.4) 
The discussion is only slightly more involved if 01 is a non-positive 
integer. We set q = - a in (5.1) and choose p > - (Y, so that 
s IZVl>E 
E(xd ’ ‘(y)dy = -f C--or,k(X) Ek+or 
I XY In+- k=O 
+ o(@+q + l j 
T(- a + 1) 
‘-“(F(x, Y) * ‘(Y)) dy 
IZYI>E 1 xy In+f-=J 
, (5.5) 
where, we notice, the last integral involves a zero-order kernel; we wish 
to transform it into one involving a kernel of positive order. To this end 
we can no longer use (4.15), so we use (4.9) instead. Since 
F(x, y)/j xy ln+f-aJ is a d-kernel, so is (E(x, y) . Y(y))/1 xy jn+fPEJ and, in 
consequence, (4.7) holds with E(x, y) . Y(y) in place of F. In particular, 
[(v.v)[(f-~)‘21 &(lyx, y) . Y(y))],=z = 0, 
meaning that, by (3.17), 
by&, y) . Y(y)) = c I xy Ph f&(x, Y>, 
h 
O<h<f-a, hzf--ol (mod 21, 
with no local harmonic of degree zero appearing on the right. Thus, by 
(4.91, 
2 This notion differs from Hadamard’s in that here all nonvanishing powers, real or 
complex, are allowed whereas in the original concept only integer ones were used. The 
name itself is no longer as appropriate because not everything finite is retained, since 
purely imaginary powers of E, which are certainly finite, have to be discarded. 
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where D,(x, y) is a d-kernel of order one at least. Replacing in (5.5) and 
integrating by parts, 
+ O(Ep+y 
1 
+ T(- 01+ 1) 
qo, h) 1 
-$(l,h- 1) ~n+h--l s , ,= Vu + I XY I2 . V,WX,Y) 4, 511 E 
+J /2y,, WGY) dY- (5.6) /E 
By (3.20), since all V 6 1 xy I2 . VH,(x, y) are local harmonics, 
and so 
&iEj Id=6 
V, ; I XY I2 . V,f&(x, Y) da, = 0, 
lim j 
64 t s Isyl2r 
‘cx’y) * ‘(* dy - i C-,,,(x) l k+“/ = j D,(x, y) dy. 
I xy P+J k=O 
Up to a numerical coefficient C-,,-,(x) coincides with 
[(vv)[(f-~)‘21 &(F(x, y) . Y(y))],=, ) 
which vanishes by (4.7) if 01 E f (mod 2), and because 
(VV)L(f-=)‘21 &(F(x, y) . Y(y)) 
is of positive degree if 01 + f (mod 2). Hence 
&GY, . Y(Y) 
f'p' j  I xy In+f-a'- = - J 
4(x, Y) 4. (5.7) 
An explicit expression for D,(x, y) can be found, but it is not as simple 
as that in (5.4). We shall return to this later. 
An important remark has to be made here: If 01 is nonpositive and 
congruent to f modulo 2, then all C-,,,(x), k = 0, l,..., - LY vanish by 
(4.7), and 
IZYl>6 
‘(‘,Y) * ‘(Y) dy 
I XY In+f-EJ 
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exists, that is, the finite part of 
r bY> 4 Y(Y) 
J / xy lnff-nJ- dy 
coincides with the Cauchy principal value if a < 0, a = f (mod 2). 
Since the finite part of a sum is the sum of the finite parts the preced- 
ing discussions can be summarized as follows: 
Lemma 5.1. For any d-kernel D(x, y) and any Cm-kernel function 
Y(y) of rank equal to the rank of D(x, y) in y the integral J D(x, y) . Y(x) dy 
has a well dejined jinite part. If the order is positive it coincides with the 
ordinary integral, and it is the same as the Cauchy principal value if all 
nonpositive-order components are of the form F/j xy Jn+fpaJ, LY \< 0, 
cy = f (mod 2). 
In the sequel, for simplicity, we shall drop the indication f.p. in front 
of the integral and simply write J D(x, y) . Y(y) dy, with the understanding 
that finite parts are to be taken whenever necessary. This ought to cause 
no confusion. 
Next Lemma regulates matters concerning integration by parts in the 
presence of d-kernels. 
Lemma 5.2. Let D(x, y) be a d-kernel and Y(y) a Cm-function of rank 
either one unit lower or one unit higher than the rank of D(x, y) with regard 
to y. Then, respectively, 
j v, .45 Y) f  Y(Y) dY + ( w% Y) . WY) dY 
= _ c P{(Vy . V,) ((f-ar)‘2+1) 8;““[(V, 4 I xy I 2 * q’(x, y)) * WIL! ) 
2f-*+lr( - 01 + 2) r (9 + 2) r (” + $ - O1 + 11 
(5 8) 
j V&c, y) . Y(y) dy + j &, Y) . V.Y(Y) dr 
77’n’2((Vy . V,) 
=-I 
((f--a)/2+1) Jy+l[(v, & I v I 2R% Y)) . Y(Yh=e 
2f-=+lr(- (Y + 2) r (y + 2) r(” +;- lx + 1) ’ 
(5.9) 
where the sums are extended over all F’s and (Y’S with 01 - 1 < 0, 01 = f 
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(mod 2) such that F(x, y)/l xy 1 nff-E is a component of D(x, y) in representa- 
tion (4.3). 
Proof. It is enough to prove (5.8); (5.9) follows then by replacing 
D(x, y) by G(y, y) D(x, y). Clearly it suffices to consider the case 
D(x, y) = F/i xy jn+f-aL Assuming all gradients and Euler operators 
to be taken with regard to the variable y, we have by Gauss’s identity 
s ,zu,2yv~. %Y) . Y(Y) dr + j,,,,, &,Y) . V,Y(y) dy ,t 
-1 
v  P&Y). Y(Y)) 
l.wl>r I * 1 1 xy p-aJ-j 4 
c-1 
=-m j, y,= (V,~lsy12.~(x,y)).Y(y)do,, (5.10) z E 
and by (3.20), if 01 - 1 # 0, - 1, - 2 ,..., the right hand member is a 
sum of non-vanishing powers of E, none of which contributes anything 
to the finite part. In such a case (5.8) is proved. In the remaining cases 
expansion (3.2) yields a possibly non-vanishing constant term 
w,J(n/2) {(vv)[+~)‘2+11 &e+y(v ij j xy 12 . P) . Y)>,=, 
p+a+a+2)qL72+2) r(‘1+;-:+q . P*12) 
Ifa ff(mod2)th is vanishes because the kernel in braces to be evaluated 
on the diagonal is of positive degree; if o( = f (mod 2) this is the right 
hand side of (5.8) since wn_lr(n/2) = 7rnlz. 
Remark. It is clear that the right hand members of (5.8) and (5.9) 
are differential operators with Cm-coefficients. For some purposes it is 
convenient to have their explicit expressions. These are 
?T”‘“{(V, . Vy)(f--a)‘*fl &“+l((v, 4 j xy j 2. F(x, y)) . Y(y))),=, 
2f-=“T( - 01 + 2) r (9 + 2) r (” + ;f  - O1 + 1) 
--nfl 
=c 
7rn’2(vrk[v, . (V, . VJ(f--or)‘2-k &y--k&, y))y=* 
k=” 2f-=-lcT(- a - k + 2) T tv - k + 1) r i” +;f - O1 + 1) 
. VkW 
qk+ 1)’ 
(5.13) 
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7F{(Vv . vv)(f-E)‘2+1 &“+l((v, + I xy /ZF(x, y)) . Y(y))},=, 
2f-=+lT(- iy + 2) r (q2 + 2) r (” + ; - O1 + 1) 
--a+1 
c 
#2{V:f’(V, . V,) (f-a)‘B-k c?;m+l-kF(x, y)},,, 
= 
k=O 2f-a+kr - 01 - k + 2) r (q - k + 1) r (” + ; - O1 + 1) 
WY(x) 
* r(k + 1) * (5.14) 
For the proof we need the formula 
&qx, Y) * Y(Y)) = 8V(Y) * L(x, YN 
= go (pk) P 8 IXY I)” . (VkFCY) * f+‘“L(X,Y))> 
valid when the rank of Y and the rank of L with regard toy are the same. 
To derive it we use the 2nd formula (3.9) first and conclude that 
&(P. L) = i ($ (f!w). &--IEL, 
k=O 
and then note that b”Y = (V C& / xy 12)k . WY. Applying this to our case 
(L = v * 1 xy 12 . F), 
(v.v)‘f-~“2+1 &+l((v ; / xy 12 . F) . Y) 
= i-g (- ak+ ‘) (v.v)“-~“2+1 [(V 3 I xy I”)” . (VP. &+1-yv g ( xy 12 . F))], 
and by (3.14), applied to the individual terms on the right, 
(v..O)‘f-~)‘2+1 &-or+y(v * / xy 12 . F) . Y) 
= ;g (- ak+ I)(f- a+ 2)(f - lx) . . . (f - 01 - 2k + 4)(V.)k (vv)‘f-““2+1-” 
x [VT. &n+l-yv ; I xy 12 . F)] + .*. . 
the dots at the end indicating terms of positive degree. The various 
differentiations to be performed on the expressions in square brackets 
on the right can be carried out by the product differentiation rule. Yet, 
of the resulting terms, only one is of zero-degree, namely that one 
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resulting from applying all differentiations to &a+l--k(V 4 1 xy I2 . F), 
and in consequence we can write 
x (f - cl! + 2k + 4) VkF . Vyv.v)‘f-=“2+1-k &-a+l-yv ; 1 xy 12 . F) + . . . * 
Moreover, 
,j-a+l-k(V 4 1 xy 12 . F) = V + 1 xy 12 . ,$--atI-k 
[cf (3.10)], and by (3.14) again 
and so 
(V.V)‘f-“‘/2+1-k &-oltl-k(V 4 I xy 12 JT) 
= (f - 01 - ‘3 + 2) V.(V.V)‘f-~)/2-k ,$-a+l-kj?, 
(v.v)‘f-~“2+l&~+y(v 4 J xy 12 . F) * Y) 
x (f - a + 2k + 2) Vkp. Vk[V(V.V)(f-~“2-k &a+l-kF] + . . . . 
which replaced on the left of (5.13) yields the sought result. 
Definition 5.1. An operator 99 : C’: --f C, mapping P-functions of 
rank s into functions of rank Y is said to be a differentioid if for any 
YEC;: 
WY (4 = c Akb9 * VkW + 1 qx, Y) . Y(Y) dY, (5.15) 
k 
where D is a d-kernel and A, E Crm+k+s , with a finite number of non- 
identically vanishing Ak’s. The number min (order of D, - SUP~,+~ K) 
is called the order of 9. 
The question whether the order of a differentioid is well defined, that 
is, whether it does not depend on the particular representations (5.15), is 
a delicate one, at least at this stage. To dispose of it in an expedient 
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manner we borrow, from Sections 5 and 6, two results whose proofs are 
independent of the notion in question. In (5.15) replace Y(y) by 
where HO is a P-kernel coinciding with G”(y . FZ) for / yz ) sufficiently 
small (s is the domain rank of 9). With the aid of Lemmas 5.4 and 6.6, 
one sees at once that if a is large enough the result is an integral operator 
associated with a d-kernel of order exactly equal to a + order of 9. 
Thus, since for differentioids of this type the order is well defined, it is 
well defined for all differentioids. 
In Definition 5.1 one of the two parts, the differential or the integral, 
lay be missing. In particular any differential operator with P-coeffi- 
cients is a differentioid, and its order is equal to the negative of its order 
as a differential operator. If the order is positive then by necessity the 
differential part must be absent and the operator becomes an ordinary 
integral operator. The parity of a differentioid can be defined by assigning 
the parity zero to any differential operator and the parity of its kernel 
to any integral one: if all the parities coincide their common value is 
the parity of the differentioid. 
The differential operators in (5.15) may be looked upon as the traces 
left by the general d-kernels sacrificed in Definition 4.2 to conform 
with (4.4). Had such kernels defined integral operators these would 
have been no other than the differential operators. 
Differentioids will be denoted by capital script letters. 
Lemma 5.3. DzJTerentioids map P-functions continuously into Cm- 
functions. 
Proof. The assertions being obvious for differential operators we 
may restrict attention to differentioids of the form 
w4 = J Qd%Y) * Y(Y) dY, (a = order of D). 
If a is large enough DJx, y) is continuously differentiable with regard to 
either variable, and 
1 d(D,(x’, y), &(x, y)) - v, $! I x’x I2 * VJ&(X,Y) I G c I x’x I2 [cf. (2.12)], 
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whence, if X = 9Y, 
I d(X(x’), X(x)) - v fr I x’x 12. 
s Fm%Y) ' Y(Y) dY I < cs;P I Y(Y) I Ix’x12, 
showing that X(x) is differentiable and 
VX(4 = j wJ&, Y) * Y(Y) dY. 
Thus, it is possible to operate under the integral as long as the resulting 
kernels remain of class Co. 
Now making no assumptions on a, we write 
D&7 Y) = (- VI/.)” Da+&, Y) + Da+rr(T Y) 
and upon integration by parts with the assistance of Lemma 5.2 we get 
X(x) = \ &(X7 Y) . Y(Y) dY 
= I(- V,.)” &f”(X? Y) . Y(Y) dY + j a+u(X, Y) . Y(Y) dY 
= go 444 . VkJw + 1 Qxf”(~~ Y) . Vv”Y(Y) dY 
+ 1 k+,h Y) . Y(r) 4. 
By the above result the right-hand side can be made as often differentiable 
as desired by a convenient choice of v and p, and so the infinite differ- 
entiability of X has been established. Again for given h, the two numbers 
v and TV can be chosen so that the kernels Da+” and ij,,, are of class Ch, 
and then 
VAX(X) = ,f W(A,(x) . Vyx)) + 1 Vs*&+v(x,y) . V”Y(y) dy 
k=O 
whence 
+ j” Vz*Da+h, Y) . Y(Y) dy, 
I v*q4 I < c, : sup I vqx)) I , 
i-0 ’ 
p, = max(- a + h, v), 
607/2/3-4 
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proving continuity with regard to the topology in the space of test 
functions (cf Section 2). 
Any differentioid 9, being a continuous mapping of C”-functions 
into P-functions, has a unique adjoint 9* acting in the dual space, 
that is, from distributions into distributions. This is characterized by 
(CD, 9Y) = (La*@, Y) (cf. end of Section 2). (5.16) 
If s and r are the domain and range ranks of 9, then r and s are the 
corresponding ranks of 9 *. Since the test function space CT is dense 
in the distribution space of same rank D, , it is sufficient that (5.16) hold 
for all @ E C,?. An important elementary fact is that the restriction of 
$9” to CT is again a differentioid. To see this multiply (5.15) scalarly 
by X E CF, and get 
(X, 9Y) = j X(x) . C A,(x) . WY(x) dx + j X(x) . j D(x, y) . Y(y) dy. 
Since for a suitable choice of C,(x) E C”, 01~ # 0, s D(x, y) . Y(y) dy is 
the uniform limit as E J 0 of 
then 
j lXVl>E 
& y) . Y(y) dy - C C,(x) cUi, 
i 
(X, 9Y) = j X(x) .I A,(x) . VkY(x) dx 
+ yi [j X(x) . j,,,,,, WY Y> . Y(Y) dY dx - c CP] 
z 
with ci = J X(x) . C,(x) dx. Integration by parts in the first term and 
exchange of the integration order in the second yield 
(X, LBY) = j (; (- V.)k (x(x) . A,(x)) . Y(x) dxl 
and on use of the adjoint kernel D*(x, y), 
(X, 9Y) = j (; (- V.)k (i@) . A,(x)) . Y(x) dxj 
+ 9 [I (S,,,,, E D*(x, y) . X(y) dy) . Y(x) dx - F ciP] . 
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As above, with a suitable choice of Cj CT@;, CX~* # 0, 
s , */> D*(x, y) .X(y) dy - c C,*E”f 5 ,e j 
tends to J D*(x, y) . X(y) dy as E JO, and so, 
(X BY> = !(I (- 0.y (X(x). A,(x)):) . Y(x) ax 
k 
+ j (1 D*(x, y) . X(x) dyj . Y(x) dx + lji (c Ci*d - T cpj . 
i 
The exponents CQ , ~j* being all different from zero the last term can have 
no limit other than zero, and in consequence 
(X, 9Y) = 1 (1 (- V.)k (x(x). A,(x))) . Y(x) dx 
k 
t s (j” D*(x,Y) . X(4 dyj . Y(x) dx, 
proving that 
(9*X) (4 = I(- 0.Y (-@, . &(x)) + j- D*(x, y) . X(y) dy. (5.17) 
k 
Thus, the restriction of the adjoint of a differentioid to P-functions 
is a differentioid whose differential part is the adjoint of the differential 
part and whose integral part has a kernel equal to the adjoint of the kernel 
of the integral part. 
As a consequence of this any dzserentioid has a natural continuous 
extension to the space of distributions, namely, the adjoint of the restriction 
of the adjoint to P-functions. 
Henceforth, based on this remark, we shall consider all differentioids as 
acting on distribution spaces. In this paper, however, we are not con- 
cerned with the properties of differentioids as mappings from and into 
the various function spaces of usual occurrence in analysis (D, Hkp, 
Soboleff’s, Orlic’s spaces, etc.); instead we stress some algebraic and 
representational aspects of the theory. 
The lemma below, sort of dual of Lemma 5.2, sets up a mechanism for 
the differentiation of integrals involving d-kernels. 
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Lemma 5.4. Let D(x, y) be a d-kernel and Y(y) a P-function of rank 
equal to the rank of D(x, y) with regard toy. Then 
Vz j &, Y) . Y(Y) dr - j VJ% Y) . Y(Y) 4 
= c "n'2{(Vg . Vy)Cf--a)'2+'~~-o+1[(V~ 4 I xy 12F(x, y)) . Y(y)]},=, 
2f-="T(- c-f + 2,rg + 2) r (” +;- O1 + 1) ’ 
(5.18) 
V, . j %> Y> . Y(Y) 4 - j Vz . D(x, Y) . Y(Y) 4 
= c Trn’2{(vy . V&(f-a)‘2+1 k”;a+l[(Vs 4 1 xy j2. P(x, y)) . Y(y)]},=z 
2f-a"T(- LX + z)r(q + 2)r (” +;- OL + 1) ’ 
(5.19) 
the sums being extended over all F’s and 01’s with 01 < 0, OT = f (mod 2) 
such that F(x, y)/J xy In+f-a is a component of D(x, y) in representation (4.3) 
Proof. It is enough to prove (5.18); (5.19) follows upon contraction. 
Call Z(x) the left-hand member of (5.18) and multiply scalarly by a 
P-function X(x). One gets, by Gauss’s theorem, 
(X, Z> = j X(x). (K j Dcx, Y) . Y(Y) dy) dx 
- j X(x) - (j wh Y> ' Y(Y) dY) dx 
=- j V.-q4 * (j m, Y) * Y(Y) dY) dx 
- j X(X> . (J' v,D(~,Y) . Y(Y) 4) dx. 
So for suitable C&x) E C”, and 01~ # 0, 
(X, -9 = !J-z I- j V-+4 . j, y,> @x, Y> . Y(Y) dy dx 
r ,F 
- J x(x) . I,..,,. V,&, y) . Y(y) dy dx + j X(x) . c C,(x) 21 dxj . i 
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Exchanging the integration order and applying Gauss’s theorem once 
more, 
(X,2)=$-j(j 
Izrlac 
(V.X(x) . qx, y) + Z(x) * YJ(x, Y)) dq . Y(YPY 
+ j X(x) . c C,(x) Em9 dx/ 
= hi , y,= v, I XY I * (m * k Y)) da,) . Y(Y) dY 
z 6 
+ j X(x) .I C,(x) & dxJ . 
Now note 
[V, 1 xy I . (@, * &Y))l . Y(Y) = X(4 . KV, I XY I &Y)). y(r)1 
and exchange again the integration order,3 
Hence, since X is arbitrary, 
From this point on the proof proceeds as in Lemma 5.2: One sets 
%Y) = F/l XY I n+f-a, and applies Lemma 3.5. 
As in the case of Lemma 5.2 the right-hand members of (5.18) and 
(5.19) are differential operators, and an argument almost identical to 
3 Here argue as follows: 
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that used to deduce (5.13) and (5.14) yields 
7Y2{(Vy . Vy)(f--n)‘2+1 ff;“+l[(v, 3 j xy 12iyx, y)) . Y(y)]},=, 
2f-~+T(-a+2)r(q+2)r(n+;-m+1) 
--a+1 
=c 
%-n'2{V/[v0(V, . V1/)(f--a)'2-k 8-;a+1-kF(x, y)]}y=a 
k="2f-"-kr(-ol-k+2)r(~-k+--jr~~fa+Ij 
VkY(X) 
. r(k + 1) ’ 
P2{(Vy . vJ(f-a)‘2+1 k-,-“+l[(v, * I xy I 2. P(x, y)) . Y(y)]},=, 
2f-a+‘r( - a + 2) r (9 + 2) r (” + ; - O1 + 1 j 
--a+1 
=c 
R"'2{Vy"[V, . (8, . V,) (f-w)'2-kcF;Q+1-kF(x, y)]},=z 
k=O 2f-"-"I-- 01 - k + 2) r (9 - k + 1) r i” +; - Ly + lj 
WY(x) 
* qk + 1) * 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
The following is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4: 
Corollary. The product of a dtflerentioid and a difSerentia1 operator is a 
dagerentioid; its order is not smaller than the dazerence between the order 
of the diferentioid and the order of the dzflerentioid operator. The parity is 
not changed by dzflerentiation. 
Relations (4.4) and (4.5) for d-k ernels induce similar relations for 
differentioids: 
Theorem 5.1. Any difJerentioid ~2~ of order a can be expressed in any 
of the following ways 
(4 ga = (- V.1” 9a+k + ~a-th 1 
(b) ga = P*Wk =QMk + =Qa+h >
(4 aa = 9a+kVk + g~+h , 
(4 ga = ga+2k(V-V)k + aa+h > 
(5.22) 
for any choice of the nonnegative integers h, k. (The various 9s being 
diferentioids of orders indicated by their subindices). 
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Proof. Relations (a) and (b) are the respective adjoints of (c) and (d), 
and so it suffices to carry the proof for any of these two couples. Let us 
do it for the last beginning with (c). Clearly it will be enough to prove 
it for h = K = 1, for then, by iteration, h and K can be made as high as 
desired. If 
(gay) (4 = c C,(x) * ViY(4 + j n&7 Y) . Y(Y) dY, 
z 
set by (4.4) 
D&Y Y) = (- Vu.) Da+&, Y) + ~~,l(% Yh 
and on integration by parts deduce from (5.8) 
(B&J) (-q = c G(x) . vi+) + c c;(x) . VW) + j &+1(X, Y) * WY) dY 
+ j D;+,(x, Y) . Y(Y) do. 
In particular if a > 0 no differential operators appear and (c) holds. 
Furthermore, inspection of the above relation shows that (c) is valid for 
all differentioids as soon as it is proved to be valid for differential opera- 
tors. But in view of the above Corollary, (c) will hold for differential 
operators if it does for the identity mapping Y + Y, which, for any 
rank r, is a differentioid of order zero. That this is the case is seen by 
applying (5.8) to the kernel 
Dl(x, y) = _ V, 4 I XY I2 Grb Y) 
%-1 I XY In . 
One gets 
j 8, . Dj,(x, y) . Y(y) dy + j D&, Y) . WY) dy 
7r”‘2{v~ . = Vdl XY I2 G% Y) . Y(rN>,=z = yc,) 
w,-,2r ++1 
( 1 
A brief calculation shows that V, . D,(x, y) is not of order zero but of 
order one, and hence that this yields (c) for the identity operators. 
The proof of (d) follows similar lines. One uses (4.5) in place of (4.4) 
and replaces 
W,Y) by 
G% Y) 
D2(xyy) = (32, 0) , xy In-2J' 
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The importance of formulas (5.22) is that they permit to identify 
differentioids with the class of operators obtained by differentiating 
ordinary integral operators associated with d-kernels of positive orders. 
This remark can be taken as the basic definition and the starting point 
of the theory of differentioids, and there are various reasons, mostly 
of practical nature, in support of such an approach: The complicated 
formalism of Sections 3 and 4 required to establish invariance under anti- 
differentiation [cf. (4.4), (4.91 is no longer needed because for positive 
orders such a property is almost immediate, nor is there any necessity 
of discussing the notion of “finite part” on a manifold. Yet, with all 
its brevity and expediency, such presentation leaves much to be desired 
from the conceptual point of view, as it gives no insight whatsoever into 
the strongly felt notions that differentioids, no matter what the order, are 
in one way or the other associated with kernels. Kernels of nonpositive 
orders are discarded as useless objects, and by this are made meaningless, 
forfeiting their true significance. 
6. Composition of d-Kernels 
The composition of two kernels P(x, a) and Q(z, JJ) having the same 
rank with regard to a is the kernel 
denoted P*Q, finite parts being used whenever necessary. 
The class of d-kernels is closed under composition, as asserted by the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 6.1. The composition of two d-kernels is a d-kernel of order 
equal to the sum of the orders. If both given kernels have de$ned parities so 
does their composition and its parity is the sum of the parities modulo 2. 
Fragmentary evidence of such a composition law is found in M. Riesz’s 
theory of generalized potentials [15] and in the theorems of Calderon 
and Zygmund [2], [3], and Mihlin [II] on the composition of singular 
integrals; some results of Giraud [5], [6], and Seeley [16] point in the 
same direction in curved spaces. 
Two basic ideas prompt the proof of Theorem 6.1: (1) By differentia- 
tion and up to higher order terms the composition d-kernels can be 
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reduced to that of powers of the geodesic distance; (2) Up to higher order 
terms, the composition of powers of the distance can be calculated on the 
tangent space, where the desired result follows from M. Riesz’ theory of 
generalized potentials. The first of these two principles is simply an 
expression of formula (4.13) through Lemma 5.4; the idea goes back 
to Maxwell (cf. [7], p. 129). T o implement the second, work has to start 
at both ends, Euclidean space and manifold, so as to progress by suc- 
cessive and calculated localizations to a close rapport; the details are 
quite technical. 
Lemma 6.1. Let x(t) b e a P-function of a real variable t, 0 < t < co, 
with compact support, taking the value 1 in a neighborhood oft = 0. Then 
in the n-dimensional Euclidean space en, 
= e(a ; ,8,0) j x - y’,“-‘“+P)J f.LB(l x -Y I217 (6.1) 
for any couple of complex numbers 01, /I with positive real parts. Here 
fa,s(t) is a Cm-function. 
Proof. By a change of the integration variable one may assume y = 0; 
moreover since 
s 
(l - d x - ’ I”) id ’ I”) dz 
an 
is a Cm-function of 1 x 12, x( 1 y - z 1”) can be replaced by 1. The simplest 
proof of (6.1) is obtained by analytic continuation from the basic formula 
in the theory of Riesz potentials: 
1 1 
s 
dz 1 1 
8(cx, 0) q/3,0) ($” 1 x - z p-a I z in-6 - e(a + p, 0) I x In-(a+fJ) ’ (6.2) 
valid for Re {a} > 0, Re /I > 0, Re {DA + /3} < n. Under these restric- 
tions on 01 and /3 we can write 
1 1 s x(1 I”) z 1 1 -__ - 
e(a, 0) q/i?, 0) ($% I x 
- 
x 1p-01 / z In-B 
dz 
qcf + p, 0) / x In-(a+B) 
1 
I 
xti x I”) - 1 
= eta, 0) e(p, 0) an I x - z p-01 I z ln-sdz. P-3) 
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Through the substitutions x = 1 x 1 5, x = 1 x 1 U, the left member 
becomes 
1 1 
- e(a + p, 0) I x jn-(a+fJ) ’ 
which, as a brief inspection shows, does not depend on the unit vector u; 
thus, it is a P-function of / x 1 and hence of 1 x I2 for 1 x 1 > 0. On the 
other hand, the right-hand side is a C”-function of x in a neighborhood of 
the origin, and in consequence everywhere, and as it depends on 1 x I 
only, it must be a P-function of I x 12. Clearly if x is restricted to a 
suitable ball g?(O) about the origin its derivatives of any order can be 
calculated by operating under the sign. 
Now let ~5.,,~(t) and R,,,(t) d enote the left- and right-hand sides of 
(6.3) as functions of t = I x 12. By finite Taylor’s expansion of L,,O(t) 
about t, , 0 < t, < r2, with the Cauchy expression for the remainder, 
(6.4) 
for any t with 0 < t < r2. This equation, proved for Re 01 > 0, Re /3 > 0, 
Re (a + /3) < n, holds, as we shall see, in a much larger domain. For 
fixed t and to , the left member is an analytic function of cy and p in the 
domain Re a: > 0, Re p > 0, 01, /3, 01 + j3 f n, n + 2, n + 4 ,..., whereas 
since the vanishing order of (2/su - 2)-” as x --+ CQ increases by one 
unit after each differentiation with regard to S, the right member is 
defined and obviously analytic for Re 01 > 0, Re p > 0, 
Re (CL + /3) < n + k, iy, /3 # n, n + 2, n + 4 ,... . Therefore, (6.4) 
holds in the intersection of these two domains, that is, for Re 01 > 0, 
Re /I > 0, Re (a + p) < n + k, 01, /3,01 + B f n, n + 2, n + 4 ,... . Now, 
if 01 and /3 are any two complex numbers with positive real parts and such 
that neither 01, /3 or a! + /3 is of the form n + 2i, i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., choose 
k > Re (w. + /3) - n and compute L,,B(t) from (6.4). This way L,,o(t) 
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is expressed as the sum of P-functions of t = / x I2 for 0 < t < r2. 
As the infinite differentiability ofI,,,, for positive t has been established, 
the Lemma for the values of cy. and /I under consideration. 
Differentiation of (6.4) with regard to 01 and P-which can be performed 
under the integral signs-furnishes, as these quantities approach the 
exceptional values, the sought formula (5.1) for such cases. 
Lemma 6.2. The composition of two d-kernels is infinitely dzferentiable 
off the diagonal of !Vl x %Jl. 
Proof. Assume / x,,y,, / > 0, and with a C30-scalar functions v(z) 
taking the value 1 in a neighborhood U of x0 and the value 0 in a neigh- 
borhood 23 of y0 write 
i P&c, z) . &,(z, Y) d.z = j Ez(x, 4 . [d4 Bak r)l dz 
+ j [Cl - P)(4) &(x, 41 * QbhY) dz* (6.5) 
If x E U and y E 8 the kernels in square brackets are P-functions of x 
over 1151. On use of (4.4) set 
Pa@, 4 = (- V,.Y Pa+&, 4 + Pa+&, 4; 
!2b(? Y) = (- v*-Y Qb+7cGG Y) + Qb+h@> Y)! 
and replace in (6.5). Up on integration by parts with the aid of Lemma 5.2, 
s P&t, z) . Q&, Y) dz = c C,(x) . V,~h+) !&a(~, ~11 
+ c a(Y) . V,T(l - dY)) & Y)l 
+ j Pa+&, z) . V,“[&) Q&z, r)l dx + j” VzW - ~(4) PC,, 41 . !&+&G Y) dz 
+ j  tz+&, x) . [q’(z) 8t@> Y)] dz + j  [(I - e(z)) &G ,$I . ,Ob+hh Y) dz, 
where the C’s and D’s are P-functions appearing only if the orders are 
nonpositive. By proper choice of h and k each of the four integrals above 
can be made as often differentiable as desired at x = x0 , y = y0 . Thus 
the Lemma is proved. A further elaboration of the argument leads to 
actual estimates for the composition (cf. [19], Lemma 7). 
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Lemma 6.3. Let o(, /3, ‘, fl’ be four complex numbers with positive real 
parts such that 
a’ = a (mod 2), p’ = ,L? (mod 2), a’ + p’ = 01 + p* 
Then for any Cm-real valued function x(t) taking the value I in a neigh- 
borhood of t = 0 and having a suficiently small compact support, 
s x(1 xx I”) _ x(1 v I”) ti(cd, 0) I xx ln-=‘J 8(/L?‘, 0) 1 xy l+B’J dz - s 
x(1 xz I”) x(1 ZY I”) 
e(q 0) I xx 1-J 8(/l, 0) I xy In-oJ dx 
= c j &, 4 . Qt@, Y) dz, (6.6) 
where P, and Qb are d-kernels of parities like (Y and /3, and total order 
a + b > Re (a + p) + 1. C stands for a finite sum. 
Proof. Let the support of x(t) be such that ~(1 xy 1”) is a P-kernel, 
and assume (Y’ - 01 = /3 - p’ = 2k > 0. By (4.8) 
1 
- O@‘, 0) 
x(’ xy ‘“) + Q&, y), 
I xy In-s’J 
d>Rep’+l 
1 = -&j $$J + pC(x, ‘)7 
c>Recu. fl, 
and on substitution and integration by parts, 
s 
x0 ~~ I”) -x(1 ZY I”> 
e(a’, 0) 1 xx ln-&‘J 0(/Y, 0) I zy j+fl’J dz 
1 dz _ s x(1 xX ”) $?dh y’ & O(a’, 0) 1 xx I’- J 
2 
= I(- vz. VJ” [+/,$; ~x;);n-a.J 1 x(1 ZY I”) ” w, 0) I xy PJ 
_ x(1 xx I”) !?dk Y) dx 
B(a’, 0) / xx p’J 
= s 
x0 xx I”) x(1 XY I”) 
- dx + s 8@, 0) / xy In-oJ LyLx, 0) I xx p-“-q/3,0) I xy y=?J 
‘& ‘1 x(t xY 1”) dx -~- 
_ 
i- 
x0 x2 I") Qd(Z, y' & 
. @(a’, 0) I xx I- J ’ 
which is the desired result. 
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Lemma 6.4. For any couple of complex numbers 01 and /3 with positive 
real parts, and any Cm-real-valued function x(t) with suficiently small 
compact support taking the value 1 in a neighborhood of t = 0, 
the residual kernel R,,e(x, y) admitting for any positive integer N an 
expression of the form 
&3(x, Y) = 2 j EN)@, 4 . !AN’(% Y) dz + kN,)(x, Y), (6.8) 
where PAN), QiN) are d-kernels of parities like 01 and /3, and total order 
a + b > Re (a + /3) + 1, and where R$’ is of class CN. The symbol C 
indicates a finite sum. 
Proof. Assume the dimension n to be larger than one; as it was 
already said in the discussion of Lemma 6.1 the case n = 1 can be 
treated independently. For simplicity we shall summarize (6.8) by 
saying that R,, is of the ((Y, /3)- residual type. For the time being, we 
shall only require from the support of x(t) that it be so small that 
x(IxylV e o c ass f 1 C”. By the previous Lemma one may further assume 
that Re 01 < 2. If 01 = 2, integration by parts yields (6.7) at once. In fact, 
x(1 “xx I)” ~ -&d?m- & 
8(2,0) I xz jn-2J 8(/3,0) I zy 1-J 
=- x(1 xx I”) x(1 ZY I”) 
8(2,0> 1 xz I+ ‘2 . ‘2 e(p + 2,o) 1 zy p+w dz 
Q&G Y) dz, b=Refl+l, 
and by integration by parts, 
s 
x(1 xz I”) x(1 XY I”) 
e(2,o) I xz p-2~ e(p, 0) I xy in-6~ 
dz = x(1 XY I”) 
e(p + 2,o) I xy I+-(B+~)J 
- j vz ’ vz [3(&i 7::/9-2j] e(p + ~(d)~~)~-GTj dz 
x(l xx I”) 
+ i 8(2,0) l xz In-2J 8tk Y) dz. 
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Since 
is of order > 3, the two integrals on the right add to a kernel of the 
(ol, /I)-residual type, and the assertion is proved. Thus we can work 
under the hypotheses 0 < Re o( < 2, o( # 2. 
Let rry : ‘$A + T(y) be the mapping of the manifold into the tangent 
space at y given by 
x + TV(X) = y - 8, 4 1 xy 12.4 (6.9) 
This is a P-mapping in the vicinity of y; its differential at y is the 
identity, and in consequence is a local diffeomorphism at y. To simplify 
the notation we write x* = 7~Jx). The distance between two image 
points x* and x* is given by 
I x* - x* / = j v,[g 1 xy 12 - 4 1 zy I”] I . 
So, since y* = y, (V, 3 I xy 12L, = 0, I v, 4 I XY I2 I = I v I Y 
1 x* - Y*l=IxYl* (6.10) 
Thus, a sufficiently small open geodesic ball about y, {x E YJI 11 xy / < p}, 
is mapped into a ball of same radius and center in Z(y). The difference 
w(x,y, z) = 1 xz 12 - 1 x* - z* 12 = I xx 12 - j v,[g I xy 12 - ij / zy I”] 12 
(6.11) 
is a P-kernel in its three arguments provided they are not too far apart, 
and vanishes of the 2nd degree by coalescence of any two of them 
(cf. Section 3). This is obvious for the pair x, z, and it follows from 
W#J(X,Y, 4)z=2, = vu I xy I2 + 2v, Q I xy 12. (V,V, + I zy I”),=, = 0 
for the other two. Hence there is a positive constant r such that 
W(X,Y, 4/l mz I < 4 for I xy I < 3, I zy I < 2. (6.12) 
4 The tangent space at y is the affine space through y having as translation vectors 
the vectors tangent at y, endowed with the scalar product G(y, y). The so called “normal 
coordinates” based at y are the inverse images by nv of orthonormal coordinates in the 
tangent space. 
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We shall assume Y so small that for any y, 7~~ is a C”-diffeomorphism 
of the geodesic ball of radius 2r about y into its image. 
These preliminaries settled we proceed now to 
Assuming, as we may, that x(t) is equal to 1 for 
for j t 1 > (4 T)~, we write 
the proof proper. 
1 t 1 6 r2 and to 0 
1 
Lyct, 0) q3,O) s 
x(1 bw I”) x(1 ZY I”> dx 
1 xz 1-J I zy In-BJ 
= q% O,‘s(P, 0) s 
x(1 x* - z* 1”) x(1 zy I”) (dz*/dz) dz 
/ xz 1-i I .zy In-B] 
1 
+ e(% 0) em 0) i 
[x(1 AZ I”) - x(1 x* - z* I”) (d~*l41 x(1 zy I”) & 
I xz In-olJ ) ,zy ln-fiJ , 
(6.13) 
where dz*/dz denotes the Jacobian of the mapping rrU; it is a Cm-kernel 
taking the value 1 at z = y and nonvanishing for 1 .zy / < 2r. To place x 
within the domain of regularity of 7~~ we assume 1 xy 1 < r. Since 
Re ac < 2, 01 # 2, then 
1 1 
/ xz p- =-7 I xx In-a 
and (6.11) allows us to write 
which substituted in the first integral on the right member of (6.13) yields 
1 
s 
x0 xx I”) x(1 ZY I”) 
e((ll,o> I xz In-aJ / zy ln-BJ 
I 
x0 x* - z* I”) ~(1 zy I”) (dz*/dz) dz 
I x* - x* In-aJ I zy jn-flJ 
1 
+ e(5 0) e(p, 0) s 
[x(1 xz I”> - x0 x* - z* 1”) (d~*ld41 x(1 XY 1”) & 
j xz In-aJ I zy In-BJ 
s 
x(1 x* - z* I”) ~(1 zy I”) dz*/dz 
I xz In-arJ 1 zy In-BJ 
x [l - (1 - "r";';f)j'-"'1 &. 
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Since / 2y / = / a* - y* / , 
1 
s 
x(1 x* - z* I”) x(1 zy I”) (dz*/dz) dz 
Y% 0) e(P, 0) IX * - z* 1-J j zy In-BJ 
= (a,O;B(/$ 0) s 
x(1 x* - z* I”) x(1 z* -y* I”) 
3(yj ) x* - z* Jn-aJ 1 z* - y* ,=-fiJ dx*’ 
which by Lemma 6.1 equals 
1 x(1 x* -Yy* I”) 
qa + p, 0) 1 x* _ y* jn-(ar+btJ +.fu4 x* - Y* I”) 
I 
x(l xy I”) = qa + /3,0) 1 xy In-(a+o)J +&?(I xy I”), 
and in consequence 
1 
s 
x(1 xz I”) x0 ZY l”l& = _ x(1 xy I”) 
&a, 0) q/3,0) 1 xz In- 1 zy J@J fI(a + ,8,0) j xy In-(a+@)J 
+ /f& xy I") i- e(Ly, o;e(il o) 1 ML= I") - xp$-a;; :; "f=;y *(' zy '")~ 
> 
1 
+ qa, 0) w4 0) s 
x(1 x* - z* I”) x(1 XY I”) (dz*/w 
1 xz pfl 1 zy In-J 
x [l - (I - wI”:;;2z’)‘“-““2] dz( . (6.14) 
The final part of the proof consists in showing that all terms in braces on 
the right are of the (01, /3)- residual type. This is obvious for the first term 
fa,B(I xy 12), and for the second it follows by the argument used below for 
the individual terms in (6.14’) from the fact that the numerator in the 
integrand is a Cm-kernel in all its variables, of positive degree with regard 
to x, z and z, y. The discussion of the last term requires considerably 
more elaboration. Since the values of x, y and z involved in the integral 
place w(x, y, .a)/1 xz I2 within the unit circle, we may write for any 
positive integer k 
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where g(“)(t) is analytic in the unit disc. On substitution the last term 
in (6.14) becomes 
( 
4x* Y, 4 x g’k’ /- 
1 
& . (6.14’) 
The kernels ~(1 x* - z* 1”) ~(1 zy 1”) (dz*/dz) d(x, y, z), 1 < v < K, are 
C” with regard to the three variables, and of degree 2v with regard to 
X, z and y, z. Hence by Lemma 3.2 they may be expanded as follows: 
x(1 x* - x*) x(1 qJ I”) (dz*,w W”(X, y, 4 
= c flP)(X, 2) . Nqz, y) + O(vJyx, y, z), (6.14”) 
where the JP)‘s and Nub’s are of degree 2v at least, and where the 
degrees of O(v,M) with regard to X, z and y, z are larger than M, M being 
an arbitrary positive integer. With this the vth term in the sum (6.14’) 
becomes 
By proper choice of M, the kernel O(v,M)(~, y, z)/l xz ln-aJ j zy In-@J, 
and along with it its integral, can be made as often continuously differ- 
entiable as desired. Thus, every term of the sum in (6.14) is of the 
(01, @-residual type. Similarly, substitution of (6.14”) in the last term 
in (6.14’) produces 
As above an adequate choice of M makes the last integral as smooth as 
desired. Thus we are left with the task of showing that the same is true 
for each of the other terms. The leading idea is to increase the order of 
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lwk)(X, x)/l xx / n-“+zkJ, of which it can only be said that it is not smaller 
that Re 01, at the expense of the order of JVk)(z, y)/l zy In--BJ, which is 
at least Re fl + 2k. Thus, having K at our disposal, each factor, and hence 
the integral, can be made as smooth as desired. For this purpose all that 
has to be established is the possibility of transferring just one unit, for 
then, the process can be repeated as often as necessary. We apply (4.15) 
to lwk’(X, x)/l xx I n+2k--aJ and integrate by parts, 
=-I 
(y-l 0, + / xx 12 M’“‘(x, x) 
I xx y+2*-a_l . V, [ y;;;‘$ ] g’“’ ~~,y;p”, dx 
- 
I 
a-l ~2kM(“)(% 4 N’k’(x, y) 
I xx yf2k-uJ * 
-g’k’ 
I xy In-@J 
i”:;‘;;‘) & 
- 
s 
lw’(X, x) N’“‘(x, y) 
I xx I 
n+Zk-aJ * 1 xy p‘f 
a-lVz * I xx 12. v, i"/";f;z"')] 
x gtk” ( 
w(x, y, z) 
, xx 12 ) dz 
In the first two terms the sought increase in the order of the first factor 
without decrease of the total order has been achieved. This is also true in 
the last; to see it one must observe that 
v, + 1 xy 12. v, Jwpp;2x)) 
= v, 9 I ‘m I2 - V,+GY, z) _ (V, 4 I x.x I2 * v, I xx I”) 4% y, z) 
I xx I2 1 xx 14 
= v, 4 lxx I2 * VZ4X,Y~ z) - 2+,y, .4 
I x-z I2 
and remark that V, 3 I xz I2 . Vp(x, y, .z) - 20(x, y, .z) is at least of 
degree 3 in x, z and of degree 2 in x, y. Substitution of expansion (3.12) 
for this kernel furnishes then a sum of terms of the desired type plus an 
arbitrarily smooth residue. 
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We have therefore shown, as a consequence of all this discussion, that 
(6.7) and (6.8) hold for 1 xy / < 2~. But then, by Lemma 6.2, they hold 
for all values of x and -y. 
In the statement of the Lemma below the expression “kernel of the 
(a, /3)-residual type” should be interpreted in the extended sense that 
allows the inclusion of a d-kernel Da,O(~, y) of order not smaller than 
Re (a + j?) + 1 and parity equal to 01 + /3 (mod 2). 
Lemma 6.5. Let H(x, 2) and K(x, y) be local harmonics of degrees h 
and k, respectively, having the same rank s with regard to x and such that 
Wx> 4P(all, h) I xx I n+h-aJ and K(z, y)/B(p, k) 1 xx In+h-Bs are d-kernels. 
Then 
s H(x, 4 -* m, JL-- & .4(a, h) / xx In+h-aJ B(p, k) 1 zy [n+le-BJ 
= (- V=*)h (- ‘v)’ if)@ + fi + h + k, 0) I xy In-(a+@+h+k)J) 
VxhEf(x, Y) Y [WY, 4 -vWx~ ~11 i + R,,,cx yj 
’ ’ 
where Ra,B(~, y) is a kernel of the (01, @-residual type.5 
(6.15) 
Proof. The proof is based on formula (4.9), and we begin by clearing 
up a small point concerning its application. While it is obvious that the 
kernel in square brackets on the right of (4.9) is a proper d-kernel 
(cf. Definition 4.2) if 01 is not a nonpositive number congruent to h 
modulo 2, this is not so in the other cases and, in consequence, the 
mechanism to handle d-kernels developed in the previous sections 
cannot be applied. To go around this difficulty we shall see that the 
kernel in question can be turned into a d-kernel by simply adding a 
suitable Cm-kernel of degree larger than h - I to V,H(x, y). So assume 
ar < 0, 01 = h (mod 2). By (4.13), 
H(x, Y) Vzhff(x, Y) 
qa, h) / xy yfh-a = (- V+*jh ) q" + h, 0) / xy jn-(e+h)J 1 + .**' 
the dots denoting a d-kernel of same parity and order higher than the 
left side. Since h > - 01 [cf. (4.6)], the kernel in braces is of positive 
order and as such is a d-kernel. We now proceed to introduce the 
5 A letter over a dot indicates that the scalar product is to be performed with regard 
to that variable only. 
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divergences (- Vz.)h, one by one, into the braces. To this end note that, 
if H,(x, y) is of degree v, then 
- v,. 1 
K(x* Y) 
e(a + h - v, v) I xy p+(a+h-v)J 1 
K+&* Y) - 
fqcx + h - (u + I), y + 1) I xy p+v+l-(a+h-(v+l))J + .**' 
with 
K+dx> Y) = (v + 1)-l V, 4 I XY I2 . f&(x, Y) 
- (v + 11-l (n - (a + h) + W1 I XY I2 V,.ffv(x, Y), 
and where the dots denote a (Y-kernel appearing only if 
n - (oz + h) + 2u is a nonpositive even number. Thus, if one starts with 
HO(x, y) = VzhH(x, y), the above produces a sequence H,, , HI ,..., Hh , 
and a simple induction argument shows that all these are local harmonics 
and that H,(x, y) = Vz-“H(x, y) + . . . . The kernels 
H$l(cx + h - v, v) I xy In+v-(a+hpu)J 
-and this is most important-being obtained by differentiation from a 
d-kernel are d-kernels themselves. Therefore, we can set 
H(X) Y> 
e(a, h) I xy In+h-mJ = - (6.16) 
the dots inside the braces indicating a Cm-kernel of degree 3 h and 
those outside a d-kernel of higher order and equal parity. Our point 
established, we proceed now to the proof proper of the Lemma, using 
(6.16) in place of (4.9) when necessary. Let us write 
K(xr Y) 
Qk@, y) = qp, h) I xy ln+h-EJ ’ 
and note that, qua function of z, Qa is of class C” on the punctured 
manifold. We have 
I 
H(x, 4 Kb Y) 
qa, h) I xx 1nfh-J ’ qp, k) ( xy In+- 
dx 
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The residue represented by dots is of the (cy, @-type. By Lemma 5.4, 
if LY is not a nonpositive number congruent to h modulo 2, 
I 
H(x, z) Q,Y) & 
qa, h) 1 xz In+h-aJ. e(p, h) 1 zy \n+k-flJ 
(6.17) 
and if 01 < 0, 01 z h (mod 2), 
i 
H@, 4 
qcx, h) 1 xz lQfh--aJ 
KhY) /jz 
e(p, k) j zy in+k--8J 
2’“((0, . VZ)(h-~)‘2&“[v, 4 1 xz 12. (VzR(x, z) + . ..) . Q&z,y))])z=, + 
pa-lr(- (y + I)+2 + 1) r(" '"2 - ") .** * 
The basic remark here is that the second term on the right is of the 
(a, &-residual type. In fact, by (5.21), it has the form 
with 
C,(x) = 
,~‘~‘~(V,jv, . (V, . V,) (h-a)‘2-‘-1 [&‘-‘(V,H(x, z) + . ..)]jz=. 
2h-a-‘-2r(-a-j+l)r(~-j)r( 
nfh--a ’ 
2 ) 
and the assertion follows from the identically vanishing of C-,(x). This 
is seen at once from 
C-,(x) = const(VinVs . (V, . VS)(hily)‘2-1 V,(H(x, z) + . ..)jz=. 
= const{V;“(V, . VZ)(h+m)‘2-1 V, . (V,H(x, y) + . ..)}+. , 
since by the local harmonicity of H, the degree of V, . (V.H(x, y) + . ..) 
is at least one unit higher than the order of the differential operator 
V-m(V, . VZ)(k+=)/2-ls 
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Therefore (6.17) holds for any (Y and ,B, and repetition of the argument 
with regard to both x and y leads to 
s H(x, 4 Qf,Y) dx qa, h) 1 xx In+h-aJ ’ q/3, k) 1 xy ln+k-BJ 
+ . . . . (6.18) 
Next step is to remove Vzhii(x, .z) . V,“K(,z, y) outside the integral sign. 
If x(t) satisfies the requirements of Lemma 6.4, the three-variable 
kernel 
v$Iqx, x) . V,“K(x, y) 
- [(Vzh&, y)),=,.(GS(x> Y> ” (VvkQ, rN,=,,)l x(1 ~2 I”) x(1 ZY I”) 
can be written as the sum of two kernels, one of positive degree with 
regard to x, z and the other of positive degree with regard to x, y. 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.2 one can write 
Vzh17(X, x) . V,v+, y) 
= E(Vzh&, Y)),=,P(x, Y) :(VwkW, Y&J x(1 xx I”) x(1 ZY I”) 
+ /z 4% 4 . B(% Y) + -yX, Y, z)[ (6.19) 
where the total degree of A(x, 2) . B(z, y) is positive and the degrees of 
RcN) with regard to X, z and z, y are both larger than N, N being an 
arbitrary positive integer. If (6.19) is substituted in (6.18), the terms 
in braces produce, after reintroducing the differentiations into the 
integral sign, a residual term of the (01, 3)-type, and so, 
(- Ve-Y (- Vz/.lk ;PLh& Y)),=,P(x, Y) ” (V,kfG, rN,J 
X 
s 
x(1 xx I”) x(1 ZY I”) dz ’ + . ..) 
!9(a + h, 0) I xx p+*)l e(p + k, 0) 1 zy In-(B+k)J I
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and an appeal to Lemma 6.4 coupled with the remark that 
(W&, y))t,=w (G”(x, Y) Y (Vu’“W, YL) 
agrees with 
V,hfh Y) ” (G”(Y, 4 ‘E Vt,“O, Y)) 
up to higher degree terms finishes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let Pa(x, z) and f&(x, y) the d-kernels to be 
composed, and let subindices indicate orders. By Definitions 4.1 and 4.2, 
F(xy z, 'dx, ') = 1, xz In+f-aJ + P,+1(x, 22). 
Expanding F in local harmonics, 
(Theorem 3.1), 
we have 
F(x, z) = [f’21 f&--P&, 4 
/ xx p-a za e(a,f - 2~) / xx jn+f-2v-aJ ’
The individual terms in the sum are not necessarily d-kernels, but by the 
argument used in proving (6.16) carried one step further, suitable 
higher-degree modifications of the H’s make them so. In consequence the 
H’s can be chosen so that each term in the above equations is a d-kernel. 
Substitution in the previous equation yields 
ff(x, 4 
PI& 4 = c qa, h) , xz ,n+h-m, + Pa+h 43 
and similarly 
Therefore 
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By Lemma 6.14 applied to the individual terms in the first double sum, 
and for any preassigned positive integer N, 
where the kernel IV) is in class CN and all others are d-kernels with 
a’ > a, b’ > b, a’ + b’ > a + b + 1; if P, and Qb have defined parities; 
then these are also the parities of PI, and Qi , respectively, and Sa+b 
has a parity equal to the sum of the parities. By repeated applications of 
this formula to the kernel compositions appearing in the right, the total 
order a’ + b’ can be made as high as desired. Therefore, since 
s &(x, z) . Qb,(z, y) dz C C[(a’+b’)‘zl-z 
-as simple discussion based on (4.4) and Lemma 5.2 shows-the proof 
of Theorem 6.1 is complete. 
Corollary. IfH(x, x)/O(a, h) j xz Jn+h-aJ andK(z, y)/&!?, k) ( .zy p+k--8J 
are d-kernels, and H and K local harmonics of same rank s with regard to 2, 
then 
H(x, 4 K(z,Y) dz 
e(a, h) 1 xz In+h-aJ. 8(/l, k) 1 zy In+k-BJ 
= (- Vz.)h (- Vu.)" ! Vzhf%> Y) Y [G”(y, x) 1” V$K(x, y)] 
rt?(ol + /3 + h + k, 0) I xy In-(a+B+h+k)i 
+ 
'*" 
(6.20) 
the dots indicating a d-kernel of order not smaller than Re (a + ,i3) + 1. 
For some purposes it is convenient to have the leading term of the 
composition of two d-kernels expressed in the usual fashion, as a sum of 
kernels of the form F/l xy jn+f--(a+B)J. The formula 
s H(x, 4 0, Y) &a, h) / xz In+h,-uJ q/3, K) 1 zy Ip+k-BJdZ 
min(hsk) (VVP [@x, y) !‘(G”(y, x)? K(x,y))] + . . . 
= zJ 
__- 
e,(a + fjh,k) I  xy In+h+Pb(m+B)J + . . .  
(6.21) 
furnishes one of such expressions (dots in the numerator indicate 
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higher-degree corrections that might be necessary to make all kernels 
d-kernels). Here 
(- 1)y v! 2v+2v~“/2~ 
i 
-f + “2 + “) 
qh+l)qk+l)rr+h;k-Y-v)’ 
n + h + k - y - 2v # 0, - 2, - 4 ,...) 
e,cr, h, 4 = x (6.22) 
(- l)Y “! 2v+2vTn/2~ 
( 
y+h+k 
2 1 
F(h+l)F(k+l)rjn+h;k-y-v) 
I n + h + k - y - 2v = 0, - 2, - 4 ,... . 
Note that &(y, h, 0) = 19(y, h). T o p rove (6.21) observe first that it holds 
for k = 0 and for any value of h, cy. and /3, and then argue by induction 
with assistance of the formula 
VzhH. G” . V,“K) 
(- Vz’)h (- ‘*-)’ [qa + fl + h + k, 0) I xy /.+h+k-(.+a),; 
=(-VW) ] 
miIl(h, k-l) 
c 
(V,. V,)v H. G”. V,K + . . . I 
v=o 
e,(a + fi + 1, h, k - 1) I xy In+h+(kM--2”-b+E+1)J + “‘) 
minh,k-1) 
= z. {b + (h + k - 24 - (a + P) - 21 V, B I xy I2 
. (V, . V,)” (R. G” . V,K) - 1 xy I2 (V,.) (V, . V$ (H . G” . V,K) + . ..} 
x [&,(a + /3 + 1, h, k - 1) 1 xy Is+(h+k-2v)-(a+B)J]-1 + . . . . 
BY (3.14), 
V, 4 / xy 12. (0,. V,y (I?. (Gs . V,K)) 
= - 2v(V, . VJ-l V,.(I? . (G” . V,K)) 
+ (V, . V,)y (V, 4 I xy j2. (f!. (G” . V,K))) + . . . . 
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But since K is a local harmonic, 
and so 
V,.(R . (G” . V,K)) = : (8,. V,) (i?. (G” . K)) + . . . 
V, 4 1 xy 12. (V, . V,)y (Z? . (G” . V,K)) 
= - v(V, . V,p-l (0, . 0,) (R. (G” . K)) + k(V, . V,)y (R. (G” . K)) 
= (k - v) (V, . VJv (I?. (G” . K)) + . . . . 
Hence 
WEhi?. (G” . VvkK) 
(- v=-)h (- Vv*)lc IS@ + /g + h, k, 0) 1 XY ,p+B+h+k)J/ 
min(h,k-l) 2 (” + h + “2- Cm + 8) - v - 1) (K - v) 
1 
c 
V=O &(a + B + 1, A, k - 1) 
x (V, . V,)y (A. (G” . K)) + . . . 
I XY I n+(h+k-zv)-(a+f?)J 
m  In(h.k-1) (8,. Vy)Yfl (Eir . (G” . K)) 
2evJLy + p + 1, h, k - 1) j xy In+(h+k-Z(u+l))-(ol+B)J + “’ 
min(h.k-1)+1 
,~+h+k2-(R+8)_V-lj(k-.) 
&(a +p + l,h,k - 1) 
1 
- 33,-,(~ + B + 1, h, k - 1) I 
(V,.V,)Y(~.(GS.K))+... + 
I XY I n+(h+k-2v)-(a+B)J 
. . . . 
and the proof concludes by observing that the expression in square 
brackets is equal to l/oy(~ + p, h, K). 
Lemma 6.6. Let PJx, y) and Qb(z, y) be two d-kernels of orders a and 
b and parities m and /3 respectively, having the same rank with regard to z. 
If either a + b > 0 or 01 + /I $0 (mod 2) then 
j ez(X> 4 * ( f ai? Y) . Y(Y) dYj dz = j (Pa * !A) (x, Y) . Y(Y) dY. (6.23) 
Proof. By hypothesis and Theorem 5.1 one of the two kernels at 
least is not of nonpositive order and zero parity. Passing to the adjoints 
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if necessary it can be assumed that this is Qb . We show now that (6.23) 
holds for the orders a and b if it does for orders a + k and b, for some 
nonnegative integer k. We set P,(x, zz) = - V, . PA+,(x, z) + Pi+l(x, 2) 
with PL,, and Pz,, of same parity as Pa and orders one unit higher at 
least (cf. (4.4)). So, 
= j (- V,*) R+,(& 4 . (j !A(% Y) . Y(Y) dYj dz 
and by Lemma 5.4, 
+ j C+&, 4 . (j w Y) . Y(Y) dYj dz, 
where the 0’s are P-functions vanishing identically if a is not a non- 
positive integer. Hence, if (6.23) is valid for the orders a + 1 and b, 
j r’,C& 4 . (j mz, Y> *Y(Y) 4Yj dz 
= '1g' C,@> . v,j j !&k Y) . Y(Y) dY + (- Vz.) j &,I * Qb(XI Y) . Y(Y) dY 
+ j p:,, * 5&(x, Y) - Y(Y) d.. 
By Lemma 5.4, - V,. can be brought under the integral since PA+l *Qb 
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is either of positive order or of nonvanishing parity (Theorem 6-l), and 
j @, 4 . (j &bh Y) . Y(Y) dYj d,z 
= ;g C,(x) . v,j j Qb(Z, y) . Y(Y) dY + j - v&%+1 * Qb> (x9 Y) . Y(r) dY 
___- 
+ j pi+1 * Q&T Y) * Y(Y) dY- 
But 
- Vz*(PA+1 * Qb) 6% Y) 
= - V,. j J%+,(x, 4 . Q&G Y) dr 
= - ;g c,(x) . v:Q&, y) + j - V&:(x, 4 . Q& Y) dx 
[IlZll 
= - 2 c,(x) . V,iQ,(x, Y) + (- vz.p~+d * Qd% Y), 
which substituted above yields 
j  k(X> z) . (j&b@ Y) . y(Y) dYj dz 
t j (- v&i+, + Pri++1) * Qdx, Y> - Y(Y) dr. 
The term in braces vanishes by virtue of Lemma 5.4 because either the 
order of Qb is larger than the order of the differential operator or the 
parity of Q,, is different from zero. Thus, (6.23) holds for a and b if it is 
valid for a + 1 and b, and hence, if it is valid for a + k and b, for some 
nonnegative integer k. 
Passing to the proof proper we discuss the case b > 9 first. Under this 
condition, if a > 0, (6.23) is an obvious consequence of Fubini’s theo- 
rem, and if a < 0, it follows by the above result, from the fact that it is 
valid for a + k and b, with k > - a. In this way the Lemma has been 
proved when b > 0, and in consequence, also when a > 0. But then it 
holds for any a and b since it holds for a + k and b with k > - a. 
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7. The Algebra of Differentioids. The Symbol 
Differentioids form a class of operators closed under multiplication. 
In more precise terms: 
Theorem 7.1. The product of two dzflerentioids, when dejked, is a 
diferentioid of order not smaller than the sum of the orders. Moreover, if 
both factors have dejined parities, so does their product, and its parity is the 
sum of parities mod&o 2. 
Proof. In view of the previous sections’ results not much of a proof is 
needed. If one of the factors is a differential operator, Theorem 7.1 
coincides with the Corollary to Lemmas 5.2 and 5.6. If both are integral 
operators we write 
and choose p so large that the total degrees of the products &‘g and 
&“&G? are positive. In this way both M.99 and ~2~99 are differentioids by 
Lemma 6.6, and along with them so is (- V.)p &‘I&? + &“‘G? = &99. 
As to the order and parity of the product they can be followed at the 
various steps with help of the mentioned corollary and lemma to see 
that they are what the theorem states. 
Now we come to the important notion of “the symbol of an operator”. 
Roughly speaking the symbol is a one parameter family of functions 
assigned to each operator in such a manner that operations among 
operators became operations among functions. The symbol may be 
thought as a continuation into the realm of integral operators of the 
classical notions of “characteristic polynomial of a differential operator”. 
Definition 7.1. Let gfa be a differentioid of order a and ranks r and s. 
The symbol of Ba is the operation o[gJ : Re T(X) 4 Hom(P(x), Z’(X)), 
which to any (1 E Re Z(x) assigns the linear map from P(x) into Z’(x) 
defined by the functions in Z’+“(x) (cf. Section 2) 
@,I (3, fl) = c -L- (-“)” . (v,hH(x, Y))y=r , 
o,x I (1 Ia I ‘4 I 
h = degree of H, 
(7.1) 
where the H’s are the local harmonics appearing in the expansion 
~a+&9 Y) = 1 H(x, Y) /j((~ + 2j3, h) j  xy In+h-(=+=)J + “” Re 01= a, (7.2) 
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of the kernel of any differentioid Sa+sk satisfying 
ga = (vv)k 9a+2k + % , a + 2k > 0, a’ > a. (7.3) 
Thus, at a specific point x and real tangent vector A, u[BJ (x, A) is a 
tensor of rank r + s, which as such defines a mapping from tensors 
of rank s into tensors of rank r, according to the usual identifications of 
Z’+“(x) with Hom(P(x), 2’(x)). This identification notwithstanding, it 
is not superfluous to state explicitly that symbols will be handled through 
the algebra of linear mappings. Thus, the adjoint of a symbol is its 
adjoint as a linear mapping, and the product of two symbols is their 
product as linear maps, existing only if the product of the corresponding 
differentioids does. In its dependency on A, u[9,] (x, A) is a finite sum of 
homogeneous terms; the degrees of homogeneity are complex and differ- 
ent in general but in all cases their real parts coincide with the order of 
the differentioid; it is only when the leading part of the differentioid has a 
defined parity that all degrees of homogeneity coincide. 
The first step in the study of the symbol is to check that it is well 
defined, that is, that it does not depend on the particular choice of 
9a+2k. Let 
9a = (vv)kl %+2k, + %x1 and ga = (vv)k2 %+2kz + %z2 
be two representations (7.3) for 9a , and let the corresponding kernels 
have the expansions 
Da+Bkl(X! Y) = c 
fqx, y) 
B(a, + 2k, , h,) 1 xy In+Wal+%L + "*' 
&+2kzh Y) = 1 
ff’y% y) 
t9(cx2 + 2k, , k2) 1 xy In++-(azf%J + “’ ’ (7.4) 
We multiply the equation 
(Wkl ga+2kl + ga1 = (vv)k2 ga+2kz + gaz 
by the differentioid with kernel 
x(1 XY W(P7 0) I XY I-‘> 
taking p so large as to make all kernels appearing below of positive order, 
and obtain (Lemma 6.5) 
(vv)kl ga+p+2kl + ga,+~ = (“.v)kB Ba+p+2k, + gae+~ Y  
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with 
D a+9+2&* Y) = c 
JJyx, y) 
B(oL* + p + 2k, ) h,) I xy I~+w~l+~+wJ + . ..’ 
D a+o+z?& Y) = c 
fq% y) 
e(a2 + p + 2k, , h,) I xy ln+Waz+~+WJ + “’ ’ 
Then, if k, > k, , 
P.VP FVF %+e+2k1 - =%+zJ+zkJ = %,+z, - %,+z, . 
Hence (V.V)kl-k2 3a+p+zk, - 9a+p+lk, is of order larger than a + p + 2k,, 
and all terms of order a + p + 2k, in (V.V)kl-kz 2a+p+lk, and9a+P+,k2 
must cancel mutually. But as (Lemma 4.1) 
the H(l)‘s and corresponding q’s must coincide with the Hc2)‘s and 
aa’s, by the unicity of such expansions. 
The theorem below states the main properties of the symbol in its 
dependency on the differentioid. It asserts essentially that, for fixed x and 
A, the mapping 9 -+ a[91 (x; A) is a homomorphism of the algebra of 
differentioids into the algebra of linear mappings of tensors into tensors 
at x. 
Theorem 7.2. (a) Two dzyerentioids have the same symbol $7 they 
have a common leading part; 
(b) Th e s m o o a multiplier is the multiplier itself, i.e., if Y b l f 
Af(p(x) = B(x) . CD(x) then +@ol (x, fl) = M(x); 
(c)” a[V] (x, A) = i/l, ~$7.1 = (-iA); 
(d) o[9*] = @I*; 
(e) If %’ and 9 are of same order, ~$5~2 + 91 = +?I + CJ[~]; 
(f) a[%9] = CJ[V] u[&q. 
s Strictly speaking, V is not a single differentioid but a series of differentioids, one 
for each rank. Correspondingly, their symbols are all different-that for the rank I being 
iAGt’l(x, x). The simplified notation used here is meant to indicate the mapping 
a(x) + ill@(x) which-regardless of the rank-yields all symbols for V. The same 
applies to V. and its symbol. 
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Proof. (a) It is clear from the definitions that the symbol of a dif- 
ferentioid depends only on the highest order terms, and hence that if 
two differentioids have the same leading part they also have the same 
symbol. To prove the converse remark that 
Rea=Refi=a, 
is possible only if the cu’s and the /3’s are the same set of numbers and 
the corresponding coefficients are identical; that is, 
with the sums being extended to all H’s and K’s corresponding to any 
common value y of 01 and /3. Since Ah . (VzhH(x, y)&=% and 
Ak . (?zkK(x, y&z are harmonic polynomials in A, harmonic terms 
of the same degree in either side of the equations are equal, by the 
unicity of the expansions of a polynomial in spherical harmonics; that 
is, if h = k then (VhH(x, Y)),,~ = (VkK(x, Y)),=~ . Therefore, up to 
higher-degree terms, the H’s are respectively equal to the K’s, and the 
proof concludes. 
(b) Let x(t) b e a P-functions of the real variable t with sufficiently 
small support taking the value 1 in a neighborhood of t = 0. Then 
if M(X) is a C”-function of rank r + s, for any Y C C” of rank s 
(Lemma 5.4), 
The two integral operators on the right are of order 2; this is clear for the 
first and follows from (2.5) for the second. Thus this representation can 
be used to calculate the symbol. Doing so, the sought result follows at 
once. 
(c) This will follow from (f) by identifying 9 with the identity and 
% with V and V., respectively. The identity operator is a multiplier and 
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hence by (b) its symbol is the identity. We shall not use (c) in the proof 
of (f), on the contrary, we shall prove it. 
(d) Let gS = (V.V)k ga+ali+... , a + 2k > 0, and 
Da+2k(% Y) = 1 ff(x, Y) fj(a + 2k, A) 1 xy ln+h-(a+W + . ..’ Recu.=a. 
Then if 
Dn+4k(Xt Y> = 1 ffh Y) qa + 4&h) 1 xy p+-+4y + -.*’ 
Lemma 4.1 yields Da+ak (x, y) = (V, . VJk Da+4k(x, y) + . . . . and in 
consequence aa+ak = 9a+4k(V.V)k + . . . . Then 
ga = (V.V)k’ s3a+2k + . . . = (V.V)k ~~+4k(v.v)‘C + . . . . 
and as (V.V)k S3a+4k = 9a+2k + . . . (Lemma 4.1), SSa = L~~+~~(V.V), + . . . . 
Taking adjoints in this last equation one obtains, by the self-adjointness 
of v.v, 9; = (v.V)Q$+,k + . ..) representation which will be used to 
calculate the symbol of GSa. * Since the associated kernel of s$+ak is 
then by the symbol definition 
0[9,*] (x, ‘4) = 2 & (+jh . (VzhH*(~, r>>,=z 
In calculating this, precautions have to be taken against a notational 
pitfall. If x is always assumed to be the first variable, then 
(- V,Jh a*(~, y) can be set unambiguously equal to (- Vz)h H(y, cc) so 
long as the variables remain apart, but not so when they coalesce, in 
which case to restore the equality a permutation carrying the places 
originally pertaining to x ahead of those pertaining to y has to be applied 
to (( - Vz.)h H(y, x))~=~ . By the discussion following formula (2.4) 
the transference of the differentiation places can be effected by changing 
(- V,Jh H(y, x))~=~ into (VyhH(y, x))~=~ . This done, to complete the 
transference, the last s places have to be transposed in block with the 
607/2/3-6 
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previous r places, all of which says that u[SB$] (x, ~4) is the conjugate 
of the transpose of u[LBJ (x, /l), that is, is its adjoint. 
(e) Obvious. According to (a) the result a[% + 91 = 0 must be 
interpreted as saying that %? + 9 is of higher order. 
(f) If 9 is a multiplier the proposition is obviously true, and in 
consequence, by passing to the adjoints, it is also true if 9? is a multiplier. 
Next we consider the case where % = V, 9 = LB~ , and assume that 
(7.2) and (7.3) hold. Note that tz can be taken as large as desired. From 
(7.3) one gets 
= (VV)” w,,,, + [(V(v*v)k - (vv)k v, 9a+2k + =@:], 
and as the last term is of order larger than a - 1, we may write 
VZB, = (V.V)k (vsi3a+2k) + . . . . the dots denoting a differentioid of order 
higher than Vga . Naturally, by choice of K, the order of V9a+Bk can 
be made positive and so the above representation can be used to calculate 
cr[V9,]. We have for the kernel of V9a+2k 
+(ar+2K-----)V,:Ixy12H(x,y)j 
e(a + 2k, h) I xy Infh-b+2+2k)J ( + “” Re O1 = ~2’ 
The sum being finite, it may be assumed, again by choice of K, that 
01 + 2K - n - h # 0 for all (Y’S and h’s involved. Regrouping terms the 
above may be written as 
v;cDa+2k(X, Y) = c [ 
e(a - 1 + 2k, k - 1) 
i 
ol+2k--n--h 
e(a + 2k h) l + n+2p-1) 
1 [Vzw% Y)l 
’ e(a - 1 + 2k, h - 1) ( xy Ifl+h-l-bl+‘Wl 
+ e(a - ’ + 2k, ’ + ‘1 (a + 2k _ n _ h) 1 
e(a + 2k A) e(a - 1 + 2k, h + 1) 
x IT, B I xy I2 H(% Y) - I *Y I2 V,ff(%Y)lb + w  - 1Nl 
1 xy ln+h+l-(a-l+!MJ 
I 
+ 
. . . . 
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Hence, since the kernels in square brackets on the right are local harmo- 
nics of degrees h - 1 and h + 1, respectively, 
Clearly the only significant contribution to (V!$+l(V, fr j xy I2 H(x, Y)))~=~ 
comes from differentiating V, i 1 xy I2 once and H(x, y) h times. The 
result is of rank h + 2 + r + s and as it is to be contracted with the 
symmetric tensor (-iA/ A I) h+l it may be handled up to a permutation of 
the first h + 1 places; one must bear in mind that the last place of the 
resulting factor G(x, x) = (V,V, Q 1 xy 12)y,z always occupies the 
(h + 2)th place. Thus if w denotes the cycle (h + 2, h + I,..., 3, 2), 
. ~V~“(V%! t I XY I2 4x, Y>l,=e 
= __ . [(h + 1) G(x, x) Vhf+, y)l& 
iA 
=-(‘-tl)lA/ IA/ - ((fl)b. (vhf3(x,y))v=T). 
The calculation of (-id/j A 1):” . [Vh+l(I xy I2 H(x, y))],=, is simpler, 
for the factor 2G(x, x) resulting from differentiating ) xy I2 twice has all 
its places among the h + 1 first. So 
. [VY(l xy I2 v,qx, YNL 
=- . [h(h + 1) G(x, 4 V,*f&~)lt,=r 
= - h(h + 1) (*jh-l . (Vw(X,y))y,z . 
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Substituting this last two results in the previous equation one obtains 
0[v9al = c I 
e(a - 1 + 2k, h + 1) 
f?(a + 2k, h) (LY + 2k 
- 
71 
- 
h) (h + 1) 1 
-iA 
x IAl” IAl -Ii i 
--ifl h . (VhH(X, y),=J 
+ c i e(cY - 1 + 2k, h - 1) (h - 2 + 01 + 2k) 
qcx + 2k, h) n + 2(h - 1) 
+ eta - i + 2K, h + 1) (a + 2K - n - h) h(h + I){ 
e(a + 2k 4 n+2(h-1) ! 
* (Vhf+, Y)),=z 9 
and since, by definition of 8 (4.10), all coefficients in braces in the first 
sum are equal to minus one while those in the second all vanish, 
. h 
Since the divergence is the contraction of the gradient, and the 
contraction is a multiplier one gets from the above result and (b), 
u[V9] = (i/l) . u[%J. Th ese two last results yield, by taking adjoints, 
0[53V] = ~[9] (C’l), a[9V.] = u[9] (LL). Furthermore still, if 9 is set 
equal to the identity operator one obtains o[V] = iA, a[V.] = (--Cl)., as 
announced in the discussion of (c). All this means that (f) has been 
established when one of the factors at least is a differential operator. 
Next we consider the case when both V and 9 are of positive order; 
in view of (e) it is sufficient to do this for integral operators with kernels 
Wx, Y) 
CdX~ Y) = qa, h) I xy In+h--aA ’ 
D&Y) = m Y) e(p, k) 1 XY In+- 9 
a = Real, b = Rep, 
in which cas by virtue of (4.13) and the results already at hand one may 
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further assume h = K = 0. Under such conditions and by (6.15) %‘$@(c 
is the integral operator associated with the kernel 
fl(x, Y) f (G(y, 4 ” K(x, y)) 
qa + /3,0) 1 xy \+(*+B)J 
+ 
... 
and the sought relation is expressed by the obviously true relation 
= hB [E-j@, y) ” (G”(Y, 4 ” K(x, y)I,=cz . 
(The symbol ; indicates that the dot product involves s places in 
each factor only; it yields the product of the factors involved as linear 
mappings). 
Thus prepared the general case follows without difficulty. We set 
%a = (- V.)h %?a+h + . . . . gr, = 9b+,cVk + . . . with a + h and b + k 
positive. Then 
= u[( - v-)h] u[ga+h] +&,+k] u[vk] = u[( - v)h %a+h] u[%+kvk] 
Symbols can be defined and have been defined for operators other 
than differentioids. Calderon and Zygmund [2], for instance, have shown 
that any scalar function of a real vector u(A), homogeneous of degree 
zero and belonging to L,(log+ I,,) over the unit sphere, can be considered 
as the symbol of a singular integral on a Euclidean space. Thus to make 
all symbols members of a same class of objects as well as to provide room 
for further extensions we shall call “symbol” any correspondence 
assigning to each point of ‘9JI a homogeneous function of A C Re 2(x) 
with values in i3’+s(~) for some choice of r and s, values which are 
interpreted as linear mappings from P(x) into %r(x). This concept 
poses at once the problem of characterizing the symbols of differentioids 
among all symbols. The answer is very simple and is contained in the 
theorem below. Yet, to state it properly we must first explain what it 
is to be understood by a “polynomial with tensor coefficients.” Let 
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T h+r , h = 0, I,... p be tensors of ranks h + r over a vector space 2, and 
let (1 be a variable vector over 2. Then the function from 2 into X7, 
P(A) = i fib . Th+r 
h=O 
is called a polynomial in (1 with tensor coefficients; p is the degree of 
the polynomial. A polynomial is said to be even or odd if only even or 
odd powers appear in its expression respectively. Below, 2 is to be 
identified with Re %(x)--the space of real vectors tangent at X; the coef- 
ficients Th+ , that may be complex, depend on x and so are tensor 
functions. 
Lemma 7.1. Let P&x, A) and Q2q+l(x, A) be even and odd polyno- 
mials with Cm-tensor coeficients of degrees 2p and 2q $ 1, respectively. 
Then the symbol of any darerentioid of order a (and parity rr) is of the form 
Pzh 4 + Qw+h 4 
1 A p+a /AI 2g+1+or ' 
(cd = a + i Im n). 
Conversely, any such expression is the symbol of a dzflerentioid of order 
a= Real. 
Proof. Clearly if ~2 is a differentioid of order a and parity n, all 2s 
appearing in expression (7.1) for its symbol are equal to a + i Im n. 
Collecting then even and odd powers separately one finds for u[9] (x, (1) 
an expression like (7.5). 
To prove the converse we apply (3.17) to both P,,(x, LI) and 
QS9+r(x, A), qua functions of (1, to obtain 
P,,(x, A) = i (- 1)h 1 Ll 12p-2h H&X, /I), 
h=O 
Qzg+& A) = - i i (- l)h+l 1 /l /2n+1~(2h+l) H~*+&x, /I), 
h=O 
where the Hh(x, LI)‘s are homogeneous harmonic polynomials in (1 
with C”-coefficients of degrees equal to their subindices. Each of these 
polynomials in turn can be expressed in the form Hh(x, rl) = flh . Hh(x), 
with help of convenient tensor functions Hh(x). These are symmetric 
in the first h places and vanish when contracted in any two of these 
places; moreover, being obtained by tensor algebra operations from the 
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coefficients of Pzp and Q2,+1 , the Hh’s are all of class C”. Replacing in 
(7.5), one obtains 
- $l$ (- llh (&j2*+l . Hzh+lw 
h 0 
which is at once recognized as the symbol of the differentioid 
(V.V)” ga+2k , with kernel 
The proof is completed. 
A corollary of this Lemma is the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.3. A symbol is the symbol of a dzflerentioid isf it is a jinite 
sum of terms of the form (7.5). 
In this section we have discussed some of the basic algebraic properties 
of the symbol; there are others still of a more advanced nature. Within 
the context of normed spaces there are also properties of a metric 
character which appear into sight as soon as one views the symbol as a 
sort of Fourier transform of the operator kernel. All this, not yet fully 
investigated, will have to wait for another opportunity. In Section 10, 
however, we shall describe a class of extensions of the symbol, “the 
complete symbols,” which not only characterize the differentioids up to 
higher order terms as the symbol does, but do it up to terms of infinite 
order. Unfortunately in the process most algebraic properties are lost. 
8. Functions of Differentioids. Generalized Inverses 
One of the basic questions in our theory is that of ascertaining when a 
function of a differentioid is again a differentioid. In many respects such a 
question is a premature one: Differentioids-sort of algebraic elements 
within the family of pseudodifferential operators-do not form a class 
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rich enough to admit a reasonable function theory. Some enlargement, 
presumably by taking the closure with regard to some operator topology, 
must preceed any attempt in this direction. For differentioids of positive 
order, however, something can be said already by identifying then with 
operators from _Epz into g2 . 
The restriction of a differentioid of positive order to square integrable 
tensor functions is a compact mapping from g2 into 2s . This result 
from the estimate 
in combinations with a theorem of Kantorovich concerning the com- 
pactness of an integral operator whose kernel is uniformly p-integrable 
with regard to either variable [9]. One must also observe that the 
smoothing properties of differentioids increase with the order, and that 
any integrable function can be turned into k-times continuously dif- 
ferentiable one by application of any differentioid of sufficiently high 
order, order which depends only on k. It follows that if ga is a differ- 
entioid of positive order and same domain and range ranks then any 
tensor distribution @ satisfying Ba@ = A@ must necessarily be a Cm- 
function. In consequence the eigenvalues and eigenfuctions of Z3a as a 
mapping of distributions into distributions are the same as those as a 
mapping from 2.. into 2, . In particular, the mapping being compact, 
all eigenvalues are of finite multiplicity and are either finite in number or 
form a countable sequence converging to zero. Warning should be 
posted that nothing of the sort holds in general for differentioids of non- 
positive orders. Thus functions of a differentioid of positive order can be 
defined by identifying them with the functions of the restrictions of the 
differentioid to 2s . However, the important thing is: 
Theorem 8.1. Let f(z) be an analytic function holomorphic on the 
spectrum of a self-adjoint dayerentioid 9a of positive order a, having a zero 
of order q at x = 0. Then f (LBJ is a difJerentioid of order not smaller than 
qa; if 9a has vanishing parity so does f (9J. 
Proof. Let Dak(x, y) be the kernel of gak. If k > n/2a, L)&(x, y) 
is square-integrable over ‘3A x !JJJ, and hence if ((A%}: are the non vanishing 
eigenvalues of ~2~ ordered according to decreasing absolute values, 
f j hi 122 = \ j / Da&, y) 12 dx dy < co, 
i=l 
k > & . 
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On the other hand, if {CD&” are the corresponding eigenfunctions duly 
orthonormalized, 
@i(X) = v J a&, Y) ’ @i(Y) dY> i = 1, 2, . . . 
and if 0 < h <pa, 
Vhq(x) = A;” 
s 
V.gas(X, y) . Q,(y) dy. 
Under the further restriction 0 < h <pa - n/2, VzhDap(x, y) is 
square-integrable in y uniformly with regard to x (use (8.1) for WD,), 
and by Schwarz’s inequality 
I Vh@i(4 I G I hi Ipps",P I/ I VczhDa~(x~Y) lzdY/1'2 < c(P) 
O<h<pa-I, 
where 
I hi IP, 
(8.3) 
With this preparation we may go now into the proof proper. We assume 
that the origin belongs to the spectrum of 9a , because otherwise there 
would be only a finite number of eigenvalues and the conclusion would 
be obvious. Hencef(z) is analytic at the origin and for any nonnegative 
integer N > q admits the expansion 
with fN(z) holomorphic exactly wheref(z) is. In particular, there is a 
constant KN such that If,(AJ 1 < KN, i = 1, 2,... . Now consider the 
series 
zl Xi2NfN&) @dx) %(y)- (8.4) 
The point is to show that this actually converges for all values of x and y, 
and that the sum can be made arbitrarily smooth by taking N sufficiently 
large. To this end, choose N so that a[N - n/2a] - n/2 > a (square 
brackets indicate “integral part”) and let h and k be any two nonnegative 
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integers not exceeding a([N - n/2a] - 1) - n/2. For any such choice, 
the series 
is majorated by 
gl h:Nf2N(hi) Vh@i(X) vk6i(Y)~ 63.5) 
(by virtue of (8.3) with p = [N - n/2a] - 1) which in turn is majorated 
bY 
By (8.2) this converges, and in consequence (8.4) and any of the 
series (8.9, obtained by differentiating (8.4) no more than 
a([N - n,‘2a] - 1) - n/2 times with regard to either variable, are 
uniformly convergent. It follows that the kernel DfN)(x, JJ) equal to the 
sum of (8.4) is of class C U(N-2)-n at least. Let 9(N) denote the associated 
integral operator, and with it construct the operator 
N-l 
1 avLSaY + gfN). 
“=g 
(8.5) 
It is seen at once that as soon as N is large enough this no longer depends 
on N. Since the sum is a differentioid of order > qu (and zero parity if 
the parity of 9a vanishes), and since the kernel of 9cN) can be made as 
smooth as desired by choice of N, (8.5) is actually a differentioid of 
order > qu (and vanishing parity if 9a has a vanishing parity). This 
differentioid is self-adjoint, commutes with 9a and has f(h,), f(h,),... 
as eigenvalues, with Di , i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., as corresponding eigenfunctions. 
Therefore, it coincides with f(9J. 
Differentioids of nonpositive orders can also be associated with opera- 
tions in _Epz . To any such &@a one simple associates its restrictions to those 
Q’s in Z2 such that &@a@ C Z2 . Since any @ C Cm satisfies this require- 
ment the operator thus defined has a domain dense in Y2; clearly it is 
not bounded in general. Differentioids of vanishing order and parity 
deserve special consideration. According to their definition and Lemma 
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5.1 they are equal to the sum of a multiplier and a principal value 
integral operator associated with a singular kernel of the type 
Dali KY In+f + ... . These are the singular integrals over the 
manifold, and enjoy, as those on Euclidean spaces, the property of 
being bounded linear mappings from 3, into q1 , for 1 < p < CO 
(cf. [16], [19]). We shall often make use of this remark in the sequel. 
Among all functions of an operator none is more important than its 
inverse. This notion, however, is often too restrictive, especially when 
in a graded structure, such as the class of differentioids, one wishes to 
work modulo terms of sufficiently high order. The concept of “general- 
ized inverse” described below moves somewhat in this direction and in 
many instances is a good substitute for the inverse. 
Definition 8.1. A differentioid % is said to be the generalized inverse 
of a differentioid GS if 
(4 (Gm)* = Es, (8.6) 
(b) pq* = sif?, (8.7) 
(4 am = B, 03.8) 
(4 %?a? = 9, (8.9) 
In this case we write %? = GS+. 
This definition is due to Penrose [14], who applied it first to mappings 
between finite linear spaces. In such cases the generalized inverse always 
exists and is equal to the product of the orthogonal projection onto the 
mapping’s range by the inverse of its restrictions to the range of the 
adjoint. An equivalent definition has been given by Moore [13]; for a 
detailed account of this and related notions the reader may consult the 
article by Ben-Isreal and Charnes [l]. 
The above definition applies whenever there is a partial ring 
endowed with a notion of “adjoint” (skew-automorphism of order two), 
and as there are structures of this type consisting of mappings of distri- 
butions into distributions containing the class of differentioids, it is 
possible for a differentioid to have ag-inverse which is not a differentioid. 
To avoid any misunderstanding in this direction we shall agree that, 
unless the contrary is explicitly stated, the statement “a differentioid g 
has a generalized inverse” is construed to mean that there is a differentioid 
%? which is the g-inverse of B. All along this brief discourse we have been 
assuming that the g-inverse, when existing, is unique. This is not 
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obvious and a proof is in order: Let %I and V, be two g-inverses of $3; 
then 
%?,B = @?,q* = (%T198.gq* = (U&q* (vlcq* = %?,m19 = V@. 
Similarly, gVI = PZz , and then 
v, = ~&B?l = v,L@iF, = v?@z, = v, , 
Q.E.D. 
From Definition 7.1 (c) and (d), it follows that the orders of 9 and 3+ 
are opposite numbers as long as one of them is finite, and are both 
infinite if one of them is infinite. 
The Theorem below lists the basic properties of g-inverses. 
Theorem 8.2. (a) If 9 has an inverse 9-l, it also has a g-inverse, 
and 
.g+ = g-1. (8.10) 
(b) If B has a g-inverse 9+, so do W, 9*, A9 (A any complex 
number), and %3*, and 
g++ = 9. 
(B*)+ = (i+)*; 
(8.11) 
(8.12) 
(A@+ = h+g+, (8.13) 
@.9*)+ = (B+)* 9+. (8.14) 
(c) Let 3 = xi gi , aide = 0 = 9f9fj , i # j. Then, if all the 
~3~‘s have g-inverses, so does 9 and 
GB+ =-p;. (8.15) 
(d) Let 99* = 9*9. Then, ;f 9 has a g-inverse, so does Q@, 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and 
(9)’ = (9’)“. (8.16) 
Proof. (a) requires no proof. As to (b), the existence of a g-inverse for 
53+ and (8.11) are obvious because Definition 8.1 is symmetric in V and 
53; similarly the invariance of (8.6)-(8.9) under the adjoint operation 
implies that (53+)* is the g-inverse of B*, and a simple verification 
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proves (8.13). To prove that (.Q+)* B+ is the g-inverse of &ES* one 
proceeds as follows: On use of (8.6)-(8.9) and (8.12), one obtains first 
(s&3*) (9?+*9+) = %3*9+*$B+ = (g+$q* LB+ = $m+$m+ = gg+, 
(9+*9+) (zB*) = @+*(B+q g* = (52+gm+)* Q?* = g+*g* = pi+)* 
= sm+, (8.17) 
and then 
(Lm*) (9+*9+) (Gm*) = (SB’) cm* = Lm*, 
(9+*&s+) (s&9*) (9+*9+) = (9+*9*) (g+*g+) = g+*GB+, 
which are all the requirements for g+*B+ to be the g-inverse of gg*. 
Passing to the proof of (c), note that 
This proved, the demonstration of (8.15) is a straightforward matter. 
Finally as to (d), remark first that by (8.17) 
cm+ = (cm*) (99*)+, 
and then change 9 into g* and use the commutativity of 9 and g* 
to get 
9+9 = (cB+q* = .9*9 *+ = (9*q (B*q+ = (sm*) (&a*)+, 
thus proving that SS and g+ commute. The rest of the proof is routine. 
The Lemma below is very important. It tells that in the case of dif- 
ferentioids, the existence and calculations of g-inverses can be reduced 
to those of self-adjoint differentioids. 
Lemma 8.1. ~3 has a g-inverse $2 S&B* has one. In this case, 
9+ = 9*(E9*)+. (8.18) 
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Proof. The necessity has been established in Theorem 8.2 (b). To 
prove sufficiency set V = g*(gB*)+. One checks without difficulty 
that conditions (8.6), (8.7), and (8.9) of Definition 8.1 are satisfied, but 
in place of (8.8) one gets 
So, it is only a matter of showing that 53 = (99”) (Z-B*)+ 9. For this 
purpose we let &’ = 9 - (EB*) (%3*)+ 53, and proceed to calculate 
xZzZ*. Letting 9 indicate the identity (regardless of the rank), we obtain 
d&z* = (9 - pm*) (cm*)+) cm*(N - (Lm*) (Lz2*)+) = 0, 
which implies ti = 0. (In general &&* = 0 does not imply ~2 = 0, 
but it does if ~2 is a differentioid). 
Lemma 8.2. Let W and N denote range and null space. Then, if 
9 has a g-inverse, a dzyerentioid 
W(LB) = W(B+*) = 9qsm’) = sqcm*>, (8.19) 
B(9*) = L%(B+) = 9q9+q = sp*iq, (8.20) 
N-(9) = Jvp+*) = Jvp+q = Jvp*Gq, (8.21) 
Jv-(~*) = J-(9’) = J4f-(EB+) = k-(99*). (8.22) 
Proof. Clearly %!(&3+) C B?(g). On the other hand &3+.5B = 9 
implies W(gg+) 3 a(g) an in consequence BY(G3) = 5%?(&3+). Replac- d 
ing 9 by g+* in this equation one gets, on appeal to Theorem 8.2, 
W(B+*) = 3?(3?+*9+*+) = 9q~+*~*) = a((cm+)*) = W(B9+). 
Applying then the proven relation to the operator E3*, it follows 
$?qm*) = 9?((cm*) (LETS*)+) = W(Lm*~*+~+) = 9qq9+q* 9’) 
= W(9B+99+) = LfJqBB’). 
This completes the proof of (8.19). Relations (8.20) follow by replacing 
9 by 53* in (8.19). 
Passing to the consideration of (8.21) note that ./lr(63) C ,K(B+G@ 
whereas, since B(B+Q?) = B, M(g) 3 &‘“(9+53). Therefore 
M(9) = M(L3+9). The rest of (9.21) results from replacing 53 success- 
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ively by B+* and g*g. Finally, (9.22) is nothing but (9.21) applied 
to La+. 
Although g-inverses of differentioids do not always exist, when they 
do, they can be described much in the same terms as the g-inverses of 
finite-dimensional linear mappings. Remark that both SS+ and GS+g are 
self-adjoint and idempotent, and therefore, although there is no scalar 
product for distributions, they can be conceived as orthogonal projections. 
For any such projection the space of distribution is decomposed into the 
direct sum of the null space and the range. Hence, according to (8.19) and 
(8.22), S?J+ is the projection onto a(@ along N(B*). Let us check now 
that 9 maps SI?(g*) into a(g) in a one-to-one way. As S?(g*) = a(g+g) 
the image of SY(g*) under 9 is B?(gg+g) = .CZ($S) and so 
&S : a(g*) +W(g) is onto. Moreover since 
the mapping 9 : S(B*) + g’(B) is one-to-one. This result when applied 
to 5S+ says that g+ is a bijection of g(g+*) onto a(SS+), that is, of S?(S) 
onto SS’(g*). Moreover, the relation g+g(g*@) = (C@g+@* CD = 5S*Q, 
indicates that when so restricted the mappings 9 and g+ are inverses of 
each other. Finally, the identity a+@ = 9+(&S+) @ makes it plain 
that 9+@ is obtained by jirst projecting @ orthogonally onto W(9) and then 
applying the inverse of the restrictions of B to 2(9*). 
Another consequence of Lemma 8.2 worth mentioning is the validity 
of Fredholm alternative for differentioids having a g-inverse: If 9 has a 
g-inverse then the equation 9@ = !P has a solution Q, for a given Y if and 
only if Y is orthogonal to all solutions of g*O = 0 (Orthogonality meaning 
the existence of a projection containing Y in its range and 0 in its null 
space). In consequence, the nullity of 9* is equal to the de$ciency of ~3. 
Lemma 8.3. If 9 is self-adjoint and has a g-inverse then 
23 + 9 - E3f has an ordinary inverse. This is a diferentioid and 
9+ = 9+qL3 + 9 - ~~+)-~. (8.23) 
Proof. One easily checks that GB + $ - &S+ and cS+ + 9 - S@+ 
are inverses of each other. Then formula (8.23) follows readily from this 
fact. 
The observation that B = 9 - 5S5S+ is the projection onto the null 
space of GS* (or onto the null space of SW*) leads to the following 
Lemma: 
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Lemma 8.4. A dzflerentioid 9 has a g-inverse $7 the orthogonal 
projections 9’ onto the null space of B* exists and is a diflerentioid, and 
99* + 9’) has an ordinary inverse which is again a d@erentioid. In such 
case 
L3+ = 9*pL3* + 9y. (8.24) 
Proof. By Lemma 8.1 the existence of 9+ is equivalent to that of 
(99*)+. Necessity follows then from Lemma 8.3 applied to 99* upon 
remarking that (99*) (99”)’ = 9%9+. Sufficiency is proved with the 
assistance of Theorem 8.2 (c); one simply has to note that 
(cm*) CP - 9J(LE3*) = 0. 
Lemma 8.5. For any two dz$krentioids u[%?] = u[9]-’ implies that V 
and 9 have g-inverses coinciding with 9 and V, respectively, up to higher- 
order terms. If %? and 9 have vanishing parities, so do %+ and 9. 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that o[V:V*] = a[9*9]-l, and in 
consequence the existence of a differentioid ~2 of positive order such that 
%?%?*52*9 = 9 + a?, 9*%m* = 4 + &d*. 
It follows that J-(9*9) and M(%Y*) are contained in X(9 + d) 
and &‘“(9 + &‘*), respectively, and as these are finite-dimensional 
spaces consisting of Co)-functions, there are orthogonal projections B 
and 9 onto M(%?%‘*) and &‘“(9*9) respectively which are also differ- 
entioids of infinite order. We set %? = %?V* + 9, g = 9*9 + 9, 
and d = &’ + Pa*9 + %?V*9 + 92, and get 
%?B = 9 + d, s&z = 9 + d*. (8.25) 
By the way they have been defined, neither @ nor a annihilates anything 
but the zero distribution. According to Lemma 8.4 the existence of 9+ 
will be assured as soon as it is checked that & has an ordinary 
differentioidal inverse. By (8.25), &‘“(9 + d*) = 0, and hence 
Jq(4 + d) (9 + d*>> = 0, and by Theorem 8.1, (9 + d) (9 + d*) 
has a differentioidal inverse. Then (9 + d*) [(Y + -pa) (9 + d*)]-’ 
is the inverse of 9 + d. We assert now that (9 + ,ae”)-l G? = at-l, 
to which end we must show that 
((9 + lai)-1 %F) 52 = 3, i&Y + La+’ %?I = Y. 
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The first of these equations is obvious from (8.25), and the second follows 
from %?{g(9 + ,ce”)-l @?> = $?g[(Y + J))’ %?I = 5? along with the 
fact that N( %?) = 0. Finally, that 9+ coincides with %? up to higher-order 
terms is seen from u[9+] = u[3]+ = 0[9]-’ = u[%]. An inspection 
of the above proof will soon convince the reader of the truth of the 
statement about the parities. 
Corollary. If 9,, is a difJeerentioid having an ordinary difJeerentioida1 
inverse then BO + LBa has a g-inverse for any LSa of positive order (and 
suitable ranks). 
We shall finish this section with an application of the above theory of 
g-inverses to the basic differential operators on the manifold 9X. 
The symbol of the Laplacian V.V, as a differentioid acting on tensor 
functions of rank r, is - 1 /I I2 G[?l(x, x). This has an inverse, namely 
- 1 (1 /-2 G[“l(x, x), which is the symbol of any differentioid whose kernel 
has - G’(x, y>/V, 0) I XY I - n aJ as leading term. Therefore, by Lemma 8.5, 
(- V.V)+ exists, is of order 2 and zero parity, and has a kernel of the 
form 
G% Y) 
L’,r’ (x, Y) = $7, ()) , xy ,12-2, + *.. . (8.26) 
In general, we drop the indication of the rank and simply write L,(x, y). 
Since V. = - V.* we deduce from Lemma 8.1 that both V+ and (V.)+ 
exist, are of first order and vanishing parity, and coincide with (V.V)+ V. 
and V(V.V)+, respectively; their corresponding kernels are - V,L~‘(x, y) 
and VJJ’(x, y). 
The mapping VfV = (0.V) (VV)+ is the projection onto the range 
of V.V along its null space. Since the symbol of V+V is the identity, 
there is a projection & of positive order such that V+V = 3 - b. 
But as a projection of positive order is necessarily of infinite order and, 
in consequence, projects the whole space into a finite-dimensional one, 
M(V+V)-which coincides with M(V.V) and M(V) (Lemma 8.2)-is a 
finite-dimensional space consisting of P-functions. Such functions, 
characterized by VQ, = 0, or by VV@ = 0, are called “constants” 
and, as we have seen, there is at most a finite number of linearly inde- 
pendent ones for each rank. 
The formula 
@=v+v@+(9-v+v)@ (8.27) 
6=‘7/2/3-7 
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expresses the decomposition of a distribution into the sum of a divergence 
and a constant, while 
@=vv+@+(Y-vv+)@ (8.28) 
is the expressions of @ as the sum of a gradient and a divergence free 
distribution, or, in a more traditional terminology, the decomposition 
of CD into its irrotational and solenoidal components. Unlike in (8.27), 
none of the projection spaces here is finite-dimensional. Since VVf is of 
zero order and parity, the projections into such components are effected 
by singular integrals and therefore preserve the various classes ZP 
and Yz”,, . 
As it was the case with V and V., the symbols V+ and (V.)+ do not 
stand for well determined differentioids and they do so only when the 
rank of the objects they are to be applied to is specified. We shall retain 
this ambiguity in the notation, confident that any ambiguity of meaning 
will soon be dispelled by the context. 
We write 
and 
(V+)* for M’v+ 
(V.+)p for (Fjqq+ ,.. p..)+; 
these are not operator powers in the strict sense, since the factors that 
compose them have a meaning varying with the position. The following 
identities are to be noted 
VP-n P > 47 
(v+)qvp = v+v: P =97 (8.29) 
(v+)n-p, P < cl? 
I 
(V.)P-a, P >q, 
(v.)P (v.+)q = (v.)+v., P = 47 (8.30) 
(v.+p, Q <P- 
It is sufficient to prove (8.29); (8.30) follows by taking adjoints. By 
(8.6)-(8.9), 
V+VV@ = (V+V) V(G@) = (V+V)* V.(G@) = (V.(V.)+) V.(G@) 
= V.(GcD) = V@; 
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that is, V+V2 = V. On the other hand, for any @, (Y - V+V) @ is a 
constant and as such has a vanishing divergence. So since Vf and 
V* = - V. have the same null space (Lemma 8.2), V+(9 - V+V) @ = 0, 
and (V+)2 V = V+. With these two particular cases of (8.29) at hand, the 
rest follows readily by induction. 
9. The Powers of the Laplacian 
The powers of the Laplacian, for complex exponents in general, play 
a substantial role in the theory of differentioids as one of the basic 
elements out of which differentioids are built. It is, therefore, of para- 
mount importance to know that these powers are in fact differentioids. 
In quest for this knowledge we start out by giving an adequate definition 
of (- FOP. 
The operator ((- V.V) ) + k is a differentioid of order 2k and has, for 
k > n/2, a continuous kernel L,,(x, y), which by Mercer’s theorem 
admits a uniformly convergent expansion 
L,,(x, Y) = f  G2, @&) @‘j(Y) 
j=l 
(9.1) 
in terms of the nonvanishing eigenvalues {hj}l” and the corresponding 
eigenfunctions {Qi}F of (- V.V)+ (th e rank t of the functions to which 
all this applies will not be explicitly stated but will be assumed to remain 
fixed throughout the ensuing discussion). Let us now consider the kernel 
0 
L(x, Y) = f  d 4 @j(X) @i(Y), 
j=l 
d< = exp(a log VX), (9.2) 
obtained from (9.1) by letting the even integer 2k take the complex value 
u. In view of the majoration 
and the fact that Xi JO, one may conclude that (9.2) converges uniformly 
for Re 0 >, 2{[n/2] + l}, and, for fixed x and y, represents an analytic 
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function of o in the interior of this region. We let 1 V /p-D denote the 
integral operator associated with L,(x, y). It is clear that 
so long as all terms are defined, and that 1 V 1-0 commutes with all 
integral powers of the Laplacian. This last property implies that / V I--O 
maps C”-functions into P-functions and, since (I V I-O)* = / V 1-0, 
that it can be extended to act on distributions in the same manner that 
differentioids have been extended (Section 5). These remarks allow us to 
extend I V 1-0, so far only defined for U’S with sufficiently large real 
parts, to all values of u: 
Definition 9.1. 
(I v IP@) (4 = (- 8, * V,Y ~L+?dw)~ @(Y) dY, (9.3) 
where K is any positive integer such that u + 2k 3 2([n/2] + 1). 
It is evident that this is a legitimate definition in the sense that 
1 V 1-0 @ does not depend on the particular value of k used. According 
to (9.3), when u = 2h, h integer, 
h > 0, 
h =0, 
h <O. 
(9.4) 
The relation I V I--Q 1 V l--7 = 1 V I- tU-t7) is now valid for all values of the 
exponent; the operator I V 1-0 annihilates constants only and is self- 
adjoint and nonnegative definite for real u’s. Thus {I V I-O}, 
- co < u < + co, appears as continuous family of operators inter- 
polating the integer powers of the Laplacian. 
We shall see that I V 1-0 is a differentioid of order Re u and vanishing 
parity. This result has recently been stated for the powers of any elliptic 
differential operators by Seeley [17]. H owever, as the pseudo-differential 
operators used by this author are more general than our differentioids, 
his arguments, and certainly his results, not always apply to our case, 
and in consequence the differentioidal character of the powers of the 
Laplacian cannot be considered as established yet. With the exception 
of even-integer powers, in which case this result is obvious, the demon- 
stration is not an easy one. A proof, much in the spirit of the foregoing 
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sections, can be furnished for rational exponents, but then the absence 
of an adequate machinery to pass to the limit makes the transition from 
rational to real an impossible one. Instead we shall resort to a technique 
developed by Minakshisundaram and Pleijel [12] derived from an 
approximate integral representation of the resolvent of the Laplacian 
due to Carleman, which they used to show that the kernel associated 
with the powers of the Laplacian, as a function of the exponent, can be 
continued analytically to the whole complex plane. This is also Seeley’s 
approach (see [17]). On th e way to our goal we shall encounter this 
result once more. 
Theorem 9.1. If x f y the kernel L,(x, y)-which is defined and 
analytic when Re u is suficiently large-can be continued to the whole 
complex plane as a holomorphic function of 0. For any nonnegative integer k 
it admits an expansion of the form 
where the dots indicate a d-kernel of order larger than Re a + 2k, and 
where the U,‘s are P-kernels of ranks (t, t) satisfying locally the recurrence 
relations 
+ vu&? Y) = v, - v,u,-,(x9 Y), v = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
U-,(x, y) = 0, U,(Y, Y> = G[YY, ~1. (9.6) 
Theorem 9.1 implies the differentioidal character of / V I--O since now 
1 V 1-0 Q(X) = JL,(x, y) . Q(y) dy for any u # 0, 2, - 4 ,... . The proof 
of the theorem requires considerable preparatory work and will be 
postponed until this is done. 
Remark. In the sequel we shall let 1 xy j denote a scalar kernel, 
nonvanishing and infinite-differentiable for x # y, coinciding with the 
geodesic distance for / xy / < 6 [cf. Section 2, sentence directly above 
Eq. (2.2)]. This we do to avoid having to introduce correcting factors 
~(1 xy 1”) to ensure infinite differentiability for far-away points. When- 
ever possible we shall let the orders of the various d-kernels entering 
in this discussion be indicated by their subindices (or by real parts of 
their subindices) so that no search for this basic information is necessary. 
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The first step is to have the existence of the kernel sequence 
{ U,(x, y)}Zi duly established. 
Lemma 9.1. There is a sequence of C”-kerneh (Uv>Zl of ranks (t, t) 
satisfying the recursive relations (9.6) locally (that is for ) xy / < 6, S > 0). 
Proof. Look first for a scalar kernel F(x, y) such that 
v, i / xy 12 . v, logF(x, y) = 4 [V, . v, g / xy I2 - n], F(Y,Y) = 1. 
If x = x(r) is the equation of the geodesic line through x and y as a 
function of the arc length measured from y then 
F(x, Y> = exp /iI” $ [V, . V, + I X(Y) y 12 - 721 &I , 
Since 4 [V, . V, 4 I xy I2 - ] . n is o c ass C” and degree two, expansion f 1 
in normal coordinates about y indicates that F - 1 is of class C” and of 
degree two. With this F relations (9.6) can be given the form 
; @FU,,) = +FV, . V,u,-, 
So, if for a fixed tensor Y of rank t at y we set XV = UV(x, y) . Y, these 
tensors as functions of x satisfy the recursive relations 
i (r”FX,) = rV-lFV, . V,J-, , X,(y) = 0, X,(Y) = y* 
On use of the normal parametrization about y: 
x -r(x) = y - v, g ( xy 12, 
these relations can be transferred onto the tangent space where the 
existence and uniqueness of a P-solution follows from the standard 
theorems for ordinary differential equation. In particular, F(x, y) X,(x) 
coincides with the parallel displacement of Y along the geodesic arc from 
y to x. Naturally, the solution XV(x) is linear in its dependency on Y, 
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and hence has the form U,(x, JJ) . Y, as it ought to. The existence 
of the UV’s is thus proved. This result is valid locally, but the U,‘s 
can be considered as defined everywhere and of class C”. 
Lemma 9.2. For any integer p let 
44 = 
i 
p-1 
e” - z. $ ) P > 0. 
Then for any nonnegative p and any complex u with Re o > p, 
~j~t”-le,(-g).=-r(~;_l)+~~)~F~(~,~i, Y>O, 
(9.7) 
where, for $xed u, 0 < u < 1, F,(u, u) is an entire function of o, and for 
jixed u, S’Ju, a)/&, 1 = 0, 1, 2 ,..., are C”-functions of u in the closed 
interval [0, I]. 
Proof. It sufhces to prove (9.7) under the assumption that r = 1; 
the general case is reduced to this by taking t!r as the integration variable. 
Noting (d/dt) e,(t) = e,-,(t), integrate by parts to obtain 
F(0 + 1) j: to-le, (- +) dt = I’(U) e,( - s) - f(a) s 11 t*-2eD--1 (- G) dt, 
and then upon iterating p + k + 1 times, 
I’(u + 1) j’ t”-le, (- f) dt = 5’ r(cr - V) (- s)” epeV(- s) 
0 V=O 
+ r(a - (p + k)) (- s)f)+k+l 
s 
’ to--(P+k)-2e-k-l (- f) dt. 
0 
If Reo <p+k, 
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is integrable over the positive half-line, and one may write 
_ r(u - (p + A)) (- ++k+l jr to-(z'+kk2e-slt dt, 
By taking s/t as the integration variable, the integral in the middle term 
is at once recognized to be equal to ~-@+k)-lF(p + K - u + 1). So, 
F(u + 1) 1: to-leg (- +) dt = x (- s)” T(a - v) e,-,(- s) 
+ (- l)“fk+l so& - (p + k)) r( 1 - (u - (p + k))) 
-Qu -(' + k))(-+'+k+l 
J 
;p-(.+kl-2,-r/* dt< 
Since r(o - (p + k)) T(l - (u - (p + K))) = (- l)“+” n/sin TU, the 
above yields, after multiplication by sin z-u/~r(o + l), 
sin 7ru T(u - (p + R)) --- (- sy+1 jr to-lp+k)-2e--slt dt , 
iT qu + 1) t 
(9.8) 
which, by taking s/t as the integration variable in the last integral and 
making obvious changes, can be given form (9.7), with 
+ sin + - (P + ‘))& - (P + ‘1 ’ 
qo + 1) 
u tQ-o+ke-t dt 
UP-0 (9.9) 
0 
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Equation (9.7) h as been established under the condition Re cr > p, 
which is indeed necessary for the existence of the left member, yet, 
by choice of k, F,(u, u) can be made to appear as defined as an analytic 
function in a complex domain as large as desired. In fact, since 
sin ,(u - ~)r(o - ~)/r(o + I) are entire functions of 0 for any value of v, 
and since 
(9.9’) 
is holomorphic in the domain Re u < p + k, for any value of u, 0 < u < 1, 
the right hand member of (9.9) yields, for each k, a representation in 
Re u < p + k of the same entire function FP(u, u). To check that for 
fixed cr,FP(u, u) is a C”-function of u in [0, 11, simply note that eP-y(~)/~~-V 
belongs to P[O, I] f or any value of p - v, and that for fixed u (and 
appropriate K) (9.9’) is a function in P[O, I]. The same argument 
applied to the representation for ~“F,(u, o)/W obtained by differentiating 
(9.9) shows that these derivatives, as functions of U, all belong to C”[O, 11. 
Corollary 1. Ifp < Re u - 42, 
1 
q2a, 0) I xy y-J 
= $& j; e, (- qj trn12+O-l dt + 1 xy I”“F,,.(x,y), (9.10) 
where F,,,(x, y) is a P-kernel. 
Proof. From (9.7) by the substitutions: s = 1 xy 12/4, u--f cr - n/2, 
if n - 20 # 0, - 2, - 4 ,..., and by differentiation of this result with 
regard to u in the remaining cases. 
Corollary 2. If p > q 3 n/2 - k, 
--&== j:, exp (- yj s-n/2+keq (;j ds 
1 
&J(k + p), 0) I xy I~-B(~+L~)J + R2(k+&~Y), 
(9.11) 
where R2(k+p) is a d-kernel of order 3 2(k + p), 
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Proof. Since 
+ -&F j,’ exp (- kg) s-n/2+kep-l (+I ds. 
By Corollary 1 with p = 0 the sum above coincides with the sum in 
(9.1 l), up to Cm-terms. Further, since differentiation with regard to x 
amounts essentially to a division by s, the last term is of class IZ’-~~~+~+* 
at least. Therefore, the integral on the left of (9.11) is a d-kernel of 
order 2(K + q + I), and the remainder Rz(k+p)(~, JJ) is of order at least 
one unit higher than that of the last term in the sum. 
Lemma 9.3. If h < 0, 0 < 0 < 1, then 
/ (- V, . V,)u 1: exp (- q + t-) S-*l*+” ds 1 
i -&?!!/ 1 d/lhl ’ n - 2(” - p) < 0, 
d (9.12) 
c y 
I xy in-2b-o) exp ( -el 1 al ’ n - 2(” - p) > 0, 
for any nonnegative integer p and real v.~ 
Proof. Let us estimate the integral 
T s ! exp -4 -A- b 1 SP ds 0 
’ Better estimates are possible, but these are sufficient for our purposes. 
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first, with a and b positive. Taking t = S/V% as the integration variable, 
one obtains 
) P ds = (l/ab)D+l ,:iJcb exp [- ,& (t + t-1)) tp dP. 
Then note that, if CB,p is a conveniently chosen constant, 
and insert in the integral above. Recalling that t + t-l > 2, one gets 
T s c 0 exp -% -S b ) sD ds < C&Y(I&)~ (,,/$)l”’ exp (- 20 &,) , 
and therefore, if X < 0, 
72 - 2v < 0, 
d 
n - 2v > 0, 
which is the sought result for p = 0. To extend this to other values of )(L, 
set 
Iv(x) y; A) = 1: exp (- y + t-) s-n/z+v ds, 
use the identity 
V,.V,exp(-k$) =-v'*~s'xy'2exp(-k!J 
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and by integration by parts, deduce 
Note that 1 V, 1 xy I2 12/4 1 xy I2 is different from one only if 1 xy 1 > 6. 
From this and 02” = (- V I xy 12/4) I,-, , by repeated differentia- 
tions, it follows that 
(-0, . V,)u I, = i PLIpd(x, y; A) IV-i + Q,-l(x,y; A) exp i- y + ij , (9.14) 
i=o 
1 h li-u exp (- $#-I 
where the P’s and Q’s are polynomials in h-l with P-coefficients 
of degrees equal to their subindices. Taking absolute values and 
using (9.13) one gets 
1 h Ii-@ exp (- +y&, 1 
I(-V,.V,)@I,1< c Cg--- 
-n/2+v>t>o 
(d/I h p2w 
+ u> Zni2+vcir 
I h Ii-u exp (- 3%) + ch-l(+l exp 
IXY12 r 
/ 
( xy In-2W) i ---l-v. r 1 
Of the two sums on the right-one of which can be missing-the first 
has all its terms majorated by Cr/i h \+2(V-u), while the second, which 
only appears if 71 - 2(~ - p) > 0, is equal to 
and in consequence admits the estimate 
Cr exp (- $y$) 
j xy p-2(4 
(1 + $?,,,(“-uJ , 
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This in turn can be replaced by Cr exp(- / xy l/d/l h I)/1 xy ln-2(Y-G), 
by absorbing (1 xy l/d/l h I) - _ 7~ a(~ - u) into exp(- 0 / xy l/d/l h I), and using 
in this process the freedom in the choice of 0. Finally, since either of the 
estimates obtained for the sums holds for the last term in (9.15), (9.12) 
has been proved. 
Proof of Theorem 9.1. Let us set 
1 
A’yX, y; s) = __- 
(2 G)” exp ( 
- ‘5, SF”‘2 i S”U”(X, y); 
’ V=O 
B’“‘(x, y; s) = -&$exp(- Y) d-n/2(- 8,. v,u&,Y)); (9.17) 
fG;+&, y; 4 = j: Ack)(x,y; s) e, (f) ds, r > 0. (9.18) 
From (9.6) one easily checks that 
- v, . vzAyx, y; s) + $ A(“)@, y; 3) = W’(x, y; s), I qv I d 8, (9.19) 
from which, in turn, follows 
(- v, . v, - A-‘) f@+&, y; 4 
= j: (- v, . V, - h-l) A’“‘@, y; s) e, ($ ds 
= - jr e, (t) dA(“)(x, y; s) + sr P)(x, y; s) e, (t) ds 
0 
- AI1 jr A(“)(x, y; s) e, (t) ds, 
0 
and upon integration by parts, since 
d 
z e9 ( 1 : 
= A-le,-l f  , 
( 1 
(- v, . v, - h-l) fJ$+1)(% y; 4 
= A-1 jr A ck)(x, y; s) (e,-, (f) - e, (+I) ds + 1: B’“‘(x, y; s) e, (t) ds 
0 
- A’“)(x, y; r) eD (t) 
zzc h-p 
I 
T A’yx, y; s) 
0 
6 ds + 1: B(")(x,y; s) e, (8) ds 
- A(k)(x,y; r) e, + 
i 1 
(9.20) 
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On the other hand, by (9.19) again, 
- Q, . Q, j: A’k’(~, y; s) & ds 
=-i 
r 
c dA’“‘(x, y; s) + jr B”“‘(x, y; s) & ds 
o (v - I)! 0 
=s 
p-1 
’ A’“‘(x, y; s) GY ds + jr B’“‘(x, y; s) ___ 
0 0 (v - I)! ds 
- A’“‘(x,Y; 4 ($ , 
whence, applying (- Q.Q)V-l to both members and adding 
from v = I to v = p, one gets 
(-Q,.QJp j:A(k)(y4&ds 
the results 
rV-1 
1 = 1 (- Q, . Q2)y-1 [j: B(“‘(x, y; s) & ds - A’“‘@, y; r) (yl . 
(For the purpose of these calculations the symbol (- Q.7.v)’ must be 
attributed the value Q+Q = 3 - 8, where B is the projection into 
constants). Substituting in (9.20), 
(- Q, . Qz)” (- Q, . Q, - A-‘) @;+l)(x, Y; A) 
= h-p;; (- Q,. Q,)y [j: B’“‘(x, y; s) ; ds - A’“+, y; r) $1 
+ (-- Q, . Q,Jp [j: B(“)(x, y; s) ep (t) ds - A(“)(x, Y; y) e, (+)I . (9.21) 
This equation holds only as long as relations (9.6) remain valid, that is, 
when 1 xy j < 6. Hence, the difference between the right and left 
members of (9.21) is a Cm-kernel @(x, y; A) vanishing for / XY 1 < 6, 
and we can write for all values of x and y 
(- Q, . 0,)’ (- Q, Q, - A-‘) f@;+&, Y; 4 
= h-p I$; (-- Vz . QJ" [ j; B’“‘(x, y; s) 3 ds - A’“‘@, y; r) $1 . 
(- Q, . V,)p [J: B(“)(x, y; s) e, (f) ds - A’“‘(x, Y; r) e, [+)I 
+ d?(x, y; A). (9.22) 
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Now we introduce the kernel 
~z(?c+D+z)(x, Y; 4 
= _ A-P i hQ / V, 12+-~-l) jj7B(k)(x,y; s) eq (+I ds - A’“‘(X,Y; r) e, ($1 9 
Q=l 0 
where the subindex x indicates that the operator 
1 v 12(9-P-l) = ((- v.v)+)P+l-Q 
is acting on kernels as functions of the first argument. A direct computa- 
tion shows that the right-hand member of (9.22) coincides with 
- c-v,. Vz)*(- 8% VT - 3 ~2oc+P+2dx, Y; 4 
+ A-" 1 V 1' $1 B(')(x, y; s) esiA ds - k”)(x, y; Y) e”‘; + R$‘(x, y; A), 
and hence 
(- v, * VJP (- v, * v, - 3 w,(T;+ld%Y; 3 + J42(P+k+z)(x! Yi 4) 
= A-" 1 V lo 
IS 
' Btk)(x, y; s) esiA ds - A(‘)(x, y; r) e”‘) 
0 
) + @(x, y; 4 (9.24) 
for all values of x and y. Inspection with assistance of (9.11) indicates 
that all kernels in (9.24) are d-kernels: H$~+,, and M2(p+k+2) of orders 
equal to their subindices, the kernel on the right of order 2(K + 1). 
It is also seen that Hi:;+,, has vanishing parity and that its symbol is 
A-P / (1 p+l)* 
It is apparent from Eq. (9.24) that H$&+,,(x, y; h) must be an approxi- 
mation to the kernel of the g-inverse of hp(- VV)p (- V.V - X-l). 
In fact, M(- VV)p (- V.V - h-i) has a g-inverse, namely 
hP(( - vv)+)p+l (1 - h-1( - v.v>+>+, which is a differentioid of order 
2(p + 1) having X-P 1 (1 12(p+l) as its symbol; so, if H,(,+,)(x, y; X) is its 
kernel, then H,(,+,) - (H.$i+,, + M,(,+,+,,) is of order larger than 
2(p + l), and (9.24) implies 
H 2(a+dx1 Y; 4 = I V lo H;:!+dx, Y; 4 
+ J42(8+k+z)(%Y; A) + ((- v, . V,)P (- 0, . v, - h-y)+ 
x A-" 
1 ts 
r B(~)(x, y; s) es’A ds - Ack)(x, y; Y) eTiA) + @)(x, y; A)] , (9.25) 
0 
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which is the integral representation of H,(,+,,(x, y; h) we need. As it 
turns out we only need it for real negative h’s, and in anticipation of this 
we derive now by means of Lemma 9.3 some estimates for its various 
terms in their dependency on h, as h t 0. Assuming X < 0, k > 42, we 
obtain from Lemma 9.3, 
’ fj(k)(x, JI; S) es/A ds - A(“)(x, y; r) erlA < c, 1 h lk-n’2. 
0 
Write (( - V.V)p (- VV - X-l))+ = (( - VV)+)“fl(JJ - X-1( - 0.0)+)-r 
and observe that (- 0.0) ) + P+l has a square-integrable kernel for 
p + 1 > 42 whereas (Y - h-l(- V.V)+)+ is a contraction in Sz for 
h < 0. One may then conclude from the above inequality 
j (( - V.V)'p (- v.v - x-l))+ A-" (jl B(k)(x, y; s) eSIA ds - A(“)(x, y; Y) eTjA) 1 
< c,,, I h Ik-p-n’z, p+l>~, A < 0, k+ (9.26) 
Both I$$+,, and Mz(k+P+2) involve in their definitions the functions 
e,(t) which are differences between the exponential and polynomials of 
degree Q - 1 in X-l. The contribution of the exponential part to 
I v” I ~~~;+~, and Mz(k+p+2) are d-kernels of orders 2 and 2(k + 2), 
which-by an argument like the one above-are seen to have estimates of 
the form 
C kc.9 exp i 
Ixyl - = 
2 +I 
(1 xy p-1 and c,,, / h Ik-D--n’2, 
respectively. On the other hand, the polynomial parts of the e,‘s yield, for 
M 2k+p+2) > a polynomial of the form 
p-1 
z. A-" e!+l)(x~ Y)! 
where 
d2+1)(? Y) = J$=& J”: exp (- y) sF2+“ go s”U,(x, y) ds 
B’“‘(x, y; s) SW-~ ds - A(‘“‘(x, y; T) F’) . 
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These are d-kernels of order 2(~ + 1) (cf. Lemma 9.2, Corollary 1) 
independent of p, and to a certain extent also of tZ since an increase of K 
only adds terms of order larger than 2(K + TV + 2). 
It remains to find an estimate for 
(( - v, . V,)” (- v, . 8, - A-‘))’ &‘(x, y; A). 
R$(x, y; h) is in fact defined by (9.22) and so is a d-kernel, which, since 
it vanishes for / xy j < 6, is of infinite order. As above we have here a 
term deriving from the exponential part of the e,‘s and another originated 
in the polynomial part. The first is a C”- kernel having gradients of all 
orders majorated by C exp(- 6/2 2/l h 1) (h < 0), and the second a 
polynomial in h-i with Cm-coefficients of degree p - 1. After applying 
(( - V.V)p (- V.V - X-l))+, the first term still admits the same majora- 
tion while the second yields an expression of the form 
p-1 
,c, A-“(( - 0.0)~ (- v.v - h-l))+ Ip)(x, y). 
Summing up: 
where all the D’s are d-kernels of orders as indicated by their subindices, 
and where for h < 0, DhPJ”)(x, y; h) admits the estimate 
/ Dp+,y; A) 1 ,< Cp,k [cxp (- $+) (I xy y-l + j h Ip-y . (9.28) 
Thus prepared we may now enter the proof proper of the theorem. If 
P + 1 > n/2, H,(p+&, y; A> is continuous and can be expanded in a 
uniformly convergent series of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions as follows: 
H *(p+d? Yi 4 = g1 “y-y @A4 @f(Y), 
I 
p+l>$ 
Let us multiply the above equations by k-2/2& and integrate both 
members with regard to h along the positively-oriented boundary yr of the 
607/43-S 
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disk of radius r(r > sup hj) about the origin, cut along the negative real 
axis. If Re o >, p + 1 the series 
converges uniformly for all x’s and y’s, and all h’s in yr and therefore 
can be integrated term by term. Since 
1 
-4 
~o-~-l/\q+l 
2ni
’ dh = hia, 
yy X - Ai 
I H z(a+&, Y; 4 X0-2 dx = f V’@k4 @i(y) YI j=l 
= L20(% Y), Rea>p$-1, p+1>;. 
(9.29) 
Splitting the integral into two integrals, one over the rectilinear part 
and the other over the circular part of yr , 
.L~JX, y) = F jr ho-2H2(D+1)(~, y; - 4 dh 
0 
Aa-2H2(9+l&4,~; 4 dh (9.30) 
and by (9.27), 
+ 22 I,,,=, h”-2H2(p+1)(~, Y; 4 dh. 
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Now we replace the integral 
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sin770 r 
-y- j hp-~+~--2H2(p+1)(X, z; - A) dh 
0 
by the value obtained from (9.30) by changing G into p - p + 0 - 2, 
and deduce 
- 5' j 
u=o m 
[& j,,,= 
T 
(- ,)- P+~-~H~(~+~)(x, z; h) dh] . d‘*')(z, Y) dx 
This is the key to the proof. On the left stands the kernel under investi- 
gation, on the right a kernel formally dependent on p and k, which if 
p + 1 > n/2, 1 xy / > 0 is a well-defined analytic function of u for 
Re u > - k + p + n/2 + 1. This holds for the first term by virtue 
of (9.28) and is also valid for all the others because as we shall see they 
are all entire functions of u. No discussion is needed for the second term 
because the functions rO-u sin ~(0 - P)/~T(u - p) are all entire; for the 
third it suffices to remark that 1 V, 1-0 DJx, y) is a C”-kernel valued 
entire function of u for any Cm-kernel Dm(q y); for the last two the 
property follows from the continuity of HO(p+l)(~, y; A) over 1 h 1 = r 
(if in addition one uses the fact that for h < 2(p + I) - 71, 
VzhHz~p+l~(x, y; h) is continuous as a function of all its three arguments 
over 1 h 1 = r, X, y EW, the conclusion can be derived that the last 
three terms add up to a kernel of class Cap+l-n; this remark is to be 
kept in mind for the discussion below). Therefore, by proper choice of p 
and k the right-hand member of (9.31) can be made analytic in a domain 
as large as desired, and so (9.31) p rovides an analytic continua- 
tion of LzO(x, y) to the whole complex plane. This is the result of 
Minakshisundaram and Pleijel, originally stated for the scalar case 
only [12]. 
To see that I+,(x, y) is actually a d-kernel of the type described in the 
statement of Theorem 9.1 we shall reinspect (9.30), using this time 
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(9.25) in place of (9.27) to calculate the first term. Doing so and assuming 
u > n/2, 
L20(x, y) = 1 V lo + j-’ h”-2HZ(~;+l&x, y; - A) dh 
0 
+ y  j’ A”-2M2~p+k+2)(~, y; - h)dh 
0 
+ 57 
sin jr ho-2 1 [(hV.V)~ (- v.v - h-l)]+ 
0 
X 
is 
’ B’“‘(x, y; s) e-S’A ds - A’“’ 
0 
(x, y; A) ,-,,A) 1 dh 
+ % j: Y+g-2 [ j, H2(D+1) (x, x; - A). &‘(x, y; - A) dz/ dh 
+ & SinlirX”-‘ll,(,+,)(s,y; - A) dh. (9.32) 
As it was seen in the previous discussion the last two terms above can be 
made as smooth as desired by taking p sufficiently large. The third term 
can be made arbitrarily smooth by choice of K; one must simply notice 
that along with estimate (9.26) go the following estimates for the 
gradients; 
1 (- V.V)h /[(hV.V)~ (- 0.v - h-l)]+ 
X 
(S 
’ B(k’(x, y; s) eSIA ds - A(“) 
0 
< CR,p,hr 1 h /k--h--p-@, K>h+p+:, h < 0. 
To unfold the meaning of the first term in (9.32) we replace H.$i+,, by 
its expression (9.18) and interchange the integration order: 
sinz-a r 
- j X”-2Hz(~;+1~(x, y; - A) dA 
=+ j;~4;A j~A’*‘(x,y;s)e,(-beds 
= j’ A(k)(x, y; 3) (F j: k-2eD (- f) dh) ds, 
0 
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whence by Lemma 9.2, 
sin 7f0 
s 
T XO-2ff (k) 
2(s+1) YYi (X 4 dx 
__ ’ 1 
s A 
(k) 
(x, Y; 4 s O--l -- - = -77 0 r(u) 
ds o 
- j’ A’“‘(x, y; s) (+-p (+, u - 1) ds. 
0 
As p grows, the last integral becomes more and more smooth independ- 
ently of K, whereas the first coincides with 
c ( k Ta$v) U”(X, Y) “=o T(u) B(2(a + Y), 0) 1 xy I-o++ 
up to Cm-terms, by (9.16) and Lemma 9.2, Corollary 1. The same calcu- 
lations performed on the second term of (9.32) yield 
sin37a T 
- j  ~"-2~2(,+k+2d~7 Y; - 4 dh iT 0 
= tl (- V.V)P--p--1 j~m’(x, y; r) sin? j’ X0--B+q--peq (- +) dh 
?r 0 
- j+&yx, y; s) (+ j: A-2+q-peq (+) dh) dsj . 
0 
Again an appeal to Lemma 9.2 shows that all this can be made as smooth 
as desired by choice of K. Finally, collecting all these results one con- 
cludes that, for any (T, the right-hand member of (9.32) has an expansion 
of the form 
c ( 
k ru+v> W% Y) 
“=o F(a) l9(2(u + v), 0) 1 xy I+fv)J + ***’ 
with dots indicating higher-order terms, as asserted. This completes 
the proof. 
Upon inspection of the above argument we see that we have proved 
that 
+ R::!+k+ldX, Y), 
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where @i+k+&, Y) is a d-kernel of order 2 Re (CJ + K + I), analytic 
with regard to CT for any couple of points x and y in a domain approaching 
the whole complex plane as k -+ co. Hence, we can set x = y in (9.33) 
and contract the resulting tensor, to get 
whence we conclude: 
Theorem 9.2. xj”=, Ajo 1 G+(x) I2 d t a mi s an analytic continuation to 
the whole complex plane with exception of the points 
; v, v = 0, 1, 2,..., if n is odd 
u, = 
n 
- - v, 
2 if 
n is even, 
where it has jirst order poles with residues K( Uv(x, x))/(2fi)n r(n, 2 - v). 
10. Canonical Expansions. The Complete Symbol 
Let the symbol of a differentioid .B be 1 A l-E Ch (-iA 1 A I-l)*. M,(x). 
Since this is also the symbol of the operator 1 V I--a & (V. 1 V 1-l)" Mb(x), 
the difference z?@ - / V /--a xh (V. I V 1-l)” Mb(x) is an operator of higher 
order, and thus, by successive subtractions, the order of the 
difference can be made arbitrarily high. In other terms, a series 
2s I v IP xlb w I v I-‘P J4L,i( x can be constructed with Re OIi increas- 1 
ing to + a, so that for every K 
9 - 5 I v 1-i c (V. / v l-l)h Mh,i(x) 
i=l h 
is of order higher than Re ak . We express this fact as follows: 
(10.1) 
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This is one of the “canonical asymptotic expansions” of 9; whether 
the series converges in any of the more conventional ways is still an 
open question. The expansion is unique because each term is uniquely 
determined by the remainder of the previous partial sum; it determines 
the operator only up to operators of infinite order. 
The possibility of such canonical expansions, indicating that differ- 
entioids can be built out of multipliers and the basic differential operation, 
points to differentioids as a natural extension of differential operators. 
Expansion (10.1) is just one of many possible expansions of similar 
nature. These depend on the choice of the combinations of basic differential 
operators and multipliers to match the symbol 1 /I I p”( --i/l 1 d I-“)” * Mb(x). 
One may, for instance, distribute the powers of 1 V 1 freely among the 
various factors, or the multiplier may be placed in front or be split into 
various factors and be mixed with the differential operators; still, by 
obvious changes in the multipliers, V. can be replaced by 0, etc., etc. 
In any case, once the choice is fixed, the expansion is unique. 
To each cannonical expansion corresponds a notion of “complete 
symbol”, resulting from replacing V by ill. This is a formal series of 
symbols of increasing orders of homogeneity; the convergence of such 
series will not be discussed here, and for the time being the meaning 
of the symbol will have to be found in its formal structure only. Clearly, 
the complete symbols determines the operator up to operators of infinite 
order and expresses the way the operators depends on differentiations 
and the point of application. Unlike the symbol, the complete symbol 
does not furnish a homomorphic image of differentioids by tensor 
functions. 
Among all canonical expansions and their symbols none seems to 
recommend itself over the others, but it is conceivable that in particular 
cases there might be some to be preferred. 
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